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Preface
Airports are fascinating sites and objects. Primarily designed
as moorings for aircrafts but developed unto complex
structures where infrastructure, amenities and business
opportunities meet. Since I was a small kid I am captivated
by Schiphol airport. I remember moments of intense joy and
excitement when me and my mother went to the airport to
welcome and pick up my dad after a business trip or work
abroad. The traffic flows at the airport, the white blurred
doors between customs and arrivals and the many shops were
appealing and thrilling elements to me. Though I also traced
aspects such as traffic flows and shops in large cities and
when I grew older the excitement about these aspects within
cities vanished. Nevertheless, for airports, this feeling is
still there and although I spend an entire year rethinking the
Schiphol region, I still feel the rush of the airport which still
thrills me at some moments.

thesis can be regarded as the first of a graduation ‘diptych’.
Finally, I want to stress that I truly enjoyed the graduation
year and this research in particular. I hope you can ‘taste’
some of this pleasure in the thesis and of course will enjoy
this thesis as much as I did. For the reason the research was
performed for the municipality and deals with Schiphol
(the Netherlands) the summary is only available in Dutch.
Nevertheless, a short abstract is included for non-Dutch
speaking readers.

In the second project of the Urbanism curriculum, the
project concerned the Haarlemmermeer polder but explicitly
excluded airport nuisance from the project’s content. It was
told that ‘trying to intervene in noise related topics was
considered as too complex’. In particular this last connotation
‘too complex’ triggered me to think about possibilities for
areas which are currently restricted for building activities.
In fact, this was the direct starting point for my graduation
project. Moreover, in the building zone where building
restrictions are forced upon, recently a landscape project
(Buitenschot) was realized aiming to reduce low-frequent
noise levels dispersed by aircrafts starting at the Polderbaan
by small pyramid-shaped hills. Based on this project I
assumed it might be possible to combine the shape of hills
with program which might enable both sound pressure level
attenuation and (economic) urban development.
On top of possibilities to enable (real estate) development
closer to noise polluted areas, noise also has a clear
environmental footprint formed by physical disorders of
residents living nearby airports. Research performed by
Imperial College on hospital records in the vicinity of
Heathrow airport in London showed a much higher number
of stress related heart diseases and death rates compared to
average figures. Although dwellings in the Schiphol area are
not that close to flight paths as it is in the United Kingdom
(and London in particular) it is a challenge to improve the
built environment such that sound pressure levels decrease
in order to de-stress local residents. This report will provide
first results how this could be managed at different levels
of scale.
The research is supported by the municipality of
Haarlemmermeer by a graduation internship. Alongside
this graduation research, I am also graduating at the master
program Construction Management and Engineering (CME)
at the department of Civil Engineering and Geosciences.
The first parts of both researches will overlap (aircraft noise
mitigations) but for CME I will put the focus on governance
models to implement these mitigations. The CME graduation
project is a combination of the departments of CEG and
TPM (supervised by Prof. dr. mr. Hans de Bruin). This
6

Abstract

Samenvatting

The graduation research focusses on mitigations in the built
environment abating aircraft noise which can used by urban
planners, designers and policy makers operating in airport
regions. Aircraft noise is an issue for airport regions as it
forces building restrictions upon aircraft noise exposed
areas (e.g. for Schiphol and the Amsterdam Metropolitan
Area) and increases the chance people living in such areas
will face (stress related) physical disorders. Instead of
focusing on the noise source (the aircraft) this research aims
to develop mitigations which can be applied within the built
environment for different varieties of aircraft noise.

Vliegtuiggeluid vormt een probleem voor stedelijke gebieden
met vliegvelden. Aangezien vliegvelden interessante
vestigingslocaties zijn geworden voor een divers pallet aan
bedrijven, en daarmee ook de vraag naar huisvesting in de
omgeving groeit, groeien vliegvelden en steden naar elkaar
toe. Waar in het verleden instrumenten als geluidscontouren
stedelijke ontwikkeling en vliegvelden veilig uit elkaar
haalden, laat de huidige situatie bij vliegvelden in Noord
Amerika en Europa (waaronder Schiphol) zien dat de
bestaande instrumenten de vereiste ruimtelijke flexibiliteit
en mogelijkheden voor verdere groei van luchtvaartverkeer
niet adequaat ondersteunen.

The research first develops aircraft noise abating solutions
by literature study, which are converted to twenty-four
design patterns. The design pattern methodology has
showed to be effective to translate (technical) information to
design and planning tools and incorporates today’s complex
realm of (airport) urban planning and design. Moreover, the
research maps average and incidental sound pressure levels
in the Schiphol area which are used to indicate where in the
vicinity of Schiphol the design patterns can be applied. This
results in design pattern which are partly generic (can be
applied in any airport region) and specific (application of
the design patterns in the Schiphol area). Aside from design
patterns, also a qualitative system to analyse the effects
and presence of (spatial) aircraft noise abating solutions
in airport regions has been developed. By this analysis
framework, different areas within the Schiphol region are
analysed which indicates how the existing area can be
optimized.

Daarnaast richt (wetenschappelijk) onderzoek rondom
luchtvaartgeluid zich primair op optimalisatie van de bron
(vliegtuig) en laat het de ruimtelijke omgeving grotendeels
buiten beschouwing. Het doel van dit afstudeeronderzoek is
om het geluidsvraagstuk vanuit de ruimtelijke omgeving te
benaderen (dus: wat kan er op de grond worden gedaan tegen
vliegtuiggeluid?) en het ontwikkelen van nieuwe middelen
voor ontwerpers en beleidsmakers om de ruimtelijke
omgeving slimmer in te richten gericht op vliegtuiggeluid.
Hierin is een belangrijke rol voor ontwerppatronen toebedeeld.
Eerder onderzoek heeft laten zien dat ontwerppatronen
een methodiek kunnen zijn om technische informatie om
te zetten naar ontwerpinstrumentaria. Dit onderzoek biedt
twee noviteiten: het geluidsvraagstuk benaderen vanuit de
ruimtelijke omgeving en het ontwikkelen van een nieuw
instrument om ruimtelijke gebieden te onderzoeken en te
ontwerpen tegen vliegtuiggeluid toegepast op de regio
rondom Schiphol.

In the final parts of the thesis, the design patterns are
tested by two design cases. The first case aims to test the
application of design patterns by urban designers and
planners working in the Schiphol area. The results are
positive but suggests further research and simplification of
the design patterns in needed. The second case addresses an
individual design proposal which is tested in a numerical
model. The numerical model quantifies the sound pressure
level reduction for the aircraft noise variety the second
design case focussed on. The results are positive and show
the design patterns applied in the second case contribute to
increased sound pressure levels although more research will
be needed.

Het onderzoek bevat de volgende elementen om tot een
nieuw instrument te komen:

Keywords:
aircraft noise, noise reduction, design patterns, spatial
analysis, Schiphol, noise modelling, urban physics,
building technology, building materialization
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•

Geluidsonderzoek:
		
welke elementen in de ruimtelijke
omgeving kunnen bijdragen aan reductie van
geluidsoverlast van vliegtuigen?

•

Omgevingsonderzoek:
		
waar wordt vliegtuiggeluid ervaren rondom
Schiphol en hoe kunnen we in kaart brengen (en
een instrument bieden) hoe de huidige ruimtelijke
omgeving vliegtuiggeluid reduceert?

•

Ontwerppatroon ontwikkeling:
		
hoe kan de informatie uit voorgaande
elementen worden omgezet in een ontwerppatronen
voor ruimtelijk ontwerpers en beleidsmakers?

•

Testen en praktijk:
		
hoe kunnen ruimtelijk ontwerpers het
instrument gebruiken en hoe kunnen de effecten van
het instrument worden berekend?

2.

Geluidsonderzoek
In het algemeen is er weinig onderzoek naar vliegtuiggeluidbeperkende-maatregelen in de ruimtelijke omgeving
gedaan, waardoor het literatuurgedeelte zich richt op
weg-geluid reducerende elementen die vervolgens zijn
bekeken voor de toepasbaarheid voor vliegtuiggeluid. In
het geluidsonderzoek is eerst gekeken naar geluid in het
algemeen, en zijn vervolgens vliegtuig- en wegverkeer
geluid met elkaar vergeleken. Vliegtuigen kunnen zich
op verschillende manieren verplaatsen (opstijgen, landen,
starten, taxiën, proefdraaien) maar in principe zijn er
twee typische geluidspectra (intensiteit kan per manier
van verplaatsen nog verschillen). Daarom wordt in het
onderzoek gewerkt met twee vliegtuiggeluidclusters:
•

•

3.

4.
De uitkomst van de casus illustreert waar vliegtuiggeluidbeperkende-maatregelen zijn toegepast, redeneert wat
het effect van de individuele (kwalitatieve) ruimtelijke
maatregelen is op de totale geluidsreductie en laat zien of
de maatregelen zich vooral in publiek of privaat domein
bevinden. Laatstgenoemde laat zien in welk domein (privaat
of publiek) de maatregelen al zijn toegepast en geeft een
idee waar verbeteringen kunnen worden gemaakt (en
geïmplementeerd).

SST geluid: geluid van stationaire, startende en
taxiënde toestellen met als bijzonderheid een piekintensiteit van zeer laag frequent geluid (tussen 20
en 40 Hz)
CA geluid: geluid van opstijgende, vliegende en
dalende toestellen met een piek-intensiteit van hoog
frequent geluid (tussen 1500 en 8000 Hz).

De algemene conclusie uit de zes cases is dat in het gebied,
uitgaande van de cases, rondom Schiphol ruimtelijke
vliegtuiggeluid-beperkende-maatregelen
zeer
matig
zijn ingebed. Daarnaast is er zowel in het publieke als
private domein nog veel ruimte voor integratie van deze
maatregelen.
Ontwerppatroon ontwikkeling

Alle maatregelen (primair tegen wegverkeer-geluid)
zijn per vliegtuiggeluidcluster beoordeeld voor de
toepasbaarheid. Daarnaast is ook gekeken naar de invloed
per maatregel op het tegengaan van directe- en indirecte
(reflecteerde) geluidsgolven. Het resultaat is een schema
van 34 kwalitatieve vliegtuiggeluid-reducerende ruimtelijke
elementen voor zowel SST en CA geluid, alsmede direct en
indirect geluid.

Luchthavenregio’s worden beïnvloed door macro- en microeconomische fluctuaties waardoor er veel uiteenlopende (en
tegenstrijdige) belangen spelen in dergelijke gebieden. De
ruimtelijke dynamiek is mede hierdoor complex en snel
wijzigend. Een (vliegtuiggeluid-beperkend-ruimtelijk)
ontwerpinstrument moet op deze complexiteit en dynamiek
kunnen aansluiten. Door gebruik van (ontwerp) patronentaal1 theorie zijn de 34 vliegtuiggeluid-reducerende
ruimtelijke elementen uit de literatuurstudie omgezet in 24
ontwerppatronen op drie schaalniveaus (stedenbouwkundig,
architectuur en gebouw en materialisering).
De patronen kunnen worden opgedeeld in een generiek en
specifiek gedeelte. Het generieke (niet locatie specifieke)
gedeelte wordt geïntroduceerd met een afbeelding,
probleemomschrijving,
oplossingsrichting,
fysische
vereisten en referenties. Het locatie specifieke gedeelte
brengt aan de hand van de incidentele en gemiddeld
gewogen geluidsbelasting kaarten in beeld waar de patronen
voor de twee clusters van vliegtuiggeluid (ca en sst) kunnen
worden toegepast. Naast de patroonbeschrijvingen is er
gekeken naar de onderlinge relaties tussen de patronen op
verschillende schaalniveaus. Hiervoor zijn de patronen
in een netwerkstructuur geplaatst waarin de verbindingen
tussen de verschillende patronen worden aangegeven.
Ten slotte worden verschillende clusters van patronen
geïllustreerd aan de hand van verschillende ruimtelijke
configuraties (gerelateerd aan bebouwingsdichtheden). De
clusters laten zien hoe het patronennetwerk kan worden
toepast in de praktijk, gebaseerd op dichtheden die ook in de
cases naar voren kwamen en dus voorkomen in het gebied
rondom Schiphol.

Omgevingsonderzoek
Het omgevingsonderzoek richt zich op de regio rondom
Schiphol en brengt ten eerste geluidsniveaus en wettelijke
beperkingen in kaart. Geluidsniveaus worden op twee
manieren in kaart gebracht: incidenteel (geluidsbelasting
van een vliegtuig) en gemiddeld gewogen (gemiddeld
geluidsniveau in gebieden rond Schiphol over een
etmaal). Incidentele geluidsbelasting laat zien welk
geluidsdrukniveau mag worden verwacht op gevels door
toestellen (en waarop maatregelen in de ruimtelijke
omgeving moeten anticiperen) terwijl gemiddeld gewogen
geluidsbelasting laat zien welke gebieden het zwaarst belast
zijn (gerelateerd aan het aantal toestellen dat overvliegt of
start / landt nabij een gebied). Ten slotte is in kaart gebracht
welke overige wetgeving relevant is voor de ruimtelijke
omgeving (bijv. hoogtebeperking, vogelrichtlijnen).
Daarnaast is onderzocht op welke manier de regio
rondom luchthavens (en daarmee Schiphol) kan worden
geanalyseerd voor de mate waarin vliegtuiggeluidbeperkende-maatregelen al in de ruimtelijke structuur zijn
ingebouwd. Hiervoor zijn zes cases onderzocht aan de hand
van een onderzoekmethodiek die in kaart brengt:
1.

Uit welke grondbezettingen (functies)
casusgebied bestaat (inclusief oppervlakten)

Welk
van
de
vliegtuiggeluid-beperkende
maatregelen kunnen worden teruggevonden in de
cases: beschreven in een tabel en geïllustreerd
Hoe de bovenstaande elementen zich verhouden tot
eigendom in de gebieden: privaat en publiek

een
1
Oorspronkelijk ontwikkelt door Christopher Alexander en
collegae aan UC Berkeley
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Testen en praktijk
Het laatste gedeelte van het onderzoek richt zich op het
testen en modelleren van het ontwerpinstrument (patronen).
Dit is gedaan in twee cases:
1.
2.

Hoofddorp Toolenburg: gelegen naast een
aanvliegroute (CA geluid)
Badhoevedorp
Schuilhoeve:
gelegen
naast
proefdraaiterreinen en startbanen Schiphol (SST
geluid)

Voor de eerste casus is een ontwerpworkshop gedaan met
stedenbouwkundigen en planologen van de gemeente
Haarlemmermeer. De deelnemers waren enthousiast over
het ontwikkelde ontwerpinstrument en de bruikbaarheid van
de ontwerppatronen, maar gaven wel aan dat vlieggeluidbeperkende-maatregelen altijd integraal onderdeel moeten
zijn van een bredere kwaliteitsimpuls van de bebouwde
omgeving. Daarnaast moeten de patronen worden versimpeld
om ze bruikbaar te maken voor (korte) ontwerpoefeningen
(in het bijzonder wanneer niet-vliegtuiggeluid-experts
deelnemen).
Voor de tweede casus is een individuele ontwerpuitwerking
gemaakt voor Badhoevedorp-zuid. Hierin zijn de
ontwerppatronen gecombineerd met locatie specifieke
behoeften (gerelateerd aan huisvestigingsbehoeften, wateren energie vraagstukken), mede om de toegepaste patronen
meervoudig bruikbaar te maken (dus oplossingen die niet
alleen bijdrage aan reductie van vliegtuiggeluid). Vervolgens
is een doorsnede in de dominante geluidsrichting tussen
het proefdraaiterrein en de ontwerplocatie gemodelleerd
in GPFE simulatiemodellen voor de octaafband van 32
Hz (waarin een piekintensiteit van zeer laag frequent
geluid is geconcentreerd). De eerste uitkomsten uit deze
simulaties wijzen op gunstige effecten van de toegepaste
ontwerppatronen in het ontwerp (en dus het ontwikkelde
instrument), voor ten minste (zeer laag frequent) SST
geluid. Vervolgonderzoek is vereist naar het effect voor CA
geluid aangezien adequate modellen momenteel ontbreken
of onvoldoende kunnen worden gebruikt om ruimtelijke
ontwerpen te modelleren.
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I.

Problem analysis

Airports are places with high accessibility, not only within
national- but (notably) in international infrastructural
networks. As illustrated by Kasarda in his book
‘Aerotropolis, the way we’ll live next’, airports have been
propagated as interesting business location since two
decades. This development first started with businesses
related to the transport and logistics sector but have evolved
to the financial and services sector either. Together with
businesses, demands for housing in the airport’s vicinity
evolved. First for low-educated workers for instance in
distribution hubs such as Memphis but later on also for
high-educated staff near airports in the North-east of the
United States (Kasarda & Lindsay, 2011, pp. 40-61).
The European equivalent of the aerotropolis, as promoted
by Kasarda, was studied by the research-architectural
firm Guller-Guller. The office analysed several European
airports and airport’s extension plans in combination with
real estate development. This expansionism is boosted by
rosy expectations on the increase of worldwide aviation
(Guller & Guller, 2003, pp. 77-83). IATA2 estimated a
rise of an astonishing thirty-one per cent of worldwide air
traffic passengers up to 2017. Although most of this rise
will be realized in upcoming economies, Schiphol group’s
annual reports have showed steady growth percentages of
transferring passengers over the last years (notwithstanding
2008-2009) despite economic slowdown in Europe3.
Recently, the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the
Environment permitted Schiphol to increase the number of
air traffic movements to 510,000 in 2020 (420,000 in 2013),
showing the demand for air traffic in Europe, or at least at
Schiphol, is still growing.

water, fuels and food affecting the whole areas. Moreover,
spatial claims and infrastructure related to airports
determine visual and spatial configurations of large pieces
of land around airports. These aspects of airport regions
stimulated a multi-disciplinary group of researchers at TU
Delft, ETH Zürich and TU München to research these issues
in the ‘Better Airport Regions’ research project4.
Returning to aircraft noise, today, the noise quest
is mostly regulated by noise contours nearby airports
(Garcia, Brambilla, Vallet, Guski, & Arana, 2001). In the
Netherlands, especially for Schiphol, this is provided by the
‘airport planning act’ defining where it is- and isn’t allowed
to build in the airport’s vicinity. Originally, the airport
planning act and the contours propagated are determined
and calculated through the Kosten-equation, which was
named after professor Kosten who conducted research
to develop this method in the 1960s. This equation takes
into account the sound pressure levels in the airport area
related to the number of people experiencing noise levels
more than the threshold level (Jong), 2012, p. 45). However,
the Dutch Kosten-equation will be changed for European
regulations concerning aircraft noise during the coming
years. Although noise contours have shown to be efficient in
keeping property and building development nearby airports
out, a rise in air traffic movements (more aircrafts) results
in larger areas being acclaimed for building restrictions
because of noise. In practice, there are three major reasons
why the latter is problematic for the built environment in the
vicinity of airports:
1.

However, together with airports and especially air traffic, the
spatial environment encounters noise issues. As ‘aircrafts are
complex noise sources’ aircraft noise derives from different
elements though most noise is produced by the power unit
and the aircraft’s aerodynamic flows (Zaporozhets, Tokarev,
& Attenborough, 2011). On top of that, the position and
the working cycle of aircrafts (starts, taking off, landing,
taxiing, maintenance) determines the noise spectrum and
intensity of the noise dispersed. Furthermore, aircraft noise
heavily dominates public debates on airport expansion
(de Jong, 2012; Kasarda & Lindsay, 2011). Kasarda even
discussed the case of Los Angeles airport LAX where local
residents prevented further expansion causing an exodus
of air line operators to other airports in California. In the
case of Schiphol, it is very unlikely the national government
would welcome such a situation as the airport is one of the
‘main port hubs’ in the main port policy propagated by the
government and (highly) important for the Dutch economy.
However, simply proclaiming the airport’s important
economic position won’t solve the noise issues for local
residents. Aside from noise, airports have a large ecological
and spatial footprint, consuming large volumes of energy,

2.

3.

Further expansion of airports will affect existing
build up area when this area is claimed by the
contours restricting further building activities but
also increasing the number of people being exposed
to un-tolerated sound pressure levels (as legislated
by threshold levels).
As illustrated by the work of Kasarda and GullerGuller, demand for real estate development near the
airport (including housing) merges the formerly strict
division between airport terrains and its surrounding
spatial environment making the contours and its
regulations blurred.
For Schiphol, the ‘dual objective5’ fuels disputes
on the positioning of noise contours and effects
of aircraft noise for local governments, residents,
investors and developers (de Jong, 2012, p. 296) . A
side-effect of the noise contour is the de-stimulation
of urban designers and architects to make ‘noiseaware’ designs. Instead, regulations are followed
considering where it is allowed to build not taking
into account possibilities to make designs in which
the spatial environment (and its elements) anticipates
on aircraft noise.

4
http://betterairport.verdus.nl/voorpagina.asp, retrieved 14 May 		
2014
5
The dual objective or ‘dubbel doelstelling’ refers to the governance
2
http://www.iata.org/pressroom/pr/pages/2013-12-10-01.aspx, 		 approach stimulated by the Dutch (central) government on 			
retrieved 7 January 2014
Schiphol aiming to both develop the airport as international airport 		
3
http://www.jaarverslagschiphol.nl/resultaten/top-connectivity/con		 hub and to improve living standards in the Schiphol region (de Jong, 		
currentiepositie/aantal-reizigers, retrieved 7-1-2014
2012, p. 296)
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Zooming in on the Amsterdam Schiphol area, next to a
demand for further expansion of Schiphol airport, up to
150,000 new houses are planned in the region (Alderstafel,
2013, p. 18; Haarlemmermeer, 2012b). In 2006, the clash
between expansion demands of both Schiphol and housing,
combined with aircraft noise issues in the Amsterdam
Metropolitan Area was an incentive for the Dutch national
government to set up a negotiation body and appointed
Hans Alders as mediator and chairman. This body named
‘Alderstafel’ presented their first concept in 2008, and
the final results in October 2013 (Alderstafel, 2013). The
stakeholders involved in the negotiations (e.g. national- and
local governments, residents, Schiphol, airline operators)
decided to allow the airport to expand up till 510,000 air
traffic movements whilst 150,000 new dwellings in the AMA
will be constructed together with measures to reduce noise
hindrance in the spatial environment. The last should be
researched, financed and implemented by the governmental
authorities and Schiphol airport (Alderstafel, 2008).
Reflecting on the outcomes, the first and second were not
real solutions but formalizations and quantifications of
demands while the third in particular focuses on source
mitigations (e.g. CDA’s, runway management). In fact,
the outcomes postpone a real solution for the noise issue in
the spatial environment as the existing policy concerning
the airport is only enhanced. However, the third outcome
is interesting as it holds the ability to open new ways for
innovation concerning noise hindrance (in particular for the
mitigation within the spatial environment).

and amenities, housing demand will follow according to
Kasarda. However, noise from aircrafts influences the living
quality heavily for which noise contours are designated.
Meanwhile, in the Amsterdam Metropolitan Area the noise
contour has not stimulated urban designers and architect
to design ‘noise-aware’. On top of that, following from
negotiations between stakeholders involved, 150,000 new
dwellings are being projected in the area alongside a rising
number of air traffic movements at Schiphol (510,000 in
2020). These demands require new measures to reduce
noise loads in the spatial environment. Finally, there seems
to be a lack of adequate research and solutions reacting onto
aircraft noise through the spatial environment itself.
Aside from aircraft noise and ambitions postulated by
municipal governments and airport authorities, the different
interests and visions on airport developments make airport
regions highly dynamic. Governments (from national
ministries to local municipalities) own different parts of
the airport infrastructure, whilst the airport authorities are
influenced by macro- and micro-economic fluctuations
resulting in changing passenger numbers and real estate
positions. Fain (2014, p. 6) adds to this that ‘due to the
increased spatial and economic scope of both city as
airport, the number of interfaces of the contemporary
airport and its metropolitan area has increased and the
interfaces themselves have become rather complex’. For
urban design and planning in general, and airport regions
in particular, the dynamics and complexity of urban areas is
hard to cope with and to anticipate on in design proposals,
making complexity theories very applicable for urban
design and planning practice (Batty & Marshall, 2012). A
way to incorporate and address the principles of complexity
theories for urban planning and design are design patterns
(Christopher Alexander, 2003; Balaoura et al., 2012;
Batty & Marshall, 2012; Henriquez, Niekerk, Verheul, &
Mentink, 2013). Moreover, design patterns were used at the
department of Industrial Ecology (at TU Delft and Leiden
University) to convert tangible technical information into
design tools for urban designers and planners (Henriquez
et al., 2013). Currently, rather technical outcomes from
the Better Airport Research project will also be turned into
design patterns (Geldermans, Wandl, & Dobbelsteen, 2014)
suggesting spatial design patterns can be very helpful to
convert technical or tangible information (e.g. noise abating
solutions) into tools for urban designers and planners.

So far, no elaborated research has been conducted to find
solutions for aircraft noise by the spatial environment.
Other innovations touching upon the spatial environment
was research focussing on anti-noise, conducted by TNO,
which enabled citizens to switch on little ‘anti-noise boxes’.
Nevertheless, this was only possible for very low-frequent
noise6 and created small ‘silent islands’ which are only
practical in sleeping rooms or offices but not for areas
people are moving in and out. Moreover, the technique
was expensive compared to acoustical insulation78.
Notwithstanding for the TNO research, the focus was put on
the sound source (engines and aircraft shape) instead of the
receiver (spatial environment)9 (Alderstafel, 2013).
So, airport regions face major challenges related to noise
and the direct (built up) surroundings. As air traffic is
expected to increase during the next decades, and airports
are interesting locations for businesses to locate offices
6
Low frequency noise is less affected by wind and temperature 		
fluctuations resulting in more adequate calculation methods to 			
simulate the transmission path of low frequency noise (and therefore 		
offers the opportunity to generate interfering sound waves levelling 		
out the low frequency noise) compared to high frequent noise (see 			
introduction of part a).
7
https://www.tno.nl/images/shared/overtno/magazine/tnotime_5_		
nov_2011_18_21.pdf, retrieved 20 April 2014
8
http://www.geluidnieuws.nl/2008/mei2008/antigeluid.html, re		
trieved 20 April 2014
9
http://www.klm.com/corporate/nl/images/007770%20			
Factsheet%20operationele%20maatregelen_tcm730-342205.pdf, 			
retrieved 14 February 2014
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II.

Problem statement

Airports face demands for further expansion of air traffic
movements real estate whilst housing development is also
stimulated in its vicinity. On top of that, when airports
are located nearby towns and cities, noise from aircrafts
influences the spatial environment heavily. The Amsterdam
Metropolitan Area and its airport Schiphol is a good example
of an area facing this juxtaposed demands. The current tools
to regulate noise from aircrafts near airports (noise contours
and ‘dual objectives’) fuels discussions between different
stakeholders such as the airport, property developers and
governments where reasonably expansion can be facilitated.
Moreover the contours do not encourage designers to include
noise as a design parameter in their proposals. Finally, the
outcomes of the Alderstafel longed for measures to reduce
noise hindrance. The main challenge seems to be how to
keep the spatial environment flexible for transformation
and adaption to locate future buildings (while not kept
frozen by regulations from expanding contours) with an
airport (Schiphol) able to increase the number of air traffic
movements.

III.

Research questions

Main research question:
How could aircraft noise abating solutions be
used to develop spatial design patterns, and how could
these patterns be applied and tested in (design) cases in
the Schiphol area?
Adding two clarifications:
1. From now on, spatial design patterns refers to aircraft
noise abating spatial design patterns abbreviated to
spatial design patterns
2. Spatial design patterns in this research aim to enable
urban designers, planners and other interested to
provide spatial design proposals in airport regions.
This research question is related to six sub questions:
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1.

What is (aircraft) noise, what are similarities
between other traffic noise typologies and aircraft
noise and how are airport regions airport regions
currently designed related to aircraft noise?

2.

Which spatial aircraft noise abating solutions can
attenuate aircraft noise in the vicinity of airports?

3.

Which areas located in the vicinity of Schiphol are
exposed to aircraft noise and safety legislation
regarding sound pressure levels and different
typologies of aircraft noise?

4.

How could airport regions in general, and the
Schiphol area in particular, be analysed for its
aircraft noise abating (spatial) properties?

5.

How can design pattern theories be used to develop
spatial design patterns, and be used to convert
aircraft noise abating solutions to such patterns?

6.

In what ways could the spatial design patterns be
applied in two design cases in the Schiphol region
in order to:
• generate a group design with planners and
designers working in the vicinity of Schiphol
to test the design patterns?
• generate a design which outcomes can be
modelled to test the noise reduction enabled
by the design patterns?

IV.

Research goals and scope

V.

Please see section VII for goals per sub research question
related to expected outcomes and research methodology.

Relevance

new models is out of the scope for this research. The two
design samples focus explicitly on the Amsterdam Schiphol
Airport region in the Netherlands and provide examples of
implementation in practice in order to test the applicability
of the design solutions.
The graduation project is relevant from different
perspectives.

The scope of the create design patterns which can be
applied for plans and design proposals for towns and cities
in the vicinity of airports. Therefore, the research focusses
on spatial aircraft noise abating solutions underpinned
by literature from other (noise related) disciplines. These
solutions are mostly rooted in quantitative research but when
isolated from its original context, little can be said about
the quantitative noise reduction when applied on aircraft
noise. The focus on spatial design patterns reflects on the
principal work by Alexander but will also regards adaptions
and criticism on his work. Other design pattern theories
than Alexander’s (all research referred to uses Alexander as
starting point) are out of the scope of this research. In order
to answer the last research question, existing numerical
models will be used while programming and scripting

First of all, the academic relevance of the research is
primarily the assessment of literature in the field of noise
physics and (vehicle) traffic noise onto aircraft noise.
Secondly, the translation and assessment of noise mitigating
solutions derived from the discipline of traffic noise
engineering to urban design and urban engineering have not
been performed yet, adding new (generic) knowledge for
both designers and engineers.
Thirdly, the research is relevant from a societal perspective.
Noise is not only annoying but also causes stress and
physical disorders (Öhrström, Skånberg, Svensson, &
Gidlöf-Gunnarsson, 2006). Thereby, communities living
in the vicinity of airports can be supported by providing
solutions to reduce sound pressure levels. On top of that, the
Amsterdam Metropolitan Area is not the only region where
ambitions of both airports and towns rankle. In literature,
various examples were given such as London Heathrow,
Tokyo Narita and Los Angeles LAX airport were noise
plays an important role in the future expansion plans of
both airport and city (Kasarda, 2011). Moreover, airports
and cities in upcoming economies (e.g. BRICS countries
or Africa) with a growing middle class, might face similar
discussions concerning aircraft noise in the near future.
Fourthly, within the Amsterdam Metropolitan Airport, the
research can contribute to the conclusions of the Alderstafel
negotiations. As explained in the previous section, there is a
demand for new innovative solutions to reduce noise loads
in the airport region. The research can contribute to the
discussion by offering design and engineering solutions able
to improve living standards through the spatial environment.
Finally, the research is relevant for the urban design and
engineering discipline concerning urban designs for airport
regions. So far, no specific guidelines or theories are
available for designers working in such areas. Traditional
tools might be inadequate and insufficient for airport
regions. The research can both provide tools adding new
relevant knowledge to the discipline’s discourse.
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VI.

Research methodology

The research methodologies proposed for the graduation
research are based on the books ‘Methodologie van
technisch-wetenschappelijk onderzoek’ and ‘Ways to
study and research urban, architectural and technical
design’(Christiaans, Fraaij, Graaff, & Hendriks, 2004; T.

1.

goals
•
•
•
•
•

2.

•

•

Literature study on mitigations on traffic and finally
aircraft noise
Building and using framework to assess non-aircraft
noise mitigations

Mapping the current status of
aircraft noise in the Schiphol
region related to incidental
and average sound pressure
levels
Mapping safety legislation

Developing
methods
to
analyse airport regions
Understanding the (non)inclusion of mitigations
derived from sub question 1
and 2 in the Schiphol region

•

Turning information from
sub question 1,2,3 into
design patterns for the
Schiphol region
Extended theory on ‘pattern
language’

•
•

•

Designing and testing the
design patterns in a workshop
and individual design case
Testing the design by
numerical models

Literature study on traffic
noise abating solutions
Assessment of literature by
traffic and aircraft noise
characteristics from sub
question 1

expected outcomes
•
•

Maps with incidental and
average sound levels
Maps with restrictions

methods, data and sources
•
•

expected outcomes
•
•

Case studies analysing the
mitigations in the Schiphol
area
Analysis methodology

expected outcomes
•
•

Design of pattern library
Literature review of pattern
language methodology and
application

expected outcomes
•
•
•
•

Feedback from professionals
on design patterns
Group design
Individual design
Test runs from numerical
model as feedback on abating
effect of design patterns
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(ER) handbooks on noise,
traffic- and aircraft noise
(ER) handbooks on spatial
consequences of traffic- and
aircraft noise

methods, data and sources
•

(ER) literature provided by
handbooks, articles (e.g.
Applied Acoustics, Journal
of Sound and Vibration,
Journal of the Acoustical
Society of America)

methods, data and sources
•

•

goals
•

Description of (aircraft and
traffic) noise
Creating physical framework
for literature assessment

expected outcomes

goals

•

6.

•

goals
•

5.

•

goals
•

•

4.

expected outcomes

goals

•

3.

Describing sound
Exploring aircraft noise
Exploring traffic noise
Comparing aircraft and traffic noise
Understanding effects

de Jong & Voordt, 2002). See appendices for extended
information and literature references. Per research question
the goals, expected outcomes and methodology are defined
as:

(ER) data analysis of
NOMOS, LVB, Handbooks
on aircraft noise dispersion
at different locations
(ECR) maps (aerial photos,
GVB data)

methods, data and sources
•
•

(ER) literature review of
pattern language theory
(DR) designing the patterns

methods, data and sources
•
•

(ER) literature review of
pattern language theory
(DR) designing the patterns

methods, data and sources
•
•

(MMR) using GPFE model
by TNO
workshop

Thesis content diagram

Part A Literature study
•

Part B Analysing noise

Literature study aircraft
noise abating mitigations

•
•

Sub questions: I, II

Sound pressure levels in
Schiphol area
Case studies Schiphol area

Sub questions: III, IV

Part C Design pattern development
•
•

Literature design strategies
Design of aircraft noise abating tools for designers

Sub questions:V

Part D Testing the instrument
•
•
•

Individual design (Schuilhoeve)
Design through workshop with (urban) designers and planners
Numerical modelling of first case

Sub questions:VI

Part E Reflecting and concluding
•
•
•

Conlusions
Recommendations
Further research

Part F
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Additional information
and research

research

Conclusions and further

Design resarch (DR), ER
and math. research (MMR)

case study research (ECR)

Explorative resarch (ER)

Appendices
Literature

Explorative research (ER)
and design research (DR)

•
•

Explorative research (ER)
(literature study)

VII.
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part a
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Part a relates to the first two (sub) research questions
addressed in the graduation research:
1. What is (aircraft) noise, what are similarities
between other traffic noise typologies and
aircraft noise and how are airport regions
airport regions currently designed related to
aircraft noise?
2. Which spatial aircraft noise abating solutions
can attenuate aircraft noise in the vicinity of
airports?
In order to answer these two questions (and because of a
lack of literature treating aircraft noise in combination with
spatial interventions) part a is sub divided in the following
elements:
1. Introduction into noise
•
•
•
•

Noise in general
Traffic noise
Aircraft noise
Comparing (road) traffic- and aircraft noise

2. Literature study onto (aircraft) noise abatement
and the spatial environment
•
•
•
•

Town and building planning
Urban and landscape morphology
Building physics and engineering
Materialization

3. Literature assessment
4. Conclusions

A
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1.

Introduction into noise

Noise is almost everywhere and can be perceived as pleasant
or disruptive. Noise is often considered as pleasant when
it enables communication or make people hear music but
can be regarded as unpleasant when it interrupts silence (for
instance during night time) or conversations. In this section,
the first sub question will be answered. From this question
already three elements can be derived (aircraft noise,
propagations and spatial effect). For a holistic, logical and
consequent answering of the question three lower order
‘sub’ questions are jotted down:
1.
2.
3.

human auditory response ranges approximately from 20 to
20000 Hz. Therefore, figures and graphs plotting frequency
and sound intensity often only include the area in between.
A wide spectrum is when a sound source produces noise
which contains tunes at all frequencies at the audible sound
spectrum. The frequency of noise in Herz are the number of
waves per second. From this relation, the period only (the
exact period of one wave) can be derived (which is called
the wave length). The wave length for sound waves is the
distance between two positions with higher condensed air
particles (higher pressure). The wave length and frequency
are related by the equation (Linden et al., 2006, p. 145):

What is noise and how is it propagated?
What is traffic noise and what properties does it has?
How is the spatial environment affected by aircraft
noise?

In this section, first the basic principles of noise will be
explained followed by the introduction into properties of
traffic noise and finally its implications for airport regions.

In which:
c = speed of sound in m/s (340 m/s for air at 20°C)
f = frequency of noise in Hz
λ = wave length in m

The basics of sound

(

Crocker (2007, p. 6) explains that ‘vibrations in machines
and structures result in oscillatory motion that propagates
in air and/or water and that is known as sound’. The
simplest of this oscillatory motion are harmonic oscilations,
though often (e.g. for machines) tunes are random in time
and simultaneously. Sound waves are produced when the
equilibrium of gas particles in air (or other mediums) is
disturbed and pressure differences in air arise. As fluids and
gasses strive for an equilibrium, the further the band of air
in which the pressure difference exists is pushed from the
source, the more the equilibrium starts to re-establish. In
line with van der Linden and Zeegers ‘noise is energy in the
form of oscillatory motion (pressure differences) produced
by a source and transmitted as noise waves through a
medium (such as air) and perceived by an observer (such
as the ear10)’ (Linden, Gaalen, Zeegers, Erdtsieck, & Selten,
2006, p. 144). Sound waves have several characteristics
important for this thesis which are explained below.

)

Figures and graphs mapping sound characteristics often
doesn´t include all frequencies (which would be rather
time consuming). Instead, a series of frequencies is given
representing a range of surrounding frequencies. These
ranges are called octave bands or frequency band and are
represented by a single frequency at the centre position
within the range (M. J. Crocker, 2007, pp. 13-14). In this
thesis, in many situations a division between high- and lowfrequent noise will be made. Low-frequent noise is defined
as all frequencies below 400 Hz and high-frequent noise
the substitute of the audible sound spectrum (Sutherland,
2007, p. 1235). Very low-frequent noise (less than 125 Hz)
is called ground noise.
Intensity
Sound waves are dispersed with a particular intensity
or power (energy is stored in condensed air) and have an
interval pattern in between the condensed areas (wave
length or frequency). The intensity of sound waves can be
measured by pressure differences in the air (SI unit in Pascal
or Pa) but normally noise intensity is measured in decibels.
Decibel (dB) is a logarithmic scale for pressure differences
and the relationship between pressure differences in Pa and
dB is explained by the equation (Linden et al., 2006, p. 148):

Frequency and wave length
The time interval between the pressure differences influences
the frequency of sound waves. The frequency of sound waves
defines how receptors (e.g. humans) perceive noise. For
instance, ‘low’ noise (a bass) is formed from sound waves
with a very large time intervals in between those places
where air is most condensed (called low frequency noise)
while ‘high’ noise are noise waves with very small time
intervals (high frequent noise). The frequency is the number
of occurrences over a certain period (often second) for
which the SI unit Herz (Hz) is used. In reality, sound is often
a composition of different frequencies. Therefore, when
sound is analysed the full sound spectrum is considered. The

(

)

In which:
Lp = noise pressure level in dB
p2eff = pressure level measured in Pa
p20 = lowest audible pressure level by humans (2,0×105 		
Pa)

10
Geluid is energie die in de vorm van trillingen 			
(drukschommelingen) door een bron wordt voortgebracht en 			
zich als geluidsgolven in een medium (zoals lucht) verplaatst en die 		
door een waarnemer (zoals het oor) wordt opgevangen.
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Sound and movement
In some situation, sound deforms when dispersed by a
moving sound source. An example of such a situation is an
ambulance passing by. When the ambulance is still distant,
the siren will sound differently compared to the moment
the ambulance is nearby or passed by. This effect is called
‘Doppler effect’ and relevant for moving sound sources
as road vehicles and aircrafts. In fact, sound waves are
deformed as the moving object produces sound waves with
a smaller distance between the wave intervals perpendicular
to the direction of travel than at the opposite direction. When
intervals between waves are small, the frequency is higher.
Therefore, the Doppler effect changes the sound spectrum
related to the location of a receptor.
Sound and resonance
Sound, or vibrations in general, have the property to make
materials (or elements composed from different materials)
oscillate. This phenomenon is called resonance and is
related to (natural) frequency and mass. For this research,
especially the impact of resonance caused by natural
frequency is important. For instance, resonating windows
or façades are unwanted when dealing with noise abating
solutions. In some situations resonance can be helpful in
noise abating solutions. Helmholtz resonators, formed by
a volume of air with a small (prismatic) neck, are such
examples (e.g. a bottle in which the air volume oscillates as
spring-mass system and thereby converts energy in sound
or vice versa). For instance in concrete or asphalt small
slabs react as small Helmholtz resonators and absorb traffic
noise (Laukaitis & Fiks, 2006). See appendix A for more
information on Helmholtz resonators.

an observer has a larger distance towards a source (acting
as monopole) the distance in between the monopoles, the
series of monopoles behave as a line source. A line source
behaves differently from monopoles. Such a difference is
the reduction of noise (in dB) when an observer has a large
distance towards the line11. In reality, continuous flows
of traffic (motorways, cargo trains) can be regarded as
this variety of sound sources. For air traffic, due to safety
regulations, aircrafts always keep distance rejecting the
possibility for a large number of aircrafts to form a line
source (LVNL, 2013).
Characteristics of the medium
For aircraft noise, the transmitting medium at our planet is
air. In general, transmitting substances (e.g. air for sound at
our planet) has the ability to absorb noise by its viscosity12
and through molecular interactions (Martin, 2008, p. 21).
The extent to which sound can be absorbed by air is related
to the sound’s frequency. On a molecular level, noise energy
forces molecules (in air mainly O2 and N2) to oscillate and
rotate. The effect and amount of energy transferred to the
molecules highly depend on sound waves’ frequency and
the humidity of the air (Martin, 2008, p. 21). On top of
atmospheric absorption, air is also influenced by pressure
fluctuations causing wind and atmospheric temperature
gradients. Wind is important for sound waves as wind
directs sound waves perpendicular to the direction of the
wind flow (Garcia et al., 2001, pp. 28-29; Hansen, 2005, pp.
170-171; Martin, 2008, p. 22). On top of wind influences,
atmospheric temperature gradients affect the refraction of
noise waves. The refraction is caused by volumetric mass
density differences in the air (the volumetric mass density
bends sound waves patterns similar to e.g. light waves).

Sound source typologies
According to Martin (Martin, 2008, p. 12) three varieties of
sound waves exist: monopoles (points, spherical sources),
planes and lines. When there is a large distance between
auditor and noise source, the noise source is considered as
a monopole meaning the source is considered to disperse
sound waves with equal intensity in all directions. As this
is a theoretical simplification, in practice monopoles often
behave differently. Sources regularly have a dominant
direction of ejaculation and condensed intensity (Crocker et
al., 2007, p. 22; Martin, 2008, p. 15)(see section A.2).
The second type are plane sources. A plane source is a
noise source consisting a large number of equal distributed
(independent) monopoles. An example of this source type
are discotheques or buildings facilitating a noise producing
program for which facades can transmit plane sound waves
to the surrounding area. However at the size of such façades
is finite, the further respondents are positioned from such a
plane sound wave dispersing façade, the more the plane will
act as a monopole.
The third sound variety are lines of monopoles with small
distances in between the sources (Martin, 2008, p. 16). When
A

Figure A.1 effects of wind on sound wave dispersion by Garcia (2001)

11
The thumb rule holds for each duplication of the distance between 		
an observer and monopole a reduction of 6 dB, while for line sources this is 		
only 3 dB.
12
Viscosity is the resistance (within fluids) to gradual deformation of
the substance (can also be considered as the thickness of the substance).
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1.1.

Introduction into traffic noise

‘The main sound objects conforming the acoustic ambience
in urban zones are related to the transportation systems’ and
transportation systems are ‘basically formed by three types
of vehicles: motor vehicles, aircrafts and railways’(Garcia
et al., 2001, p. 3). In this section, these three types of
transportation noise will be introduced to understand the
basic characteristics of road- rail and aircraft traffic. This
introduction is needed to understand links between research
performed in the field of road and railway noise and
application of findings in this research.

figure A.2 bending effects of temperature gradients on sound wave dispersion Garcia (2001)

Except for sound wave dispersion direct from source
to observer, sound waves are almost always dispersed
Omni spherically (monopoles). Nonetheless, as explained
previously, the sound intensity is often not equally divided
over such imaginary spheres. A different property of noise
is related to the combination of direct and indirect sound
waves. When noise sources are placed on a (reflective)
surface, sound waves bumps over the surface and are
dispersed even more fragmented for each time the wave
touches the surface and is reflected spherically again. This
results in several sound waves which’ sum forms the sound
at the location of a receptor. The audible noise is therefore
a combination of very diffuse sound waves twisted by
numerous reflections and atmospheric fluctuations (when
sound is dispersed outside). Normally, depending on the
materialization of the surface, sound waves can be partially
absorbed through the surface depending the sound waves’
frequency, angle of incidence (Mommertz, 1995). A second
property of dispersion through surfaces is interference
(wave amplitudes become greater or lower) which effects
the loudness of noise at specific locations.

Road traffic
Noise from road traffic is generated by motorized vehicles
(cars, trucks, buses and motorcycles) by the engine, tyres
and aerodynamic flows around moving vehicles (Garcia et
al., 2001, p. 185). The influence of each of these sources on
the total noise load differs along the speed of the vehicle.
Moving vehicles (cars) with a speed above 50 km/h produce
more ‘tyre’ noise whilst in ‘free-flow’ conditions (100-130
km/h) about 90 per cent of the total noise load is produced
by tyre/road interaction (Garcia et al., 2001, p. 193).
Research into traffic noise mitigations foremost focusses on
road traffic as ‘it has been estimated that almost 20% of the
population in developed countries are currently exposed to
road traffic noise equivalent sound level Leq exceeding 65
dBA, measured outside of the building facades’ (Garcia et
al., 2001, p. 185).
Road traffic can be constant (motorways) or periodically,
which also effects the physical models applicable to
calculate noise load. For instance, when the incidental noise
is calculated (indicated as L) the peak intensity of the very
small time interval is given whilst often the average L is
calculated over a longer time interval (e.g. Lden: the average
noise intensity over a natural day). When road traffic
behaves as a constant flow, the vehicles physically behave
as line sources while in other cases, road traffic (individual
vehicles) behaves as monopoles. In numerical models,
depending on the extensiveness of the simulations used,
road traffic is simulated both as line and monopole source.

Characteristics of the receptor: the human ear
A mechanical wave is converted from pressure fluctuation
in the medium (air) to audible sound or noise. As already
indicated, humans are able to hear sound in a frequency
range between 20 and 20000 Hz. In addition, the human
ear is sensitive for air pressure fluctuations between 2,0·105
and 200 Pa (similar to 140 dB). Sound intensities surpassing
140 dB (threshold of pain) are still audible but damaging the
ear and reducing hearing capacities. Moreover, the auditory
response of the human ear differ per frequency. For instance,
a sound level pressure of 60 dB will be perceived differently
in loudness at 50 and 2000 Hz (see figure 3) (Wada, 2007,
pp. 285-286). Therefore, to compare the perceived loudness
of tunes, sound spectrums are ‘a-weighted’(correcting
the sound spectrum to audible sensitiveness)(see table 1)
(Linden et al., 2006, p. 152; Martin, 2008, p. 11).

Sound spectrum of road traffic
The sound spectrum of road vehicles depend on the type
of engine, car / truck and the vehicle’s speed. Figure 5
illustrates two a-weighted sound spectrums of two car model
(Toyota Corolla and Opel Corsa) driving at a speed of 60
km/h (Golebiewski, Makarewicz, Nowak, & Preis, 2003).
Egan (1988) analysed the maximum sound pressure level
produced at different levels of speed (table 2 and figure 4).
Based on these figures, the sound spectrum of motorized

Octave band (Hz)

63

125

250

500

1000

2000

4000

8000

A-weighting (dB)

-26.1

-16.1

-8.6

-3.2

-0.0

+1.2

+1.0

-1.0

Table A.1 A-weighting per octave band (what should be added to unweight sound pressure levels)
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Figure . A.3 sound intensity and human audible spectrum

image source: http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Acoustics/Fundamentals_of_Psychoacoustics
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Source

Sound pressure level (dB) at various frequencies (Hz)
63
125
250
500
1000
2000
Large truck
83
85
83
85
81
76
Passenger car 72
70
67
66
67
66
Motorcycle
95
95
91
91
91
87
Tran at 33 m 95
102
94
90
86
87

4000
72
59
87
83

8000
65
54
85
79

dB
86
71
95
94

Table A.2 sound spectrums of different vehicles by Egan (1988)

road vehicles can be considered as a wide spectrum
including all octave bands. Furthermore, depending on the
speed and type of the vehicle the sound spectrum includes
higher or lower sound pressure levels. Therefore, in general
speaking, it is reasonable mitigations for road vehicle traffic
will have to anticipate on the abatement of both high and
low-frequent noise.
Rail traffic
Noise emitted from trains derives from either ‘locomotive
propulsion system (traction motors, cooling fans and
reduction gears), the interaction of the wheels and rails
(noise radiated directly from the vibrating wheels and
rails), auxiliary equipment (compressors, motor generators,
brakes, ventilation systems, etc.) and noise radiated from
elevated structures (vibration of the transit structure
components excited by a train pass-by)(Garcia et al., 2001,
p. 203). Just as for road traffic, rail traffic can behave as
line source (long train, small distance to observer) or as a
monopole (small train, large distance to observer). However,
as literature onto noise abating solutions primarily focusses
on road traffic noise, noise dispersed from rail traffic will
be excluded from the scope of this research. In general, it
can be derived from figure 4 that rail traffic noise is louder
than car traffic and have higher loads (with the possibility to
exceed 100 dB) of low-frequent noise.

Figure A.4 sound spectrums of different vehicles by Egan (1988)

Figure A.5 sound spectrums of two car varieties by Golebiewski et al. (2003)
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1.2.

Introduction into aircraft noise

Noise from aircrafts is often problematic in the vicinity of
airports. Annoyance perceived from (aircraft) noise can
be determined by several indicators such as frequency,
intensity, duration, time of the day (noise is conceived),
individual sensitivity and repetition (Zaporozhets et al.,
2011, p. 34). Frequency and intensity of aircraft noise are
non-context-related while duration, time of the day and
repetition depend on airport size- and management whilst
individual sensitivity is merely psychological.

Zaporozhets, Tokarev and Attenborough combined size,
mass and type in the so-called m-factor. The m-factor is the
bypass ratio between air masses flowing through the outer
and inner contours of the engine. In aerospace engineering
laymen words, air is subtracted from the atmosphere
surrounding the aircraft engine and flushes through the
engine fan (rotor) which oscillates both air masses in front
and at the rare of the engine (outer masses) as inside the
engine (air pushes through the fan). This ratio can be lower
than two (older subsonic aircrafts where the jet13 is the
main noise source), in between two and three (middle size
aircrafts) and above three (heavier aircrafts often used in
modern aviation industry in which the fan produces most
tangible noise)(Garcia et al., 2001, p. 198; Zaporozhets et
al., 2011, p. 7)..

According to Zaporozhets, Tokarev and Attenborough,
‘aircrafts are complex noise sources’ and several parts of
the aircraft can produce noise (see picture 6). Although
a wide variety of tunes are conducted from a single
aircraft, the major noise sources are the power unit and
aerodynamic flows. The last is ‘particularly noticeable
during the landing approach of heavy jet aircrafts, when
the engines are at comparatively low thrust’. Furthermore,
‘typically, jet aircraft noise sources include: jet noise, core
noise, inlet and fan aft noise, turbine noise and airframe
noise’(Zaporozhets et al., 2011, p. 5). Although different
elements can contribute to noise dispersed from aircrafts,
the condition of the aircraft’s behaviour (and therefor
directing which element are in use) heavily influences
the character and loudness of aircraft noise. According to
Zaporozhets, Tokarev and Attenborough ‘the working cycle
of aircraft can be subdivided into starting engine operation,
pre-flight engine run, taxiing to line-up, acceleration on
the runway with full or reduced throttle, take-off and rollon, flight path, landing, run-on operation and engine runup’(Zaporozhets et al., 2011, p. 4).

In the most simplified form, monopoles are considered
as omnidirectional, dispersing sound in a spherical form
equally. However, for aircrafts this is not the situation.
Sound is ejaculated conical in and quarter-circle in the
two-dimensional planar direction (see figure 7). According
to Zaporozhets, Tokarev and Attenborough this situation
is comparable by placing a omnidirectional source on in
a perfect reflecting corner of a room increasing the sound
intensity with 6 dB compared to the omnidirectional
situation (Zaporozhets et al., 2011, p. 88).

Focusing on properties of aircraft noise, not only the
condition of behaviour is important to keep in mind,
also size, mass and aircraft (engine) model determines
sound intensity and frequency spectrums. Nonetheless,

13
(thrust)

Figure A.6 some potential sound producing elements of aircrafts
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Jet is the flame or dispersion of air masses at the rare of the engine

The spectrum includes frequencies between 50 and 9000
Hz (wide spectrum). The most dominant frequency will be
around 1250 Hz. Moreover, the figure shows the shift of a
predominant low-frequent spectrum as recorded for taxiing
and accelerating aircrafts to a high-frequent spectrum just
before ascending.
Flight path

Figure A.7 directions of sound around an IL-86 aircraft at maximum thrust
for L (a-weighted and un-weighted)

Once the aircraft has taken-off, folded the landing gear and
is lifting, noise is heavily influenced by meteorological
aspects such as wind and temperature (as explained the
previous chapter). As noise is transmitted by air, atmospheric
conditions are important for the direction and extent of the
propagated noise. On top of that, as explained previously,
the noise spectrum of flying aircrafts holds almost all
frequencies while atmospheric absorption is frequency
dependent (Martin, 2008, p. 21). Figure 10 illustrates a
characteristic sound spectrum for flying aircraft showing
high levels of high frequent noise (in between 2000 and
4000 Hz) in its spectrum.

Sound spectrum of aircrafts

Landing

The sound spectrum dispersed by aircrafts depends on
the position. Noise produced during the start procedure
differs from noise ejaculated during landing. Based on the
classifications of aircraft noise by Zaporozhets, Tokarev
and Attenborough (2011) supplemented with additional
literature, the five following classes of aircraft movement
can be distinguished.

When an aircraft prepares for landing, often the aircraft reduces
altitude in several steps. The latter means engines are first
switched off (or reduce thrust) which makes the aircraft descend
followed by a re-activating of the engines to adjust the aircraft
the right direction. This process iterates a few times until the
aircraft has the right altitude and position to make the aircraft
(by switching on the engines) land on the runway correctly.
Figure 11 depicts the generic sound spectrum of a landing

Pre-flight engine run and taxiing
During pre-flight engine and taxiing, the engine mode is
not at a maximum thrust. However, still high noise loads
can be expected surpassing 70 dB up to 75 dB with the
highest intensity nearby 125 Hz (Asensio, Pavon, Ruiz,
Pagan, & Recuero, 2007) next to the source (25 metres
from the object). This is comparable to the noise production
of a motorway (80 dB is used as standard for motorways
(Rijkswaterstaat, 2014)). Depending on the airport design,
the distances aircrafts have to taxi varies. At Schiphol,
with a large number of runways, aircrafts have to taxi 1500
metres from the Polderbaan to the terminals.
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The start procedure of an aircraft can be subdivided in a first
(acceleration on the runway with full or reduced throttle)
and second (take-off and roll-on) stage. The total operation
normally only takes a few minutes but can induce a lot of
noise caused by acceleration of the engine. The first stage
when acceleration takes place, low frequency noise with
peak intensities between 20 and 40 Hz is thrust (Kooistra,
2008; Veerbeek & Bergmans, 2009). Once the aircraft is
speeding up (stage 2, preparing for taking-off), the sound
spectrum of large aircrafts is illustrated in figure 9.
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Figure A.8 sound exposure levels during taxiing recorded 25 metres from the
runway based on Asensio et al. (2007)
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aircrafts at maximum thrust. However, Zaporozhets, Tokarev
and Attenborough emphasize that under normal conditions, the
engine mode is at 60 per cent of the nominal thrust for landing
aircrafts. For a modern airport as Schiphol, this would mean
that noise levels during landing reach a maximum of 85 dB
instead of 90 dB with peaks located in the high-frequent part of
the sound spectrum.
Run-on operation and engine run-up
When aircrafts are tested after maintenance works, lowfrequent noise comparable to noise dispersed during the
first stage of acceleration of starting aircrafts is propagated.
At airports, maintenance takes places in hangars or at preassigned areas.

Figure A. 9 sound spectrum for starting aircrafts with a m-factor of 6 (maximum thrust), recorded at 450 metres horizontally form the runway

Noise spectrums and noise typology
Reflecting on the noise spectrums derived from Zaporozhets
et al. (2011), aircrafts with low m-rates produce the highest
noise loads, but as these types of aircrafts are commonly
not used any longer by modern airline operators, or in low
quantities, these values are out of scope for this research.
In addition, reflecting on the sound spectrums, noise
loads produced by landing aircrafts produced the highest
intensities of noise while the spectrum (division of low and
high frequent noise) is comparable to flying and ascending
aircrafts. For starting aircrafts, the fan (as rotation of the fan
is lower) produces higher intensities of low-frequent noise.
Overall, the noise spectrum of starting aircrafts contains
lower intensities of high frequent noise and according to
and peak load (intensity undefined) between 20 and 40
Hz (which is out of the frequency range in spectrums
provided by Zaporozhets et al.) (Kooistra, 2008; Veerbeek
& Bergmans, 2009). Reflecting on the audible threshold,
the intensity of low frequency noise at 32 Hz (which is
more precise indication of the peak intensity’s position in
the sound spectrum provided by Kooistra (2008)) should at
least surpass 58 dB (based on figure 3).
For the assessment of aircraft noise abating
solutions able to contribute to reduction of noise pressure
in the spatial environment, the following two aircraft
noise typologies will be used. These two clusters are based
on the classification provided by Asensio et al. (2007),
notwithstanding for the name used for each cluster.
1.

2.

A

Figure A.10 sound spectrum for flying aircrafts with a m-factor of 6 (maximum thrust), recorded at 6000 metres horizontally form the runway

Figure A. 11 sound spectrum for descending aircrafts with a m-factor of 6
(maximum thrust), recorded at 2000 metres horizontally form the runway

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
Guiding for this typology is the noise spectrum by
Zaporozhets et al. (2011) for aircrafts with a m-factor
6, engine mode at maximum thrust, including an
unquantified noise load between 20 and 40 Hz in the
spectrum (Kooistra, 2008; Veerbeek & Bergmans,
2009) and a peak intensity of 70 dB at 125 Hz for
taxiing aircrafts (see figure 12). The altitude of the
engines (source) is 3.5 metres above ground surface.

is for landing aircrafts (figure 11) derived from
Zaporozhets et al. (2011) for aircrafts with a m-factor
6, engine mode at maximum thrust. The spectrum is
almost similar to flying (slowly ascending) aircrafts
and compared to the first typology of aircrafts
noise, higher intensities (peaks) of high-frequent
noise persist in the spectrum. Zaporozhets et al.
(2011) recorded the spectrum of landing aircrafts
2000 metres before the landing strip ‘s edge where
aircraft’s altitude is inconstant (depending on aircraft
type, weather conditions and airport management).

Crossing aircrafts
Crossing aircrafts is defined as aircrafts ascending,
flying or descending. The guiding sound spectrum
26

1.3.

Comparison aircraft- and road traffic
noise

In the next sections of the thesis, sound abating mitigations
from mainly road traffic engineering will be assessed for their
applicability onto aircraft noise. For this reason, it is a necessity
to first make a comparison between road traffic- and aircraft
noise.

passenger cars, notwithstanding for the undefined peak intensity
in between 20 and 40 Hz. Obviously this peak intensity is such
dominant that special attention have to be paid for ground noise
for places where sst might be exposed (based on the mitigations
in park Buitenschot between Polderbaan and Hoofddorp as
described by Kooistra (2008)). For this reason, mitigations
assessed and discussed in chapter a.2 and a.3 are in particular
examined for applicability onto very low frequency noise when
these mitigations could be applied for sst noise.

The most straight forward method to compare road traffic and
aircraft noise, is to lay the most extended sound spectrum of
road traffic (using the sound spectrum by Egan (1988)) on
top of the most extended sound spectrum of each of the two
sound spectrums of aircraft noise. This provides the graphs as
displayed in figure 12 and 13.
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Analysing these two figures, first of all, higher intensities
(peaks) of high frequent noise in the range between 700 and
4000 Hz can be detected for both clusters of aircraft noise
compared to road traffic.
Secondly, noise levels for cluster 2 (CA noise) are much higher
than for generic passenger cars.
Thirdly, on first sight, the spectrum of noise dispersed at
cluster 1 (SST noise) contains similar low-frequent noise than
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Figure A.12 characteristic (a-weighted) sound spectrum for sst noise
compared to road vehicles (both Egan’s (1988) generic and Golebiewski et al
(2003) car specific spectrums)
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Figuur A.13 characteristic (a-weighted) sound spectrum for ca noise
compared to road vehicles (both Egan’s (1988) generic and Golebiewski et al
(2003) car specific spectrums)
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1.4.

The spatial environment and aircraft 		
noise

Airports claim land for terminals, hangars, service buildings
and runways but also influence land use in the airport region
(Garcia et al., 2001, p. 198). Often regulations for building
activities nearby airports direct which permits can be
granted (“LIB,” 2002; “LVB,” 2002).
For aircraft noise, each country has its own regulations
and limitations for airport regions (Garcia et al., 2001, p.
201). In the Netherlands, noise zones near Schiphol airport
are regulated by the (LIB) (Airport Planning Act) which
designates the noise contours and lists activities restricted
within these contours (“LIB,” 2002). In addition, the LIB
defines the contours of flight paths in the Schiphol region.
Currently, the transition from domestic standards (Kosten
contours as introduced previously) to European directions
is being made (Lden and Lnight standards). In part b of this
thesis, relevant Lden and Lnight contour maps, including
building restrictions will be discussed.

agents and residents).
In today’s urban planning and design tradition, planners
used to keep distance from the noise zones. However, when
ground is scarce and profitable, planning authorities seems
to propose urban extension plan next to noise zones more
easily.

Often, contours of noise zones are not static but related to
the average noise load in a particular area. Moreover, when
an airport facilitates more aircrafts without expanding the
number of runways, the average noise load in the vicinity
of the existing runways will increase. Therefore, the
contours will grow (or shrink) alongside the number of air
traffic handled per runway. When an airport is located in
a low-dense populated area, a flexible noise zoning is not
problematic. However, when an airport is situated in the
midst of a high populated and wide occupied region (such as
Schiphol or Heathrow airport) a periodical changing noise
zone is undesired (as it implies uncertainty for real estate

Figure A.14 Typical sound pressure levels around runways according to Gracia et al. (2001, p. 200)
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2.

Aircraft noise abatement by the 		
built environment in literature

As explained in the previous section, aircraft noise is in
the aggregate comparable to road traffic noise. Both noise
typologies cover a wide spectrum though sound intensity
can deviate. In this section, an overview of the literature
available in the field of mainly road traffic noise is presented.
As described in the introduction of the thesis, aircraft noise
abating solutions (or mitigations) are solutions or handless
offering designers, engineers and authorities tools to
attenuate noise in the spatial environment.
So far, very little research was performed for aircraft noise’
abating solutions in the spatial environment. On the other
hand, mitigations for road traffic noise have been studied
profoundly. In this research, mitigations mainly from the
field of road traffic noise engineering will be evaluated for
the applicability onto aircraft (see chapter a.3).
Because it is needed to be very careful with copying solutions
for road traffic noise one-to-one to aircraft noise, three
aspects on which aircraft- and road traffic noise diverge are
considered as basis for the literature study. These properties
are:
1.
2.
3.

The description of the sound source
What sound noise was used in simulations?
The sound spectrum included in the research
What was the range of octave bands which was
included in the research?
The altitude and dispersion pattern of the source
At which altitude did scientists situate the sound
source?

Concerning technical solutions for the spatial environment,
the spatial environments itself can be further decomposed
as well. Therefore, the spatial environment is split into four
sections all at different levels of scale. These levels are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Town and Building planning			
Urban and landscape morphology
Building engineering
Materialization

Each of these four sections is sub divided in smaller
‘themes’. Moreover, several crosslinks between these
four sections and sub sections can be drawn which will be
important in chapter a.4.

A
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2.1.

Town and building planning

Town and building planning focusses on solutions relevant
when towns or buildings are being planned and floor
plans are pencilled. Although the three other levels at
which aircraft noise abating solutions are being studied
are predominantly quantitative, the planning level touches
upon qualitative research. Concretely, the mere quantitative
perception of noise is criticised by some scientists arguing
that noise also has an important psychological component
which is neglected in current regulations (Raimbault &
Dubois, 2005). Proponents of this so-called ‘soundscape’
theory aim to map noise related to time and space in urban
areas (Raimbault & Dubois, 2005). Soundscape combines
hard data (noise intensity, frequency, moment of time
and duration) with soft aspects such as observers’ noise
perception and sensitivity related to activates. Nevertheless,
as expressed by Raimbault and Dubois, ‘a close collaboration
of physical science and engineering associated with human
sciences, such as psychology and sociology’ is requested
(Raimbault & Dubois, 2005). The soundscape theory can
connect quantitative sound pressure levels with qualitative
(psychological) noise perceived at different places and
moments during the day, and forms the basis of research on
urban- and building configurations.

Another research performed by Gidlöf-Gunnarsson and
Öhrström studied the influence of nearby green areas on
annoyance (by road traffic noise) perceived. In 1989,
according to Gidlöf-Gunnarsson and Öhrström, Kaplan and
Kaplan already stressed the positive influence of nature in
urban settings (e.g. trees, the opportunity of gardening).
The ability to reach such areas within a three-minute-walk
showed a positive effect on the wellbeing of residents in
the studied areas (Kaplan & Kaplan, 1989). Öhrström,
Skånberg, Svensson and Gidlöf-Gunnarsson (2006) studied
the effect of nearby green areas for residents with- and
without quiet sides of one’s dwelling. The scientists found
that disturbance perceived by residents without access to
nearby green is almost two times higher than residents with
access. On top of that, when such greens nearby, residents
with dwellings without quit rare sides tend to spend less
time outdoors but experience less (almost half) tiredness,
irritation and stress while noise loads were similar (for areas
without access to public green). Good access was defined as
a distance of ‘100-200’ metres to greening while more than
600 metres was regarded as a ‘poor’ access (Öhrström &
Gidlöf-Gunnarsson, 2007).
Literature on noise and building planning

This paragraph is split in a sub section related to urban
planning and a sub section related to the planning of the
building interior. All researches addressed in this sub
section were related to road traffic noise but did not regard
the sound spectrum.

In dwellings some activities (and thereby rooms) require
low sound pressure levels which can be reached by reducing
sound penetration through walls, or adding noise absorption
within rooms. In the Netherlands, the Dutch building code
only designates the maximum sound pressure level allowed
to be exposed on façades. Nevertheless, it is reasonable
that also within buildings different ‘sound sensitive’ zones
can be drawn. For example, sleeping rooms and studies are
normally more noise sensitive than living- or bathrooms.

In this section:
Town planning
		
-access to shielded area
		
-access to green
Building planning
		
-activities in buildings

In the research by Öhrström, Skånberg, Svensson, &
Gidlöf-Gunnarsson (2006), the scientists looked closely
into relationships between sound pressure levels on façades,
annoyance and activities. The residents involved in the
research expressed that annoyance differed per activity (see
figure 15 and 16)(Öhrström et al., 2006). In this research,
the scientists plead for inclusion of these outcomes in room
planning within buildings implicitly.

Literature on noise and town planning
In practice, urban designers and planners have to respect
noise regulations (e.g. noise contours) which are normally
based on average sound pressure levels (as introduced
in chapter a.1.4). Aside from this planning tradition,
alternatives rooted in e.g. soundscape theory are studied as
well. Öhrström, Skånberg, Svensson and Gidlöf-Gunnarsson
(2006) researched the (cor)relation between annoyance
perceived by residents living in dwellings with- and without
access to quieter (shielded) sides when the front façade is
exposed to (road traffic) sound pressure levels surpassing
50 dB. It was found ‘that access to a quiet side of one’s
dwelling reduces disturbances by an average of 30–50%’
compared to situations without such places. On top of that,
they concluded that ‘quiet indoor and outdoor sections of
one’s dwelling supports health; it produces a lower degree
and extent of annoyance and disturbed daytime relaxation,
improves sleep and contributes to physiological and
psychological wellbeing’ (Öhrström et al., 2006).
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Figure A.15 sleep disturbance and sound pressure levels (L(A))

Figure A.16 Sound pressure levels (L(A)) related to activities and disturbance
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2.2.

Urban and landscape morphology

Urban and landscape morphology is the combination of
natural evolved sites and constructed objects forming the
shapes of towns, town-edges and landscapes. Research
often focuses on abstract forms of objects on the urban and
landscape morphological scale (e.g. a barrier as an abstract
artefact can be shaped into a building, fence or hedge) . Most
research on the urban and landscape morphological level
focussed on road traffic noise (including a wide spectrum),
notwithstanding experiments on landscape elements using
impedance tubes simulating a wide spectrum.
Sound in urban areas often deals with sound wave propagation
within streets (often called ‘source canyons’) and adjacent
streets, courts or yards (often called ‘adjacent canyons’).
Within such canyons, the sound wave dispersion is largely
independent from the source’s altitude. Nonetheless, related
to atmospheric sound absorption ‘the sound decay is smaller
at low frequency than at high frequency’ (Picaut, Polles,
L’Hermite, & Gary, 2005). The latter is especially important
to estimate the effects of a higher positioned sound source
(which is the situation for aircraft engine’s compared to car
engines).

Figuur A.17 sound transmission between source and receptor by Muradali &
Fyfe (1999)

In this section:
Urban elements
		
-Street and building heights (canyon)
		
-Canyons and building blocks
Landscape elements
		
-Geography (hills, landscape 			
		elements)
		
-Vegetation (trees, bushes, plants)
Literature on noise and urban elements

Figure A.18 insertion loss and horizontal distance to a noise barrier by
Muradali & Fyfe (1999)

Streets are basic elements in urban structures. In literature,
special attention have been paid for the reflecting and
scattering properties of streets and façades. In areas next
to roads, sound pressure levels can be reduced by placing
barriers. For barriers (which can be walls, buildings and
hills) the width and height of the object are important
parameters. Figure 17 shows the simplified relation between
a dispersion path between source and observer (Garcia
et al., 2001, p. 24; Hansen, 2005; Martin, 2008, p. 58;
Muradali & Fyfe, 1999). Moreover, figure 17 shows how
indirect sound waves are transmitted based on Meakawa
(see appendix a for more information). In general it holds
that barriers’ insertion losses depend on the frequency of
sound waves (lower frequencies are harder to attenuate)14.
Whilst higher barriers force noise waves to disperse on a
higher atmospheric altitude, the noise heard by the auditor
is largely composed from indirect (and thereby reflected)
sound waves. Theoretical models show that, when using a
standard three-metre-high road traffic noise barrier, after
horizontal distance of nearby 75 metres the insertion loss
is negated (Bucur, 2006, p. 104; Muradali & Fyfe, 1999).

De Ruiter indicated that interrupted barriers give the best
results (Ruiter, 2005, p. 23) but also the shape influences the
insertion losses facilitated by barriers. In research comparing
rectangular, t-shaped and cylindrical edges in combination
with edges’ materialization, it was found that for all shapes
soft covering (materials with very low surface impedance)
was most effective indifferent from the shape. However, the
results also showed that even with soft edges, low-frequent
noise was abated less effective compared to octave bands
surpassing 250 Hz (Ishizuka & Fujiwara, 2004).

14

In urban fabrics, streets often form the basic shape of urban
blocks and urban configurations. When a source is located
in a street (for instance a road), sound waves are dispersed
towards adjacent urban blocks or streets (see figure 20).
However, this noise propagations can be frustrated by
a series of mitigations. For instance, the ration between
street width and building height (W/H) is an important
factor in ability of sound waves’ to travel from a source
canyon to adjacent (receiver) canyons (see figure 19)(T.
van Renterghem, Salomons, & Botteldooren, 2005; Wang
& Tang, 2007). Renterghem, Salomons and Botteldooren
pointed for a reductive influence of a W/H ratio lower than
1 on sound pressure levels in receiver canyons. In this

See Fresnel equation in appendix a
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research, the lowest ratio was 0.5 (showing the best results
in a calm atmosphere) but ‘with increasing W/H ratio
the relative sound pressure levels in the receiver canyon
increase’ (Ariza-Villaverde, Jiménez-Hornero, & Ravé,
2013; T. van Renterghem et al., 2005). Moreover, lowfrequent noise in the range below 125 Hz was relatively
abated more effectively compared to higher parts of the
sound spectrum (see figure 19). Although narrow streets
attenuates sound pressure levels in receiver canyons, Tang
and Wang (2007) points for higher sound pressure levels
inside the source canyon as sound waves are enclosed within
the canyon. In order to prevent reflection and scattering,
sound absorbing elements and materials could be mounted
in the source canyons (see chapter a.2.3.).
Alongside the w/h ration, the ramifications of streets and
urban blocks could play a role in noise propagation towards
receiver canyons either. Rectangular urban patterns tend
to support sound wave dispersion between source streets
into adjacent streets better compared to irregular urban
street patterns (Ariza-Villaverde et al., 2013; Wang & Tang,
2007). However, this might also be caused by lower traffic
speeds in smaller (irregular) city streets. Although sound
pressure levels in adjacent canyons can be influenced by
urban patterns, sound pressure levels in courts or yards
could be abated by using ‘acoustical polders’. Acoustical
polder are urban blocks in which buildings function as
‘dykes’ (or barriers) shielding the enclosed area from traffic
noise exposed on façades situated in the source canyons
(Ruiter, 2005, p. 25).
Besides the shape of canyons, also roof shapes can
contribute to reduced sound pressure levels in adjacent
canyons. Van Renterghem and Botteldooren analysed
road traffic noise abatement between source canyons and
adjacent canyons of more than twenty roof shape varieties.
The scientists concluded that ‘roof shape can be responsible
for differences exceeding 10 dBA’ and even up to 20 dBA for

Figure A.19 excess attenuation related to streets width / height ratio

Figure A.21 roof shape varieties simulated by Renterghem and Botteldooren
(2011) of which F,G,G’ performed best

Figure A.20 sound wave dispersion between source- and adjacent canyon by Renterghem et al. (2005)
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light vehicles . Based on simulations, it was concluded that
curved roofs are the best choice to reduce sound pressure
levels in adjacent canyons (see figure 21). Saddle backed
roof shapes performed very poor, even increasing sound
pressure levels levels in adjacent canyons compared to flat
roof tops. The researchers concluded that for saddle backed
roofs ‘a good choice is either a very low roof slope angle
(flat roof), or a very high slope angle’, notwithstanding that
the best option would be to consider a flat roof as all angled
roofs performed poor (T. van Renterghem & Botteldooren,
2010, p. 1428). The results hardly depended on vehicle type,
vehicle speed and noise levels at different zones near the
façade.

Literature on noise and landscape elements
In the field of landscape elements, a distinction can be
made between geo-morphological elements and vegetation.
The latter is commonly understood as a ‘complex medium
consisting of air, soil, and the stems, trunks, branches, and
foliage of herbs, shrubs and trees’ (Martens & Michelsen,
1981, p. 303). Although the materialization of (ground)
surfaces is part of a.2.4., it is undesired to separate
materialization and stem structures for vegetation, so both
elements will be discussed integrally in this sub section.
According to Bucur, publications on noise attenuation by
forests and plantation were more common in the period
1970-1990 (Bucur, 2006, p. 5). On top of that, most
research conducted in the field of vegetation focuses on
noise propagation of static low placed sources (road traffic).
One of the few examples reflecting on aircraft noise and
(dense) vegetation was provided by von Wendorff who
determined propagation zones within forests (see figure 22)
(Wendorff, 1974).

Finally, the possibility for air volumes in enclosed building
blocks (e.g. courts in acoustical polders) to oscillate has
been studied as well. Air volumes in semi-closed spaces,
as introduced in section a.1 have a natural frequency which
can make air volume (acting as spring-mass systems) to
resonate (Helmholtz resonators). On a larger scale, this
phenomenon could also be applied on street canyons when
sound waves oscillate the air flowing over the canyon. As
street canyons often do not narrow down near the edge, the
ratio between surface and volume is often low (resulting in
resonator frequency below 20 Hz, see appendix a) and the
dispersion of sound waves is inconstant it is very unlikely
designers should be aware of this phenomena in for urban
design proposals.

Elaborating on the example by von Wendorff, forests in
itself are nothing more than series of trees and tree belts.
According to Bucur, for noise abatement by tree belts, three
properties are important. Firstly ‘on the scattering crosssection and absorbing cross-section of individual trees,
secondly on the number of trees per square meter and
thirdly on insertion loss’ (Bucur, 2006, p. 44). The last is
related to the structure of the ground surface and will be
explained more detailed in section a.2.4. When (spherical)
sound waves enter a tree belt, depending on the stems’
density, the sound waves will be lightly reflected in between
the stems. Above the canopy, the leaves and trunks will
more effectively scatter the sound waves. Furthermore, the
tree belt’s width and the frequency of the incoming sound
wave(s) determine the excess attenuation (Bies & Hansen,
2003).
In the 1980s, effects of frequency on the attenuation
excess of foliage for different vegetation varieties was
studied. In these researches it was showed that leaves are
less able to filter low-frequent sounds compared to sound
with frequencies above 1000 Hz. The relationship between
frequency and excess attenuation was explained by the
phenomenon that ‘a part of the sound energy received
by a leaf may be lost by friction and thus absorbed, and
some of the energy may be re-emitted, at low frequencies
the force acting on the leaf is small, and the re-emission of
sound is likely to be inefficient’. However, high frequent
noise will partly also be transmitted through vegetation
as ‘at higher frequencies the driving force is larger, and a
considerable part of the energy received by the leaves may-in theory--be reradiated as sound’(Martens & Michelsen,
1981, p. 303). Martens described this effect also in an article
comparing four tree varieties (birch trees, hazel trees,
privets and tropical plants) in a laboratory (eliminating
ground surface impedance and using an impedance tube)
in which frequencies lower than 200 Hz were not abated

Figuur A.22 aircraft noise propagation zone within forest by Wendorff (1974),
‘A = free noise propagation in atmosphere, B = zone of canopy, C = shadow
zone in which noise propagation is reflected, D = resonance zone under the
canopy acting as a wave guide’ (Bucur, 2006, p. 126)
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at all, notwithstanding for the tropical plants as this belt
was composed from different plant varieties (each abating a
different sound range)(Martens, 1980).
Elaborating on the research by Martens, Fang and Ling (2003)
used these characteristics to test the excess attenuation of
eighteen tree varieties (growing in Taiwan) combined to 35
belt samples in which the density per hectare and height
were similar. Recorded road traffic noise with a wide
spectrum functioned as the noise source. In their research,
three groups of tree-varieties were clustered depending
on the excess attenuation and the visibility (the density of
shrubs and branches) of the tree belts. In general, the higher
the visibility index the higher the attenuation excess. Over a
20-metres-wide tree belt, an attenuation excess of more than
6 dB in the ‘best’ performing cluster was reported , followed
by the centre group (reduction in-between 3 and 5.9 dB) and
the lags (reduction less than 2.9 dB) (Fang & Ling, 2003,
p. 192)(see figure 23). Concluding, the attenuation excess
of vegetation’s visibility increases when a higher density of
objects is placed between source and receiver (Bucur, 2006,
p. 44; Fang & Ling, 2003) .
Aside the foliage, stems and trunks also contribute to noise
attenuation. Similar to the foliage, attenuation by stems and
trunks depend on the sound’s frequency. Moreover, trees’
geometry and size influence scattering properties of sound
waves. Trees with a large stem diameter are able to scatter
lower noise frequencies more effectively (Huisman, 1989, p.
6). Notwithstanding the foliage, sound attenuation through
stems and trunks seems only little dependent on the density
and height of tree stands (Bullen & Fricke, 1982; Kellomaki,
Haapanen, & Salonen, 1976). Moreover, Pal et al. (2000)
noted that ‘light penetration, which depends on the leaf size,
shape, is the most explicative parameter, while the density
(number of trees/ha) has a negligible effect’ (Pal, Kumar, &

Saxena, 2000). Pal simulated industrial noise (with a wide
spectrum) from Indian mines placing noise recorders at the
shielded side of the tree belts.
Also the materialization of tree’s bark influences the noise
attenuation of tree belts, de facto caused by ‘viscous damping
and thermal excitation ’ (Reethof, McDaniel, & Heisler,
1977, p. 208). In the latter research, red oak, mockernut
hickory and white pine bark were tested for noise absorption
(using an impedance tube testing in a range between 400 and
1800 Hz). The scientists concluded that absorption rates are
not exceeding ten per cent of the noise energy unless for
the hickory when exposed to sound waves with a frequency
above 1250 Hz. The researchers explained this phenomenon
by the ‘shale-like layers with spaces between them’ able
to absorb high-frequent noise much better (Reethof et al.,
1977, p. 211).
For geo-morphological elements like hills, bumps and other
(manmade) ‘glebe-materialized-structures’, literature on
barriers can be applied (Bucur, 2006). Geo-morphological
elements are often a combination of a wide prismatic shaped
hill (with a large mass) and soft surface materialization (e.g.
grass, flowers, shrubs). An example of geo-morphological
elements abating and scattering aircraft noise are strips of
small prismatic hills positioned between the Polderbaan and
Hoofddorp in the Schiphol area abating sound disposed by
starting aircrafts (with a peak intensity between 20 and 40
Hz) (Kooistra, 2008; Veerbeek & Bergmans, 2009). These
elements are wide enough to absorb, reflect and refract
(bending the sound wave direction) the low-frequent noise
and are covered with soft materials (grass, shrubs, flowers).
The hills are positioned over a range of 1500 metres of
which the hills next to Hoofddorp are integrated in parklandscape generating a total excess attenuation of nearby 10
dB (Berkers, 2013; Kooistra, 2008).

Figure A.23 excess attenuation of 35 tree belt combinations by Fang & Ling (2003)
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2.3.

Building physics & engineering

In this thesis, building engineering and physics are the
predomination of all elements of a building. Although there
is a large variety of building configurations (size, program,
form and materialization), all buildings have walls, facades,
roofs and smaller separating elements such as doors and
windows. Moreover, as introduced in the building planning
section, not all buildings host noise sensitive activities (and
are therefore submitted to strict noise regulations). In the
Netherlands the latter is pre-defined (and legislated) in the
Building Code (Bouwbesluit).
In research on noise abating solutions in the building
engineering domain, in general two sound sources / methods
are used. Firstly, there is research specifically dealing with
road traffic noise testing solutions for a wide spectrum.
Secondly, only general formulas and equations are given
which are applicable for all sound sources. Furthermore, in
some cases, a combination of both methods was used (e.g.
a research addresses road traffic noise but derives general
applicable findings from its findings). Nevertheless, in
contrast to literature presented in the two previous sections,
the first part of this section will contain more fundamental
and generic literature.

negates the abating properties of façades for particular
frequencies15. For instance, for façades fabricated from
homogenous plate material the ‘transmission loss’ dips
(called coincidence dips) can be calculated by the field
incidence mass law (Warnock, 2007, p. 1257). In this thesis,
the incidence mass law will not be analysed in more detail.
Nevertheless, rules of thumb derived from this law are
useful for the practice of aircraft noise. Derived from these
rules, the stiffness of façade-elements can be increased by
selecting materials with a volumetric mass density above
100 kg/m2 or using two or more materials combined in
multi-layered construction elements (Linden et al., 2006,
pp. 167-168). For the mathematical calculation methods
of a façade’s excess attenuation (R) and the position of
coincidence dips in a sound spectrum (fg;coincidence), see
appendix a.
A different approach to attenuate (traffic) noise is the
placement of a second façade between a road and façades
(de Ruiter, 2005, p. 64). This method have been applied for
buildings next to (rail) roads and proposes a first barrier
followed by an atrium and the actual building façade.
However, this approach functions optimally when the atrium
is screened by a roof, or has no gaps larger than 100 mm
width (only at the top) between the top openings and second
façade. Especially for frequencies in the range between
125 and 250 Hz, large openings have showed to negate the
abating effect heavily (de Ruiter, 2005, p. 65). The atrium
could function as public space or winter garden although
‘the second façade can act as an acoustical reflector, and
aggravate the problem of insufficient speech privacy in the
exterior spaces’ (de Ruiter, 2005, p. 67). On top of that,
façade-elements should be kept separated in order to avoid
mechanical vibration transmission through construction
materials (Linden et al., 2006, p. 166; Warnock, 2007, p.
1259). To calculate the noise reduction in an atrium, the
following formula can be applied (de Ruiter, 2005, p. 68):

In this section:
-Facades and roofs
-Openings in solid wall constructions
Literature on façades and roofs
Facades are able to filter exterior sound by its mass,
absorption properties (related to construction material) and
dimensions (thickness and width) (Linden et al., 2006, pp.
154-158, 167). Besides the interior, sound pressure levels
in rooms behind facades can be reduced by ‘dimensions
and amount of sound absorption in the room’ (Ruiter,
2005, p. 60). Modern façades often only function as skins,
preventing penetration of heat, cold, wind and rain and not
as primary construction elements as in the past. Normally,
(Dutch) dwellings have a combined concrete inner wall,
cavity wall and outside wall (bricks for instance), whilst
office buildings traditionally can also opt for sandwich- or
simple glass infill panels (Knaack, Klein, Bilow, & Auer,
2007, pp. 36-37). Furthermore, façades can absorb sound by
its materialization (see section a.2.4.).

(

)

(

)

( )

In which:
Lp(atr.) = noise level in the atrium (dB)
Lp(ext.) = noise level towards the façade from source 		
		(dB)(
)
R’
= sound reduction index of the façade (-)
S
= area of the façade (m2)
A
=amount of absorption in the atrium (m2)

Returning to the very basics of noise, sound waves propagate
as sine waves where most energy is concentrated in the
wave’s amplitudes. As these amplitudes are located at ¼
wave-length, sound insulation materials are most effective
whence placed at this position (Crocker & Arenas, 2007, p.
697; Linden et al., 2006, p. 156). For façade-structures, these
properties poses two difficulties. Firstly, for low-frequent
noise, the requested position of sound absorbers is distant
unpractically from the inner wall (e.g. 1.35 metres from
the inner wall for 63 Hz). Secondly, as noise is formed by
tunes dispersed over a range of many frequencies, façades
cannot anticipate on individual tunes but have to abate over
this full range. Furthermore, a material’s natural frequency

To calculate the total noise attenuation of both the façade
between source and atrium and atrium and interior rooms,
the sound pressure level in the atrium can be used in the
general equations for façade sound transmission losses (see
appendix a).
15
The natural frequency makes the material oscillate at particular
frequency(ies) in the sound spectrum (see section a.1.1.)
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Façades do not only protect interior spaces from (traffic)
noise but can also abate sound pressure levels within street
canyons. For instance, balconies and similar protruding
elements reduce sound pressure levels in street canyons when
absorbing materials are placed at the underside of protruding
elements (e.g. balconies). Balconies enclose sound waves
which are further scattered inside the balcony’s envelope
instead of being re-reflected towards the street (Hothersall,
Horoshenkov, & Mercy, 1996). Furthermore, when aiming
for non-dispersion of noise from source- to adjacent
canyons, balconies have showed to be very effective either
(van Renterghem et al., 2005). In experiments with road
traffic noise and balconies, noise in the adjacent canyon was
abated over the full sound spectrum. Moreover ‘especially
at very low frequencies, the gain in shielding is remarkable’
(van Renterghem et al., 2005, p. 500).
Related to the shape of balconies, parapet balconies
combined with an angled ceiling and absorbing material
placed on the ceiling and rear of the parapet have shown to
be most effective for (road traffic) noise abatement (Dien
& Woloszyn, 2004; Lee, Kim, & Song, 2007). When a
façade is exposed to sound pressure levels between 56 and
65 dB (in an urban context surrounded by other apartment
buildings ) a maximum excess attenuation of 10 dB was
noted, depending on the floor level and thereby the sound
wave incidence angle (Lee et al., 2007).
Roofs can be considered as special types of façades.
In general, roofs can be constructed from identical elements as
perpendicular façades though placed angled. Moreover, roof
structures are regarded as façades by e.g. Dutch legislation
(Martin, 2008, p. 71). Notwithstanding, two aspects are
important to keep in mind when designing roofs. Firstly,
roofs have to drain rainwater meaning special attention have
to be paid for drainage details in order to prevent moisture
penetration. Secondly, roof façades are often oriented
towards the open sky (in contrast to perpendicular façades)
which causes much higher surface temperature fluctuations
and potential dilatation of materials.

In which:
Rres
= resultant attenuation of the wall construction
		in dB
S 1, S 2
= Surface of element 1, 2, .. in m2
Stot
= Surface of wall construction in m2
R1, R2 = Noise insulation of element 1, 2, .. in dB

Doors, windows and other varieties of openings have
individual attenuation excesses (as illustrated in this
formula) which depend, just as for homogenous wall
structures, on material characteristics (mass, coincidence,
resonance). For instance, one leaf glass panels have a low
sound reduction capability but when double or even triple
leaf glass with cavity are used, for particular octave bands,
the excess attenuation increases (Ruiter, 2005, p. 64; Tadeu
& Mateus, 2001)(see section a.2.4.).
Furthermore, openings can be acoustically reinforced by
adding moveable elements in front of windows or doors
like rolling shutters and shutter boxes. Diaz and Pedrero
concluded that rolling shutters (when fully extended) can
behave as a ‘light panel’ and ‘the sound reduction index
R of the windows with shutter boxes at medium and high
frequency is greater in open able windows than in sliding
windows for all kinds of glass’ (Diaz & Pedrero, 2009)(p.
376). Diaz and Pedrero performed this research for road
traffic noise with a wide spectrum.

Literature on openings in solid wall constructions
Openings in solid wall constructions, such as windows, doors
and ventilation chimneys reduce the attenuation excess of
wall-, façade- or roof structures. In literature, methods to
determine the total sound attenuation of wall structures are
given by handbooks. On top of that, the sound insulation
of individual elements in such composition is a matter of
materialization
and
(
) will( therefore )be discussed in( section
)
a.2.4.
The attenuation excess of combined elements in a wall or
façade structures can be calculated by the formula (Linden
et al., 2006, p. 174):

(
A

)
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2.4.

Materialization

The materialization of façade-, landscape- and street surfaces
can reduce sound pressure levels in source- and adjacent
canyons. In general, materials and surfaces can absorb,
reflect or refract sound waves. In this section, literature
on the reflecting and scattering properties of materials is
presented and discussed.

In this section:
Urban and landscape morphology
		
-Hard surfaces (roads, tiles, 			
		pavement)
		
-Natural surfaces (greening, 			
		
agricultural fields, vegetation, water)

Sound is absorbed when a part of the sound energy isn’t
either reflected nor transmitted by a surface. This absorbed
energy is ‘converted by various processes into heat energy
and is said to have been absorbed by that medium’ and
the ‘fraction of the incident energy absorbed is termed
the absorption coefficient α(f), which is a function of
frequency’(M. Crocker & Arenas, 2007, p. 699). Normally
α(f) ranges between 0 and 1, but in literature often the
percentage of incident noise absorbed by materials is used.
According to Crocker and Arenas, ‘materials that have a
high value of α are usually porous and fibrous’ e.g. materials
made from natural or artificial fibres and open-celled
polyurethane (Crocker & Arenas, 2007, p. 696). Within
the pores, air molecules are forced to vibrate when noise
enters which loses energy (this property is even stronger
for larger pores located near the material’s surface). In
fibrous materials, sound waves rub fibres together and loses
energy due to work done by frictional forces. To which
extent noise energy is absorbed is related to the ‘specific
acoustic impedance’ as well. The angle θ of incident sound
waves can be traced in the general formula for absorption
coefficients (see appendix a) (Crocker & Arenas, 2007, pp.
697-714; Mommertz, 1995). On top of that, materials with
different absorbing properties can refract incident sound
waves subtracting noise energy, and enabling new indirect
sound sources at the edges (e.g. important when sound
waves are dispersed parallel to absorbing surfaces).

Building engineering
		
-Façades and roofs
		-Acoustical Insulation
		-Room acoustics
Urban and landscape morphology
Within the urban environment, most surfaces are whether
covered with green and vegetation or hard materials. In
literature often the division between ‘hard’ and ‘soft’
surfaces is made referring to the absorbing characteristics of
materials. Hard surfaces hardly absorb sound waves of which
cement and concrete tiles, asphalt, bricks, water surfaces
and other non-porous materials are typical examples. Hard
materials (except for water) can be supplemented by aerating
materials to increase the structure’s porosity and thereby
sound absorption characteristics. For instance, asphalt and
cement can be aerated by adding cenospheres which is
waste material produced by ‘the coal burning process by
gaseous combustion products getting trapped in a viscous
molten matrix’ (Tiwaria, Shuklaa, & Boseb, 2004, p. 266).
The researchers found (performing tests with an impedance
tube) that especially for cement, indifferent from thickness,
replacing the volume up to 40 per cent by cenospheres can
improve absorption coefficients from 0.1 to 0.3 (see figure
24 for the results). Asphalt performed weaker as the little
spheres can loose and obstruct the pores (Tiwaria et al.,
2004).

Besides the absorption coefficient, literature also refers
to the flow resistivity. According to Martens ‘flow
resistivities are often considered to be parameters of the
acoustical characteristics of ground floors, independent of
frequency’(Martens, Heijden, Walthaus, & Rens, 1985, p.
970). Bucur and Martens stress the importance of both the
porosity (percentage of the volume filled with air) and the
flow resistivity. For this thesis, based on the use of flow
resistivity and sound absorption in research by Wageningen
University, only the flow resistivity (regardless the sound
spectrum and porosity percentage) is considered which
should be at least lower than 100 kPa s/m2 when serious
sound abatement through absorption takes place16 (Akker
& Kekem, 2006, p. 12; Bucur, 2006, p. 47; Martens et al.,
1985).

Porous asphalt is a less rigid form of asphalt containing
voids (pores) which can absorb road traffic noise. Berengier,
Stinson, Daigle and Hamet showed that for porous asphalt
with 15 per cent of the volume filled by air in such pores,
acoustical performances can be improved significantly

The framework used to cluster literature in the field of
materialization is similar to the previous two sections.

16
In the situation of the WUR report, for a insertion loss of 10 dB
for starting aircrafts (peak intensities between 20 and 40 Hz) 1500 metres
distant from the source, this value is obtained.

Figure A.24 absorption coefficient for cement supplemented with
cenospheres
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that foam cement concrete with Helmholtz resonator
cylindrical shaped slits performed best (Laukaitis & Fiks,
2006)(see figure 26 for the effect of the Helmholtz slits in
this concrete variety for α(f)).

Figure A.25 absorption coefficient of three asphalt varieties

(Berengier, Stinson, Daigle, & Hamet, 1997). In Japan, an
alternative was offered and studied by asphalt supplemented
with rubber granulate forming ‘porous elastic road surfaces’
(PERS) which was tested for road traffic (both low and high
speeds). PERS was compared with normal rigid (DENAP)
and normal porous (DAP) asphalt varieties (see figure 25
for the results)(Meiarashi, Ishida, Fujiwara, Hasebe, &
Nakatsuji, 1996).
In modern construction industry, AAC (Autoclaved aerated
concrete) is an important construction material which
often is used for the primary separation wall in non-casted
structures. AAC products can also be used for tiles and
concrete pavement. In research conducted by Laukaitis and
Fiks, the absorption coefficient of gas cement concrete,
gas cement concrete with binder and foam cement concrete
(three common varieties of AAC’s) was examined using a
reverberation room (testing for a range between 100 and
5000 Hz). The researchers studied the form of the slabs
(varying from rectangular to more cylindrical) and found

Figure A.26 absorption coefficient related to slit varieties

Cover material

Water

Flow resistance 800
in kPa s/m2

Gravel (1.5 metres deep)
0.85

For greens and vegetation, a division can be made for
greening within urban areas (maintained by public or
private authorities) and outside urban areas (little or none
maintenance). A third category are agricultural surfaces
such as (grass covered) meadows and crop fields. Regarding
noise attenuation and absorption of maintained grass fields,
research showed that absorption coefficients are rather
low (e.g. dry grass: 0.1 at 200 Hz up to 0.2 for frequencies
above 600 Hz, for soaked and frosty soils even lower). The
influence of rain (moisture) and frost was also included in
the research showing absorption coefficients were highest
for frosty conditions (see figure 28)(Dickinson & Doak,
1970; Londhe, Rao, & Blough, 2009). Surfaces covered
with mineral substances (small stones on slate, chippings
on granite and overgrown tarmac) showed α between 0.1
and 0.2 between 200 and 500 Hz and for small stones on
slate and tarmac α can increase to nearly 0.5 (Dickinson &
Doak, 1970).
As explained in the introduction of this section, Wageningen
University (WUR) and TNO conducted research aiming to
test noise attenuation of ploughed fields near the Polderbaan
at Schiphol airport. The research focussed on attenuation
of noise from starting aircrafts (peak loads between 20 and
40 Hz) and mapped the ‘flow resistivity’ of various ground
covers (see table 3 for the results)(Akker & Kekem, 2006,
p. 12).

Figure A.27 flow resistivity and moisture percentage of different soil varieties

Forest mulch
20 – 80

Table A.2 sound spectrums of different vehicles by Egan (1988)
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Ploughed crop
field
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Figuur A.28 absorption coefficient for several grass configurations

Figure 29 absorption coefficients of reinforced brick typologies

Building engineering

found that it is not very effective to use roof screens (variant
A,B,C), green roofs can be very helpful especially for tilted
roofs (E-I) and saw-tooth shapes (K) and greening of the
walls reduces sound pressure levels in the adjacent canyons
when the walls are constructed from rigid high reflective
elements. On top of that, façade greening placed within
an adjacent canyon reduced noise more effectively than at
the street sides. Moreover, placing green elements at the
diffraction edges of the buildings was said to be essential
while greening at lower parts of the façade showed little
noise attenuation in a receiving canyon. Although outcomes
are hopeful and showed almost 7 dB sound pressure level
reduction (for high speed road and green roofs), this
reduction is especially realized through absorption of high
frequency noise. According to the scientists, vegetation
and greening absorbs sound by its porous property which
is more effectively for frequencies above 500 Hz. Once
higher frequencies are already absorbed through other
urban elements it is questionable if more vegetation reduces
the total noise level as low frequency noise is still in the
spectrum and only attenuated little (van Renterghem et al.,
2013).

The aim of noise prevention is to reduce the sound pressure
level at the receiver. When the receiver is located in a room,
the noise level at the receiver’s position can be reduced by
the façade but also by additional measures within the room
(e.g. additional absorption of wall surfaces). De Ruiter
defined in his dissertation three properties contributing to
sound reduction by façades; ‘the sound level incident on the
façade, the sound reduction of the façade, the dimensions
and amount of sound absorption in the room’ (de Ruiter,
2005, p. 60).
Traditionally, façades are composed from hard
acoustical materials such as bricks or concrete panels.
For traditional brick façades, the acoustic absorption of
materials is limited unless non-conventional bricks are used
supplemented with fibrous materials. Reinforcing bricks by
fibrous plastics, polystyrene or the addition of straw to the
basis of clay, water, cement or gypsum, showed increased
absorption coefficient rates (see figure 29) compared to
traditional brick varieties (‘fire’ or traditional clay brick
and concrete brick). Nevertheless, the overall attenuating
excess of walls constructed from fire and concrete bricks
was higher compared to these reinforced brick samples,
which was related to the volumetric mass density of these
structures (Binici, Aksogan, Bakbak, Kaplan, & Isik, 2009).
In order to reach both absorption of sound on the façade’s
surfaces as within the façade, the mass of fibrous reinforced
brick elements should be increased or additional acoustic
insulation is needed.

Acoustical insulation can prevent sound transmission
through walls and façades. Acoustical insulation has a
porous or fibrous structure, and is placed optimally at
¼λ (as mentioned previously). Examples of acoustical
insulation materials are glass fibre or soft foam materials.
However, due to coincidence dips, the abating effects of
multi-layered constructions is at particular frequencies
negated. In general, the octave band(s) at which these dips
are positioned lowers (in Hz) when acoustical insulation
is added. In these situations, multi-layered construction
materials might transmit more sound than single-leafed
walls (Warnock, 2007, pp. 1258-1259). However, for lowfrequent sound, the use of perforated panels with very
small Helmholtz resonators can prevent transmission of this
sound typology. Multi-layered panels including acoustic
insulation and Helmholtz resonators, in which all resonators
are tuned at the same frequency, are able to attenuate lowfrequent noise better than multi-layered panels without such
resonators (see figure 31 and 32) (Prydz, Wirt, Kuntz, &
Pope, 1990).

A hybrid form between façade and vegetation is the
placement of greening on façades. A growing substrate
is placed in a confinement system at limited distance in
front of the building façade. To resist gravity and to relax
constructional demands, green wall systems usually consist
of highly porous and low-weight materials (in the research
a combination of fibres, perlite and mineral elements was
used), making them attractive sound absorbers. In the
research, 21 varieties of greening on roofs or façades were
simulated, measuring the absorbing effects of vegetation in
a receiver canyon for road traffic noise (van Renterghem,
Hornikx, Forssen, & Botteldooren, 2013). The researchers
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Figure A.30 noise abatement by facade greening for at different positions
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absorption of glass surfaces is very poor (α does not surpass
0.1) but when glass is multi-layered, the total excess
attenuation increases significantly. Double glazing is far
more effective than single glazing for octave bands above
125 Hz (see figure 34) while triple glazing structures are
especially successful in levelling out coincidence dips
flattening the abating characteristics of windows (Quirt,
1983; Tadeu & Mateus, 2001). When designers want to
use the windows for (natural) ventilation as well, the use
of HSIVW (high sound insulation ventilating windows)
is an option. Asdrubali and Buratti showed that HSIVW
can be used next to motorways and ‘show a good sound
insulation and at the meantime they allow airflow through
the window itself’ (Asdrubali & Buratti, 2005, p. 1100). For
doors (but also for windows) the installation and detailing
is very important. Small openings or gaps can negate the
attenuating effects easily. Warnock (2007, p. 1261) argues
that two doors with a ‘cavity room’ are needed for optimal
transmission losses (up to 50 dB).
For room acoustics17, the sound reverberation time which is
related to surface of sound absorbing materials inside rooms
is an important indicator for noise experienced within
rooms. In general, the distance to the source in relation to
the dimensions of sound absorbing surfaces is important
for the sound level pressure in rooms. For instance, when
noise enters a room through the façade, receivers positioned
next to the façade will hear the unvaried noise dispersed
by the façade which behaves as the indirect noise source.
Nevertheless, when a receiver is situated further inside a
room, the sound pressure level will be altered (and be
slightly higher) of interference of indirect noise reflected on
surfaces within the room.

Figure A.31 section of facade slabs with Helmholtz resonators

A second example of elements able to provide transmission
losses for sound waves containing frequencies lower than 200
Hz (low-frequent sound) are Honeycomb panels. Scientists
showed honeycomb panels to reduce sound intensities up to
15 dB above traditional brick and concrete panel structures
(see figure 33). However, honeycomb panels should be used
in double wall systems to keep up with traditional elements
to reach comparable transmission losses (in dB) for octave
bands above 200 Hz (Ng & Hui, 2008).

Especially to reduce the latter, adding acoustic materials
or elements (such as baffles) can be helpful to reduce
resonation and absorb sound energy. These elements are
often fabricated from porous materials and especially
helpful in abating high-frequent noise. In situations dealing

Fillings used to cover openings in solid wall constructions
can be designed and developed such that transmission losses
increase. Section a.2.3., already addressed the application
and behaviour of shutter boxes, but doors and windows
can be improved acoustically as well. For instance, sound

17
Room acoustics is a very complex and specialist field of expertise
related to mechanical engineering. For this reason, only the general characteristics and directions of reasoning are laid down.

Figure A.32 transmission losses for Helmholtz reinforced wall constructions

Figure A.33 transmission losses of steel, cement and honeycomb slabs
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Figure A.34 transmission losses of glass panels per octave band

with low-frequent noise, panel absorbers are regularly
used. Panel absorbers are flexible elements ‘mounted over
an airspace, for instance, on battens attached to a solid
wall’(Hansen, 2007, p. 1254). The low-frequent sound
energy is dissipated through panels’ flexure. In addition,
when a cavity with porous absorbers is added behind the
panel, the effectiveness of such panels increases. In order to
absorb sound waves in the frequency range between 300 and
500 Hz, it is also possible to add perforated panels inside
rooms (Linden et al., 2006, p. 158).
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3.

Application of literature to aircraft noise

In the previous section, literature on noise attenuation was
introduced related to the spatial environment. As stressed
previously, most of the research focused on road vehicle
noise. In this section literature from the previous section is
assessed for its applicability on aircraft noise.
For the assessment the comparison between (road) trafficand aircraft noise in the noise introduction section is an
important cornerstone. The comparison resulted in the
classification of the SST (stationary, starting and taxiing)
and CA (crossing aircrafts) noise. For SST noise, the
direction and magnitude of the sound spectrum is somehow
comparable to road traffic’s sound spectrum for most
octave bands. An exception is the peak intensity between
20 and 40 Hz at the first stage of the starting procedure.
Another difference is the position of the dominant sound
source (engine), which is positioned higher for an aircraft
than for car engines. For CA noise, the slope of the curve is
similar to road traffic noise though the sound pressure level
is (much) louder. Furthermore, the altitude is in-constant,
dispersed from above (different from other traffic varieties)
and the sound spectrum is dominated by peak intensities in
the range between 1500 and 6000 Hz.
Assessment methodology
To assess literature for its applicability, several aspects are
important to compare. First of all it is needed to question
whether a particular research addressed general applicable
formulas (applicable for any type of noise) or very specific
sources. When general applicable formulas are considered
the conclusion drawn in the research can be applied on any
sound source including aircrafts. However if a research
addresses very specific sound sources the following
questions were assessed:
1.
2.
3.

Did the article refer to clear defined noise source?
Was the sound spectrum used in the research
different from the sound spectrum of aircraft noise?
Was the altitude of the sound source important or
included in the research?

Finally the applicability of noise mitigating solutions
are assessed for both stationary, starting and taxiing
aircrafts and crossing aircrafts (see section a.1.3.). Each
of the sub sections (town & building planning, urban and
landscape morphology, building physics & engineering
and materialization) starts with a table which shows the
addressed literature (sources) for each sub section. In these
tables, the numbers 1/2/3 refer to the questions mentioned
above. When a box is ticked, the question is relevant for the
interpretation of an article’s outcomes (and can be answered
by ‘yes’). Each table is followed by a brief reflection
on the general aspects of the literature and finished by a
(qualitative) reflection on the ability to use findings for the
two properties of aircraft noise being assessed.
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3.1.

Town and building planning

Noise sensitive activities
The scientists primarily focused on road traffic in
combination with a maximum sound pressure level of 70 dB
on the exposed façade.
1.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
The findings from the study are applicable for
SST noise unless the sound pressure level does not
surpass 70 dB. This means that a reasonable distance
between source and receptor should be realized in
order to implement this solution.

2.

Crossing aircrafts
As CA noise has the ability to reach all sides of a
building (direct or indirectly), it is very unlikely the
findings can be applied for CA aircrafts, except for
those situations in which buildings can function as
a barrier. Nevertheless, the study on noise sensitive
activities can be used for CA noise as well.

Vicinity of (public) green
For this research, not surprisingly, the study focused on
road traffic noise. However, sound pressure levels where
not defined as research parameters.
1.

2.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
The findings from the study might be applicable for
SST noise as the altitude and sound spectrum does
not differ heavily. Moreover, the study also points
out the reduced number of visual stimuli supporting
the relaxing effect of (public) green (advocating for
the applicability of the findings for sst noise).
Crossing aircrafts
The findings from the study might be applicable for
SST noise as the altitude and sound spectrum does
not differ heavily. Moreover, the study also points
out the reduced number of visual stimuli supporting
the relaxing effect of (public) green (advocating for
the applicability of the findings for sst noise).

Element
Noise sensitive activities

Vicinity of (public) green

Literature
Öhrström, Skånberg, Svensson, &
Gidlöf-Gunnarsson
Kaplan & Kaplan

1
x

2
x

3
x

x

x

x

Öhrström & Gidlöf-Gunnarsson

x

x

x

Table A.4 literature for town and building planning section
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3.2.

Urban and landscape morphology
2.

Barriers
The literature on barriers uses road vehicles as the generic
noise source. The attenuating property of barriers is
related to the frequency of sound and the dimensions and
materialization of barriers (width and height, addition of
soft materials on edges).
1.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
Heavy barriers (for low-frequent peak intensities)
could be used next to taxiing lanes or runways. It
can be argued that the dimensions of the barriers
(height) should be scaled based on the altitude and
size of aircraft engines accordingly. However, the
width of aircraft noise abating solutions should be
made larger compared to normal noise barriers.
This is due to the presence of low frequency sound
intensities (related to Fresnel equation, see appendix
a). Moreover, additional solutions are needed when
buildings have a distance of more than (at least) 75
meters from the noise source. The latter is related
to the height of the barrier Additional research is
needed on the edge of noise shadow zones behind
such barriers.
Element
Barrier

Propagation to adjacent canyons
(W/H ratio)

Propagation to adjacent canyons
(irregular street patterns)
Acoustical polders
Roof shape
Foliage

Crossing aircrafts
The direct application of road barriers is hardly
impossible for CA noise. To shield areas against
sound waves from cruising aircrafts, only very
tall buildings could function as barriers. However,
to avoid further propagation of indirect sound
sources, barriers (walls, hills or buildings) could be
helpful.

Street canyons’ width versus height
The ratio between canyon’s street width and height is an
important ratio. A ratio less than 1is required in order to
prevent dispersion to yards or adjacent streets. Moreover,
research indicates that this mitigation is very applicable for
low frequency noise (aside from the abating effect on high
frequent noise).
1.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
It is very unlikely that barriers (buildings) next to
runways can meet a width/height ratio less than 1.
However, dispersion of indirect sound sources can
be altered and frustrated by respecting the W/H
ratio, especially for the low-frequent part of SST’s

Literature
Martin

1

2

Hansen

x

Garcia

x

Ishizuka, Fujiwara

x

Muradali, Fyfe

x

Picaut, Polles, l’Hermite, Gary

x

x

Rentherghem, Salomons, Botteldooren

x

x

x

Tang, Wang

x

x

x

Rentherghem, Salomons, Botteldooren

x

x

x

Tang, Wang

x

x

x

Ariza-Villaverde

x

x

x

De Ruiter
Renterghem, Botteldooren
Martens

x
x

x
x

x
x
x

Martens, Michelsen
Fang, Ling
Stem, trunks, bark

x
x

x

Bucur

x

Bullen, Fricke

x

Kellomaki

x

Pal et al.

x

Reethof, McDaniel, Heisler
Table A.5 literature for town and building planning section
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2.

sound spectrum.
Crossing aircrafts
Applying the qualitative ray trace method as used by
van Renterghem and Botteldooren (see figure 35), it
is reasonable to conclude that (aircraft) sound waves
are reflected and scattered within the canyons.
The same situation occurs as for low placed noise
sources (such as vehicle engines) and to avoid
further propagation of reflected sound waves from
the source- to adjacent canyons can help to reduce
sound pressure levels. Therefore, similar to SST
noise, indirect sound dispersion to adjacent canyons
could be prevented by using the W/H ratio.

Irregular street patterns
As indicated in literature, research for road traffic noise
propagation in (dense built) town centres showed irregular
shaped urban blocks and streets can prevent sound dispersion
to adjacent streets. Although the researches focused on road
traffic, results were not related to individual octave bands
(thus no conclusions related to abatement of low or high
frequent noise can be drawn).
1.

2.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
It is reasonable this mitigation strategy can be
helpful to prevent further propagation of sst noise
district inwards. The urban configuration of e.g.
hangars and airport’s service buildings might be
used to prevent sound wave transmission to the
airport’s surroundings.
Crossing aircrafts
For crossing aircrafts, the direct implication of this
mitigation is disputable. Nonetheless, irregular
street pattern will also prevent indirect sound wave
dispersion. From this stance, at least for indirect
noise, the mitigation method might be applicable.

Figure A.35 transmission path of sound waves between source and adjacent
canyon by van Renterghem and Botteldooren (2010)

Roof shapes
Roof shapes were described to be primarily effective for
abatement of indirect noise waves and dispersion of noise
to adjacent canyons. Noise abatement did not depend on
frequency and the source’s altitude.

Acoustical polders

1.

Acoustical polders form an uninterrupted barrier preventing
noise penetration to building’s rare sides through acoustical
leakages. Acoustical polders can be regarded as a sub class
of barriers.
1.

2.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
The buildings can be regarded as strips or lines of
barriers which should be kept uninterrupted. See
description for barriers.
Crossing aircrafts
For crossing aircrafts, in line with literature on noise
propagation between canyons, acoustical polders
could be used to avoid noise dispersion between
canyons. Although acoustical polders cannot solve
direct noise source infiltration from crossing
aircrafts, indirect (reflected) sound waves can be
prevented from further propagation.

2.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
Although altitude and spectrum would suggest
the literature findings are applicable, it is unlikely
buildings will be built very close to SST sources.
Therefore, the shape of barriers next to SST sources
(which could also have curved roof tops) can alter
direct noise dispersion, while curved roof tops for
dwellings will be useful to prevent propagation of
indirect noise.
Crossing aircrafts
For CA aircraft, only further propagation of indirect
noise can be abated by this solution.

Foliage
Although most research related to foliage and leave surfaces
referred to road vehicle sources, in the researches by
Martens, Fang and Ling impedance tubes were used (results
per octave band). Furthermore, wide tree belts are required
to reach similar noise reduction as for noise barriers. The
49
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altitude of the noise sources was comparable to car engines.
1.

2.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
Researchers indicated that foliage attenuates noise
less effective for low frequencies (less than 200 Hz
by Martens) compared to high frequent noise. From
a physical stance, when findings are used for SST
noise abatement, peak intensities below 200 Hz will
hardly be filtered from the spectrum. Moreover,
large surfaces (with large width spans) between the
source and receptor are needed to abate SST noise
by tree belts and foliage.
Crossing aircrafts
Theoretically, very tall trees are able to form a wide
belt of foliage and can abate noise when a receptor
is situated underneath the canopy. However, gaps
between trees will negate this effect. Nevertheless,
sound waves can be scattered and absorbed by
dense foliage. From this perspective trees with
dense foliage can contribute to noise attenuation of
indirect noise.

Stem, trunks, bark
In the researches on absorbing and scattering properties
of stems, trunks and barks, impedance tubes were used.
However the research by Pal et al.. only regarded the
middlemost octave bands between 400 and 1250 Hz. In all
studies, the altitude was similar to car’s engines.
1.

2.

A

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
Scientists showed that for barks (for the three
varieties tested) the absorption coefficient was higher
than 0.1 (which is still very low) for octave bands
above 1250 Hz. Furthermore, the barks (and stem’s)
diameter is related to the attenuating effectiveness
per octave band. Trees with a larger diameter are
better able to scatter low-frequent noise. The latter
is important for SST noise, although it takes years
before trees will have mature dimensions.
Crossing aircrafts
Similar to CA aircrafts, the effectiveness of literature
on stems, trunks and barks is doubtful for both direct
and indirect noise. Moreover, for direct noise, the
suggestions are hardly applicable.
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3.3.

Building engineering

Traditional façade

Additional façade

With the traditional facade, a two-leaf facade structure with
cavity and insulation is meant which is traditionally used
in Dutch construction industry. Literature concerning this
aspect of building engineering focused on the theoretical
background of single and double leafs including physical
properties such as (acoustical) mass law, coincidence
and energy absorption by insulation. Formulas handed
by literature are general applicable for any sound source.
Moreover, general formulas for wall constructions explained
the relation between noise attenuation and noise frequency.

De Ruiter introduced additional façades next to motorways
as a solution against road traffic noise. When additional
absorbing materials are added in the atrium , reflections
within the atrium can be prevented in order to secure privacy
(which is related to a reduction of the reverberation time
(S/A)). Reducing the reverberation time is also important for
the total attenuation of an additional façade as is shown by
the formula’s underpinning De Ruiter’s assumptions. Noise
propagation by mechanical vibrations in the constructions
should be avoided by separating (bearing) construction
elements fiercely.

1.

2.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
Concerning literature, wall structures should have
a thickness of 2.7 metres to absorb 32 Hz sound
waves effectively. This regarded thickness could be
integrated in a corridor construction but it is very
unrealistic this thickness can be realised for walls
only. To abate higher noise frequencies, traditional
façades are suitable.
Crossing aircrafts
For crossing aircrafts, the spectrum contains less
dominant intensities of low-frequent noise making
traditional façades more appropriate to keep noise
out from crossing aircrafts. As the roof is also
regarded as a façade, roof structures should have
similar properties in terms of mass and insulation
as perpendicular wall façades. On top of that, as
both direct and indirect noise sources are basically
situated at all sides of one’s building, all these wall
and roof façades should be dimensioned equally.

Element
Traditional façade

1.

2.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
Additional façades could help to reduce noise
penetration into buildings. For the low-frequent
peak intensities, the attenuating effect will be lower
than for higher frequencies unless materialization
is selected carefully. Especially when dealing with
(for example) glass façades, it is questionable how
materials will react on low-frequent noise.
Crossing aircrafts
Areas exposed to noise from cruising aircrafts,
all sides of buildings are exposed to sound waves
resulting in a demand for additional façades covering
the entire building.

Balconies and ornaments
In research on the attenuating effect of balconies and balconyshaped ornaments, positive effects on noise abatement in
both source and adjacent canyons were reported. All research
regarding balconies (in this thesis) focused on road traffic

Literature
Van der Linden et al.

1

2

3

x

x

x

Van Renterghem et al.
Hothersall, Horoshenkov, Mercy

x
x

x
x

x
x

Kim, Song, Lee

x

x

x

Dien, Woloszyn

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

De Ruiter
Warnock
Crocker, Arenas
Additional façade

De Ruiter
Van der Linden
Warnock

Balconies and ornaments

Openings in wall constructions

Van der Linden et al.
De Ruiter
Tadeu, Mateus
Diaz, Pedrero

Table A.6 literature for town and building planning section
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sources unless covering a wide spectrum of octave bands.
For noise levels in adjacent canyons (e.g. yards and courts),
noise levels are effectively abated for the full spectrum and
especially for low-frequency noise.
1.

2.

and as road vehicle noise is also dispersed spherical
it can be assumed the latter can be neglected.

Stationary, starting and taxiing aircrafts
The engine’s perpendicular position effects the
wave incidence angle whilst research denoted the
wave incidence partly dictates the abating effect per
floor level (related to building height). This feature
is only influencing noise loads on the balconies.
Balconies are also helpful in order to reduce noise
propagation of low-frequent noise (sst noise).
Furthermore, balcony shapes as proposed by Kim,
Song and Lee (tilted roof and parapet with absorbing
materials mounted) might be applicable as an
effective measure for stationary aircraft as well.
Crossing aircrafts
For crossing aircrafts, noise attenuation by balconies
(in both source and receiver canyons) will differ for
direct and indirect noise. For the latter, it is reasonable
findings from the researches are applicable to avoid
noise propagation to adjacent canyons. For direct
noise, additional measures should be taken to absorb
sound waves at the balconies in order to reduce noise
levels in both source- and receiver canyons. Kim,
Song and Lee concluded that tilted ceilings reflects
sound waves towards the balcony’s parapets (padded
with absorbing materials). This principle can be
copied for direct sources as well, resulting in tilted
floor surfaces covered with absorbing materials
similar to the parapet and ceiling. Nonetheless, the
abating effect for direct noise also depends on the
horizontal distance between observer and source
and the aircraft’s altitude (influencing the angle of
incidence).

Openings in wall constructions
Attenuation of combined elements in wall or façade structures
can be calculated by general formulas incorporating wall
element’s size and individual attenuation of the elements
(related to frequency). These formulas are general applicable
regardless of source and altitude. Concerning research on
shutter rollers and boxes, Tadeu and Mateus focused on road
vehicle noise.
1.

2.

A

Stationary. Starting and taxiing aircrafts
Rolling shutters and shutter boxes tend to behave
as light panels which are not able to attenuate lowfrequency noise adequately. Although shutters can
help, thicker elements and low-frequency noise
absorbing materials are needed supplementary.
Crossing aircrafts
Although the altitude differs, it is likely shutter
boxes and similar covers can help to reduce sound
pressure levels (as the sound spectrums show
similarities). Tadeu and Mateus do not speak about
required wave incidence angles in their research,
52

3.4.

Materialization

Acoustical reinforced ‘hard’ materials / green and
vegetation

Acoustical reinforced bricks
Mud bricks reinforced by fibrous materials were not tested
for an explicit noise source nor was the source’ altitude
set. The absorption coefficients raised for each individual
octave bands (compared to traditional mud- and concrete
bricks). However, the brick’s dimensions should be altered
in order to prevent lower insertion losses as the elements
have a reduced mass (compared to traditional mud bricks).
For both CA and SST noise these elements are applicable
and better alternatives compared to traditional bricks.
However, additional mitigations for SST noise are required
to filter the spectrum’s low-frequent peak intensities.

Literature on acoustical ‘hard’ materials (cenosphere
reinforced cement, porous asphalt, PERS, AAC) and greens
and vegetation (humid and dry grass, ploughed land, gravel,
mulch) did not refer to a particular noise source. On the
contrary, the material’s absorption coefficient, porosity
and flow resistivity were derived from laboratory tests per
octave band. Notwithstanding, the research performed by
van den Akker and van Kekem was performed in the open
field and explicitly related to sst noise. Moreover, though
the angle of incidence was influential for refraction and
absorption, most articles did not include comments on
the angle of incidence. Therefore, it is reasonable to state
that findings are applicable for aircraft noise (both SST
and CA). It is shown that absorption coefficients for all
materials are lower for low-frequent noise compared to
higher ranges in the sound spectrum (relevant for sst noise).
In the researches on PERS, AAC and reinforced cement
and asphalt, absorption coefficients did often not surpass
0.2 which is not significantly better than traditional hard
materials, which have in general an absorption coefficient
of 0.1 or lower.

Element
Acoustical reinforced hard materials

Green facades
In the materialization section, the research on façade
greening was the only research explicitly focussing on road
traffic noise.
1.

Stationary. Starting and taxiing aircrafts
Greening on façades was not effective for
frequencies below 500 Hz and only relevant for
octave bands beyond 1000 Hz. For SST noise, the
effect of greening on façades is very small.

Literature
Tiwaria, Shuklaa, & Boseb

1

2

3

x

x

x

Berengier, Stinson, Daigle and Hamet
Meiarashi, Ishida, Fujiwara, Hasebe, &
Nakatsuji
Laukaitis and Fiks
Green and vegetation

Dickinson & Doak
Londhe, Rao, & Blough
Akker & Kekem

Acoustical reinforced bricks
Green façades
Acoustical insulation

M. J. M. Martens, Heijden, Walthaus,
& Rens
Binici, Aksogan, Bakbak, Kaplan, &
Isik
Van Renterghem, Hornikx, Forssen, &
Botteldooren
Warnock
Prydz, Wirt, Kuntz, & Pope
Ng & Hui

Fillings

Quirt
Tadeu & Mateus
Asdrubali & Buratti

Room acoustics

Hansen
Van der Linden

Table A.7 literature for town and building planning section
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2.

Crossing aircrafts
For CA noise, with peak intensities above 1000 Hz,
greening might be very effective in order to filter high
tunes from the sound spectrum. At least, greening
can filter theses tunes from indirect noise’ spectrum.
For direct noise, the effects will be limited.

Acoustical insulation and fillings
Similar to research on reinforced hard materials, insulation
materials and fillings are tested in a laboratory setting.
In general, such findings are direct applicable for aircraft
noise. However, for CA noise, more porous materials will be
effective whilst for SST noise, low-frequent abating materials
such as honeycomb panels and Helmholtz resonator-added
panels are better options. For fillings (glass), multi-layered
elements especially filter noise above125 Hz. Therefore,
for SST noise, additional measures are needed (at least for
locations next to a runway’s starting position).
Room acoustics
Also mitigations related to room acoustics were not linked to
a specific noise source. It is reasonable to argue that façade
elements (or absorbing materials on the outer façade) will
filter high-frequent noise from aircrafts’ sound spectrum
(relevant for both CA and SST noise). This will results in
a penetration of relative low-frequent noise through the
façade. For both CA and SST noise, panel absorbers can
reduce reverberation of low-frequent noise. For CA noise,
additional soft acoustical materials (baffles, curtains, foam
elements) can prevent further reflections and thereby noise
dispersion within rooms.

A
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4.

Conclusions part a
Moreover, some solutions will be better than others, although the effects of solutions cannot be underpinned
quantitatively. Therefore, table 8 presents all 35 possibilities (of which two are not applicable at all) related to direct
and indirect per aircraft noise cluster. The colour of the
boxes indicates the applicability of the solutions per noise
variety. In part d the solutions will be converted to design
pattern in which the full potential of individual solutions in
combination with their possible application in the Schiphol
area are mapped.

As descripted in the first part of the thesis, noise is complex
and influenced by many parameters, and little attention has
been paid to aircraft noise abating mitigations in the built
environment so far.
Related to the first sub research question18, , aircraft
noise can be regarded as a variety of traffic noise and has
a so-called wide spectrum (the sound is composed from
all audible frequencies). Moreover, aircraft noise can be
parted in five different groups (pre-flight engine run and
taxiing, start, flight path, landing, run-on operation and
engine run up) which can be clustered to two major noise
varieties based on the sound spectrum and engine’s altitude
(stationary, starting and taxiing (SST noise) and crossing
aircrafts (CA noise)). SST noise combines pre-flight engine
run and taxiing, start and run-on operation and engine run up
whilst CA noise overarches the noise produced by aircrafts
during the flight path, landing and ascending.
Because literature is primarily related to road traffic noise
(noise ejaculated by cars, trucks and other motorized
vehicles) aircraft- and road traffic noise were compared
for both clusters of aircraft noise (SST and CA). Compared
to SST noise, road traffic sound spectrums contain lower
intensities of low-frequent noise between 20 and 40 Hz.
Compared to CA noise, road traffic noise’s intensities are
much lower and doesn’t contain peak intensities above
2000 Hz. Hence, crossing aircrafts’ altitude is inconstant
which is different from road traffic. Nevertheless, the
sound spectrum’s curves are somehow similar related to
the division of low and high frequent noise in the sound
spectrums.
Aircraft noise often dictates permitted construction activities
in airport regions, often managed by noise zones. In Dutch
and European legislation, these zones are designated aligned
to permitted sound pressure levels.
Related to the second sub research question19, first an
extensive literature study was performed. It was found that
little information and research was available on the relation
between aircraft noise and design adaptions needed in
the built environment. Thus, the literature study focussed
on road traffic noise abating solutions. The results where
compared to both clusters of aircraft noise (SST and CA).
Furthermore, the solutions derived from the literature study
were assessed (qualitatively) for their potential applicability
for aircraft noise20.
From this assessment, 35 aircraft noise abating solutions
for both CA and SST or either just one of them were born.
18
What is (aircraft) noise, what are similarities between other traffic
noise typologies and aircraft noise and how are airport regions airport regions
currently designed related to aircraft noise?
19
Which spatial aircraft noise abating solutions can attenuate aircraft
noise in the vicinity of airports?
20
Direct noise are sound waves which transmit from source to
auditor uninterruptedly, indirect noise is first reflected by surfaces after which
derived sound waves reach the auditor. The combination of both forms the
audible noise.
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Technical sol.
noise sensitive
activities
vicinity of
(public) green
barrier
w/h ratio
irregular street
patterns
acoustical
polders
roof shape
foliage
stem, trunks,
bark
traditional
façade
additional façade
balconies and
ornaments
openings in wall
constructions
acoustical
reinforced hard
materials

green and
vegetation

acoustical
reinforced bricks
green façades
acoustical
insulation

fillings
room acoustics

Specification

SST noise
direct

Indirect

Porous asphalt /
DENAP
PERS
AAC
Hard grass
Soft grass
Wet grass
Mulch
Ploughed field
Mineral substances
Gravel
Small stones / tarmac
Forest soils
Water surfaces
Fibre reinforced mud
bricks
Honeycomb panels
Helmholtzsupplemented panels
Porous materials
Multi-layered glass
panels
HSIVW
Baffles (absorbing
material)
Panel absorbers
Perforated panels

solution is probably applicable, but more research is needed

(very) probably not applicable

A

CA noise
direct

Cenosphere reinforced
cement

solution is applicable

Table A.8

indirect

overview and ranking of aircraft noise abating solutions
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part b
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Part b focusses on the third and fourth sub research questions:
3.

Which areas located in the vicinity of Schiphol are
exposed to aircraft noise and safety legislation
regarding sound pressure levels and different
typologies of aircraft noise?

4.

How could airport regions in general, and the
Schiphol area in particular, be analysed for its
aircraft noise abating (spatial) properties?

To answer these questions, part b is divided in three sub
elements finished by conclusions:
1. Sound pressure levels and noise perception in
the Schiphol area
•
•
•

Flight paths and runway management
Incidental sound pressure levels
Average sound pressure levels (day- and nighttime)

2. Analyse of airport regions for aircraft noise
abating properties in the spatial environment
•
•
•
•

Analysis of the Schiphol region
Badhoevedorp
Toolenburg (Hoofddorp)
Buitenveldert (see appendix b)

3. Conclusions

B
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1.

Sound pressure levels in the Schiphol area

Air traffic in the Schiphol area is highly controlled
and directed by legislation and (noise) data analysis.
Legislation forced upon air traffic at Schiphol airport is
treated by the LIB21 (Luchthavenindelingsbesluit) and
LVB22 (Luchthavenverkeerbesluit). The LIB is related to
the built environment in the vicinity of runways hangars
and terminals (safety and noise regulations) whilst the
LVB dictates flight paths (separated for day and nighttime). Moreover, data related to sound pressure levels
from aircrafts is recorded by NOMOS recording stations
which are spread all over the airport region. NOMOS
saves both average incidental sound pressure levels and
highest incidental sound pressure levels recorded. For
further technical considerations and conclusions it is good
to know that NOMOS data is a-weighted. Nevertheless,
NOMOS only provides information on the sound pressure
level at those moments an aircraft crosses, but provides no
indications about the average sound pressure level which is
related to the number of aircrafts crossing. As it is important
to know whether an area is exposed to aircraft noise once
or twenty times a day, Lden maps from the municipality
of Haarlemmermeer will be used to indicate average sound
pressure levels from aircrafts in this research.

Data
The data used in this thesis and in particular in this part is
collected between December 2013 and March 2014. This
annotation is in particular relevant for the NOMOS and
noise data.

Aside from these rather quantitative approaches to direct
and control aircraft noise, BAS23 performs research
into noise perception and annoyance perceived by local
residents. BAS is the official body for (local) residents
to express complaints about aircraft noise and (nearly)
everything related to Schiphol airport but also provides
information about current air traffic movements at the
airport24 (flight traffic insights). Annually, BAS publishes
their research findings and records concerning complaints
expressed related to aircraft noise. These reports indirectly
map in which areas noise is perceived as annoying. Besides
the perception monitoring, the annual reports also analyse
and present very informative figures on (annual) runway
management and runway use.
Structure
The chapter is subdivided in the following elements:
1. Flight paths and runway management (using data
from LVB and the municipality of Haarlemmermeer)
2. Incidental sound pressure levels in flight path areas
(directed by the LVB) (using NOMOS data and
literature)
3. Average sound pressure levels (using maps from the
municipality of Haarlemmermeer)
4. Limitations for the built environment directed by the
LIB (using LIB legislation)

21
http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0014329/geldigheidsdatum_06-05-2014
22
http://wetten.overheid.nl/BWBR0014330/tekst_bevat_
schipholwet/geldigheidsdatum_06-05-2014
23
Bewoners Aanspreekpunt Schiphol (Residents Information
Service Schiphol)
24
http://www.bezoekbas.nl/
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1.1.

Flight paths and runway management

For each runway, the LVB maps the path arriving and
departing aircrafts are allowed to follow (“LVB,” 2002).
The LVB came in force in 2002 and has been altered a
few times since. The information used to create the maps
on the following pages was retrieved from the attachments
(attachment 1) of the LVB. Nevertheless, in practice flight
paths are more condensed and narrow than allowed by the
LVB. the logical reason to narrow flight paths is to reduce
noise hindrance in the surrounding built areas. The exact
locations of these narrowed flight paths is managed by
decisions made between Schiphol, governments and local
residents (e.g. the Alderstafel). In order to map these
narrowed flight paths as well, maps (which are not officially
legislated) from the municipality of Haarlemmermeer
indicate these paths and indicate the number of air
traffic movements aligned to each of these flight paths
(Haarlemmermeer, 2014). This information provides an
accurate overview of up to date flight paths and air traffic
movements in the Haarlemmermeer.
For this research, the LVB will be used to illustrate the
worst case scenario (mapping the full area potentially
exposed to aircraft noise) although real flight routes most
of the times deviate from this scenario. A second benefit of
this approach is that the maps will include a more realistic
are exposed to direct and indirect aircraft noise as not only
the area perpendicular beneath the flight path is exposed to
aircraft noise. As sound waves are ejaculated quarter conical
(see part a.1.3.) a much larger area is exposed to aircraft
noise than indicated by flight paths solely. A final remark
concerns the runways: they are not always used in both
directions (which can be seen in the following illustrations).
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Runways at Schiphol airport

Polderbaan

Polderbaan

Zwanenburgbaan

erbaan
Buitenveldertbaan

Zwanenburgbaan

Zwanenburgbaan
Buitenveldertbaan

Kaagbaan

Aalsmeerbaan

Buitenveldertbaan

Oostbaan

Kaagbaan
Oostbaan
1000 metres

Oostbaan

Aalsmeerbaan

Aalsmeerbaan
Urban area (buildings)

Water surfaces
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1.1.1. Aalsmeerbaan

Total
101 starts
54
landings

57 starts

1000 metres

54 landings

Flight path directed by LVB

54 la

B

44 starts

Flight path indicated by municipality of Haarlemmermeer

Average number of air traffic movements per day
(when runway is used for landing or starting)
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1.1.2. Buitenveldertbaan (eastern direction)

Total
31
starts
31
landings

16 starts
31 landings

15 starts

1000 metres

Flight path directed by LVB

54 la

Flight path indicated by municipality of Haarlemmermeer

Average number of air traffic movements per day
(when runway is used for landing or starting)
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1.1.3. Kaagbaan

Total
232 starts
118 landings

22 starts

118 landings

83 starts

1000 metres

127 starts

Flight path directed by LVB

54 la

Flight path indicated by municipality of Haarlemmermeer

Average number of air traffic movements per day
(when runway is used for landing or starting)
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1.1.4. Oostbaan (northern direction)

Total
4
starts
3
landings

1000 metres

Flight path directed by LVB

54 la

B

Flight path indicated by municipality of Haarlemmermeer

Average number of air traffic movements per day (when
runway is used for landing or starting)
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1.1.5. Polderbaan

206 landings
20 starts

Total
146 starts
206 landings

1000 metres

Flight path directed by LVB

54 la

B

Flight path indicated by municipality of Haarlemmermeer

Average number of air traffic movements per day (when
runway is used for landing or starting)
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1.1.6. Zwanenburgbaan (southern direction)

Total
0
starts
20
landings

20 landings

1000 metres

Flight path directed by LVB

54 la

Flight path indicated by municipality of Haarlemmermeer

Average number of air traffic movements per day (when
runway is used for landing or starting)
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1.1.7. Zwanenburgbaan (northern direction)

20 starts

13 starts

80 landings

Total
35
starts
80
landings

1000 metres

Flight path directed by LVB

54 la

B

Flight path indicated by municipality of Haarlemmermeer

Average number of air traffic movements per day (when
runway is used for landing or starting)
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1.1.8. All directions (LVB)

1000 metres
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1.1.9. All directions (narrow paths)

1000 metres

B
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1.2.

Incidental sound pressure levels

NOMOS recording stations record the incidental sound
pressure level produced by cruising aircrafts. The
connotation of the word ‘incidental’ refers to sound pressure
levels at the very moment an individual aircraft crosses the
station . Often, sound pressure levels are levelled over a
predefined period of time which gives a lower outcome
than the sound pressure level experienced when a single jet
crosses. Moreover, noise abating solutions (e.g. second skin
or façade insulation) need to anticipate on incidental sound
pressure level which makes it relevant to study both average
and incidental sound pressure levels.

Reading guide

Data from individual NOMOS recording
stations including # of data station and
highest and average sound pressure levels

Aside the NOMOS data, literature by Zaporozhets, Tokarev
and Attenborough (2011) was used to map incidental sound
pressure levels nearby runways. As illustrated in part a,
the sound pressure levels at different distances (450, 2000
and 6000 metres) from runways was recorded by these
scientists. Based on their findings, it is possible to draw
possible contours related to incidental sound pressure level
within the LVB legislated flight path areas. Furthermore,
NOMOS recordings can be used to assess these contours and
to survey how accurate the contours (rooted in literature)
coincide with real sound pressure levels recorded at ground
stations.

1.

Buitenveldertbaan (east direction)

Point 1
highest:
average

93.0 dB
74.5 dB

Point 2
highest:
average

89.0 dB
71.3 dB

Point 92
highest:
average

91.0 dB
76.8 dB

Point 29
highest:
average

89.0 dB
72.6 dB

<65 dB

80-100 dB

75-80 dB

Besides the NOMOS data, TNO together with Wyle and NLR
researched the ejaculation of low frequency noise during the
pre-flight engine run by aircrafts at the Polderbaan (Sharp,
Beeks, & Veerbeek, 2006)(see appendix b for illustrations).
Figures from this report show the dispersion of noise with
peak intensities between 20 and 40 Hz and are used in the
figures related to incidental sound pressure levels to indicate
which locations in the airport regions are potentially exposed
to very low-frequent noise.

65-75 dB

Point 10
highest:
average

98.0 dB
79.1 dB

Point 30
highest:
average

86.0 dB
72.4 dB

Point 25
highest:
average

89.0 dB
72.1 dB

Point 7
highest:
average

95.0 dB
71.1 dB

Illustration mapping sound pressure level
zones based on data from Zaporozhets,
et al (2011)

Finally, the NOMOS data was retrieved from the NOMOS
display in between January and February 2014. The values
(both average and highest) are those collected over a oneyear-time-span between January 2013 and January 2014
(NOMOS, 2014).

Area potentially exposed to very lowfrequent noise (between 20 and 40 Hz)
based on figures by Sharp et al (2006)
(these area are colored yellow).

In part a, it was indicated that sound waves are affected by
meteorological fluctuations (wind and temperature) which
also influences the dominant direction of sound propagation.
This means wind direction defines which area is exposed.
Nevertheless, as little data is available on wind fluctuations
and aircraft noise dispersion near Schiphol, wind and
thermal fluctuations are out of the scope of this research.
Data25 used for noise maps are based on normal, scilicet,
windless situations and an average atmospheric temperature
gradient which is also applicable for maps retrieved from
the municipality of Haarlemmermeer.

25
Data from NOMOS recording stations is leveraged during the
year (according to BAS report from 2011, the division between wind from
northern and southern direction was 42 versus 53 percent and 5 windless
over the period 1971-2011(BAS, 2012)) still maximum values might be
influenced by meteorological conditions.

Figure B.1 Typical sound pressure levels around runways according to Gracia
et al. (2001, p. 200) used to map indicental sound pressure level contours
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1.2.1. Buitenveldertbaan (eastern direction)

Point 1
highest:		
average		

93.0 dB
74.5 dB

Point 2
highest:		
average		

Point 92
highest:		
average		

89.0 dB
71.3 dB

91.0 dB
76.8 dB

Point 29
highest:		
average		

89.0 dB
72.6 dB

<65 dB

80-100 dB

75-80 dB

65-75 dB

1000 metres

Point 10
highest:		
average		

B

98.0 dB
79.1 dB

Point 30
highest:		
average		

Point 25
highest:		
average		

86.0 dB
72.4 dB
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89.0 dB
72.1 dB

Point 7
highest:		
average		

95.0 dB
71.1 dB

1.2.2. Aalsmeerbaan

80-100 dB

75-80 dB
65-75 dB

<65 dB

1000 metres

Point 10
highest:		
average		

98.0 dB
79.1 dB

Point 30
highest:		
average		

Point 25
highest:		
average		

86.0 dB
72.4 dB
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89.0 dB
72.1 dB

B

1.2.3. Kaagbaan (southern direction)

Point 18
highest:		
average		

89.0 dB
66.3 dB

Point 17
highest:		
average		

Point 16
highest:		
average		

84.0 dB
70.6 dB

94.0 dB
68.4 dB

80-100 dB

75-80 dB

<65 dB

Point 15
highest:		
average		

B

65-75 dB

87.0 dB
68.2 dB

1000 metres

Point 12
highest:		
average		

93.0 dB
69.1 dB
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1.2.4. Oostbaan (southern direction)

Point 16
highest:		
average		

94.0 dB
68.4 dB

Point 30
highest:		
average		

86.0 dB
72.4 dB

80-100 dB

75-80 dB

65-75 dB

<65 dB

1000 metres

Point 15
highest:		
average		

87.0 dB
68.2 dB

Point 12
highest:		
average		

Point 10
highest:		
average		

93.0 dB
69.1 dB

75

98.0 dB
79.1 dB

Point 25
highest:		
average		

89.0 dB
72.1 dB

B

1.2.5. Oostbaan (northern direction)

Point 31
highest:		
average		

82.0 dB
69.8 dB

Point 29
highest:		
average		

89.0 dB
72.6 dB

<65 dB

65-75 dB

75-80 dB

80-100 dB

1000 metres

Point 30
highest:		
average		
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Point 25
highest:		
average		

86.0 dB
72.4 dB
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89.0 dB
72.1 dB

Point 7
highest:		
average		

95.0 dB
71.1 dB

1.2.6. Polderbaan

Point 1
highest:		
average		

93.0 dB
74.5 dB

Point 2
highest:		
average		

Point 31
highest:		
average		

89.0 dB
71.3 dB

75-80 dB

82.0 dB
69.8 dB

65-75 dB

Point 29
highest:		
average		

89.0 dB
72.6 dB

<65 dB

80-100 dB

1000 metres

Point 30
highest:		
average		

Point 25
highest:		
average		

86.0 dB
72.4 dB
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89.0 dB
72.1 dB

Point 7
highest:		
average		

95.0 dB
71.1 dB
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1.2.7. Zwanenburgbaan (northern direction)

Point 1
highest:		
average		

93.0 dB
74.5 dB

Point 2
highest:		
average		

Point 31
highest:		
average		

89.0 dB
71.3 dB

82.0 dB
69.8 dB

Point 29
highest:		
average		

65-75 dB

89.0 dB
72.6 dB

<65 dB

75-80 dB

80-100 dB

1000 metres

Point 92
highest:		
average		

B

91.0 dB
76.8 dB

Point 30
highest:		
average		

Point 25
highest:		
average		

86.0 dB
72.4 dB
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89.0 dB
72.1 dB

Point 7
highest:		
average		

95.0 dB
71.1 dB

1.2.8. Zwanenburgbaan (southern direction)

Point 18
highest:		
average		

89.0 dB
66.3 dB

Point 17
highest:		
average		

Point 16
highest:		
average		

84.0 dB
70.6 dB

94.0 dB
68.4 dB

80-100 dB

<65 dB

65-75 dB

75-80 dB

1000 metres

Point 15
highest:		
average		

87.0 dB
68.2 dB

Point 12
highest:		
average		

Point 10
highest:		
average		

93.0 dB
69.1 dB
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98.0 dB
79.1 dB

B

1.3.

Average sound pressure levels

When recording the sound pressure levels over a longer
period of time (e.g. a natural day or night) the average sound
pressure level can be calculated (given by Lden26 or Lnight27).
Noise produced by aircrafts can be recorded separately
from other noise varieties indicating average sound pressure
levels from aircrafts in a particular area. When aircrafts cross
a particular recording station, the higher the average sound
pressure level and so the higher the Lden or Lnight. Therefore,
average sound pressure levels are informative on aircraft’s
noise intensity and frequency and helpful in combination
with incidental sound pressure level maps.
In the Netherlands, municipalities often draw noise maps
for individual noise typologies. The Haarlemmermeer
mapped aircraft, railroad, road traffic and industrial noise
(Haarlemmermeer, 2012a) of which Lden aircrafts levels are
used in this section. The maps used date from 2011 and
haven’t been updated since these maps were published in
2012.

26
27

B

Level day-evening-night (often between 06:00 am till 11:00 pm)
Level night (often between 11:00 pm till 06:00 am)
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1.3.1. Lden noise levels (average noise load)

1000 metres
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1.3.2. Lnight noise levels (average noise load during night)

1000 metres

B
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1.4.

Safety restrictions

The LIB not only foresees in rules and regulations on
planning and management of the airport itself, but also forces
restrictions and guidelines upon the built environment.
These restrictions merely are related to safety issues in
which both crash risks and airport management (e.g. radar
reception and visual overview) are incorporated. This results
in a series of maps depicting building restrictions (planning
and program related), height restrictions and regulations
related to bird control. As birds might be imbibed in rotating
engines, birds can cause crashes or other fatal incidents.
For this reason, bird attraction functions such as wetlands,
large water surfaces (larger than three hectares) and fish
processing plants are banned from the airport region. For
the maps in this section, attachment 2 until 5 of the LIB
were used (“LIB,” 2002).
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1.4.1. Height restrictions

1000 metres

Not allowed for objects above 20 metres

Areas reserved for ascending and descending aircrafts

Not allowed for objects between 20 and 45 metres (height
gradient)

Radar fields

Not allowed for objects between 45 and 90 metres (height
gradient)

B
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1.4.2. Restrictions for bird attracting functions

No bird attracting facilities allowed (fish processing plants,
water surfaces larger than 3 hectares)
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2.

Analysis of airport regions

In this segment ways to analyse airport regions are studied.
This analysis will be applied on the Schiphol area in order
to gain a better understanding of airport regions in general.
Besides that it will be applied on existing aircraft noise
abating solutions within the urban fabric.
Not surprisingly, no standardised methods to analyse airport
regions (related to the noise issue and the design of the
spatial environment) are available, as no research on the
interface of aircraft noise and the spatial environment was
performed before this graduation research, So the pressing
question is how airport regions could be analysed and how
this could be applied on the Schiphol region.

Indication and localizing solutions
Aside from showing where the solutions are
positioned in drawings and photographs, it is good to
indicate which solutions are included in the analysed area
and dimensions of the individual solutions which is also very
helpful for urban designers, planners and policy makers.
The latter could be related to public or private ownership in
order to see what urban planners and designers can do (as
they often only have the possibility to alter public owned
areas). This could be achieved by:
•
•

Analysis aims
In order to develop an analysis tool or scheme, first it is
important to define the aims of such a tool or scheme. The
following aims and goals of a spatial analysis of airport
regions in this research are formulated:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

The analysis should indicate which aircraft noise
abating solutions (from now on: solutions) are
already present in the existing urban configurations
The analysis should illustrate (visual representations)
where and how these solutions are implemented
The analysis should indicate the foreseen effects
of individual solutions on the total (quantitative)
aircraft noise abating properties of the spatial
environment
The analysis should provide information for urban
planners and designers when:
They develop regeneration proposals of an area
analysed (brownfield development)
They develop proposals for greenfield developments
which area not related to an area analysed (e.g. for
inspiration of to draw lessons from existing areas)

Analysis scheme
The aims are used to think out a system which meets the
requirements and offers urban planners and designers
possibilities to analyse airport regions. This system has the
following components:
Visual representation of the analysed area
The visual representation is important for readers
to understand the existing structure of the area analysed but
also to survey elements such as morphology, roof shapes,
materialization, amenities and functions, ground surface
occupation and street patterns. The visual representation
has two sub-elements:
•
•

B

(areal) photographs, indicating the above standing
features
Decomposition drawings, mapping and decomposing
aircraft noise abating elements to clarify where
these elements are localized and how these elements
are interconnected with non-aircraft noise abating
elements.

•

Listing which individual solutions are present
Measuring sizes of the individual solutions compared
to the size of the total area analysed
Listing public and private ownership structures

Effects of solutions
The effects of solutions in airport areas can (in the
end) be defined quantitatively or qualitatively. A quantitative
analyse favours as this would calculate the noise reduction
in dB and therefor can provide very relevant information
on the positioning of solutions. Nevertheless, a quantitative
analysis requests for numerical models which can simulate
urban areas including built objects, surface materialization in
relation to flight paths and noise ejaculation. Unfortunately,
such numerical models do not exist (yet) which makes it
not possible to test the effects of individual solutions on an
area’s noise abating characteristics. Thus, at this moment,
based on the information provided in part a, the abating
effects of individual solutions in relation to their context
can only be reasoned.
Structure of analyse scheme
Based on the aims and above standing principles and
arguments, the analysis scheme / tool which will be used in
this thesis has the following structure:
Firstly, an indication of the area analysed by:
• Image of the urban morphology and aerial photo
• Introduction (description of the case)
• The area decomposed by numbers (in m2)
• Total surface research area
• Built up area
• Average building height
• Water surface
• Public (road surface) and private pavement (with
private pavement, both (public) parking lots as
paved private surface are meant)
• Grass land (short or hard grass unless mentioned
differently)
• Crop field
• Tree vegetation coverage (tree belts in the public
domain)
• Mixed vegetation (the residue of all above including
trees and vegetation in the private domain, including
backyards)
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Secondly, the sample isolated from the larger urban network
are further decomposed through a series of small paintings.
The first step of decomposition uses the regular layer
approach (urban morphological, infrastructure and green/
vegetation) but assembles the aircraft abating and nonabating from the three layers.
Thirdly, the elements from the literature study including
more detailed notations of materialization and building
engineering are applied on the cases denoted in a table. The
case studies finishes with conclusions in which the effects
of individual solutions on noise reduction are reasoned
qualitatively.
Analysis of the Schiphol area
For a better understanding of the Schiphol area and
to research the unconscious presence of aircraft noise
abating mitigations, six case studies at three towns in the
Schiphol area are performed in this section. The case study
locations are Badhoevedorp, Hoofddorp- Toolenburg and
Buitenveldert. All these locations have in common that they
are located within a range of 2000 metres from runways
(Kaagbaan and Buitenveldertbaan). Moreover, the locations
combine a wide variety of urban typologies stemming from
different ages and design fashions. The typologies differ
from low dense industry parks to sky scraping office towers
and 1930s garden cities to (post) modernistic apartment
buildings. Furthermore, Buitenveldert and Hoofddorp-south
are both exposed to ascending and descending aircrafts
(CA noise) while Badhoevedorp primarily deals with noise
ejaculated by starting aircrafts or engine run-ups after
maintenance (SST noise). As Hoofddorp-Toolenburg and
Badhoevedorp are also used for design assignments in part
d of this thesis, the analysis of Buitenveldert is moved to
the appendices (see appendix c). GBK maps were used to
measure ground surfaces.
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Case areas (yellow boxes)

Polderbaan

Zwanenburgbaan

Buitenveldertbaan

Oostbaan

Kaagbaan

Aalsmeerbaan

B
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N

100 metres

dominant SST noise direction (Aalsmeerbaan /
maintenance hangards)
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2.1.

Badhoevedorp industry park

The area is a typical example of an industry park under
construction facilitating a divers pallet of companies. The
area’s edge is situated next to the A9 motorway, fenced
by a small barrier of low-placed trunks and bushes both
with a high visibility. The industry park is characterized
by large incoherent and detached warehouses and offices
which facades’ are covered by metallic, HPL materials or
glass prefab elements. Large parking lots are situated next
to, and in-between the buildings paving large parts of the
area by asphalt surfaces. Small trees and bushes are strewed
over the area. On the northern and western edges, traditional
and small scale dwellings are lined next to canals with
large meadows in-between the houses. The southern area is
reserved for crop fields and cultivated by farmers.

490,000 m2
12 metres

built up area:			
water surface:			
pavement (public):		
pavement (private):		
grass land			
crop field			
mixed vegetation			
tree vegetation coverage		

72,900
44,000
39,000
69,000
72,500
15,500
161,000
13,000

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

public versus private domain
public domain
private domain
undefined (mixture of private and public)

public versus private domain of total research area

B

total surface research area:
average building height:		

ground surface occupations of total research area
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Vegetation and water surfaces
Planned and
maintained green
lots

Meadows

Unplanned areas
covered with unmaintained grass
and sand

Crop field
Water
Tree belt
Grass field

Road and pavement surfaces

M-way and
roads, hard
acoustical
materials

Hard street
surfaces

Parking lots and
logistics areas:
paved with
concrete slabs,
asphalt or bricks
(non-acoustical)

Hard paved
surfaces
Cycle or
ped. paths
M-way

Urban morphology

Traditional prewar dwellings
constructed from
bricks and glazed
roof tile / roof
tops are mostly
saddle-back
shaped

Typical big box
office buildings
with glass,
metallic and HPL
materials

N

100 metres
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Non-aircraft noise abating elements
Within this stamp, several
elements can be considered as
non-acoustical. Water surfaces,
smooth detached big box
buildings, detached saddleback
roof top shaped dwellings and
large tiled or paved parking lots
are considered as non-aircraftnoise abating elements.
However, very large big boxes
could functions as barriers and
are therefore disputable. In this
case, big boxes are clearly not
designed as barriers so for this
case, big boxes are regarded as
non-acoustical.

Aircraft noise abating elements
The following elements coincide
with solutions from the literature
study in part a. Firstly, the crop
fields correspond with absorbing
properties credited to such fields
and are positioned between the
noise source and the district.
Secondly, between the motorway
and industry park, a (very small)
tree belt is placed.
Thirdly, at the industry park,
vacant lots have been occupied
by lush grass varieties and sharp
sands. These lots should not be
alternated by hard grass varieties
next to the roads (non-acoustical
and cut by park authorities
regularly).

N

100 metres

B
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Ground surface covered
with aircraft noise abating
solutions derived from
part A of this research
thesis.

Urban planning and
morphology
Barriers

None

W/H ratio

>1

Building height

Maximum 15 metres

Roof top shape

Mostly flat, dwellings near the canal
have traditional tilted or saddle roofs.

Acoustical polders

none

Vegetation sorts

birch, populus, bushes with high
visibility

Vicinity to public green (ratio
of <200 metres)

Yes

Vegetation belts

20 metres near M-way and office
buildings

Mainly irregular or regular
street pattern

regular

Conclusions
Reflecting on the findings in part a, the area is weakly
equipped by aircrafts noise (spatial design) solutions.
The only technical solution which could be traced clearly
was the vegetation belt between motorway and buildings.
However, this belt aims to reflect road traffic noise which
could have been achieved more adequately by constructed
noise barriers (for instance by an uninterrupted strip of
buildings) next to the road. The materials used for groundand building surfaces are, unless the grass and crop field,
weakly acoustical absorbers. Furthermore, large open water
surfaces are perfect noise transmitters. On top of that, the
roof tops are mainly flat (except for the dwellings near the
canal) and façades are neither decorated with ornaments nor
balconies.

Building engineering
elements
Traditional versus non-traditional façade

mostly traditional ‘big box’ facades;
little mass and steel structures

Use of additional façades

None

façade ornaments

none or very little

Openings in wall constructions

little: most objects are designed as
storage or warehouses

Additional elements in openings wall constructions?

None (at least no elements such as
shutters)

Materialization
Materials used for façades?

Glass, concrete, metallic substances,
bricks

Materials used for pavement?

Mostly hard asphalt, hard concrete
tiles or bricks, tiles, cycle paths softer
(red) asphalt

Materials used for greens?

grassland, partly combined with bushes and trees

When reflecting on the impact of the available ‘aircraft
noise abating’ elements, the surface of these elements is
compared to the total ground surface. From this comparison,
approximately half the surface is covered by ‘aircraft noise
abating solutions’ e.g. large (soft and unmaintained) grass
fields, crop fields and tree belts. Of noise abating surface,
another two third is covered by undefined vegetation which
is often located on private owned land. As no in depth
analysis of the latter category was performed it is unclear
which percentage of this area is private and planted with soft
vegetation or trees. However, it can be assumed these areas
are occupied with a mix of maintained and non-maintained
vegetation of which the first can be considered as noise
abating surfaces. Moreover, such absorbing materials are
part of relative small planes which are spread over the
researched case area. In order to stimulate further refraction
of sound waves, it is better to keep absorbing planes smaller
but numerous the other way around.

Use of acoustical asphalt, con- no
crete or other ‘hard’ materials
Use of soft greens, lush vegetation, gravel planes etc.

Partly

Use of additional acoustical
mitigations inside buildings (as
far as detectable)

not trace able, not likely such
mitigations are included in buildings
(conventional office buildings)

Water surfaces in the area?

yes

Where absorbing planes
varied in order to stimulate
refraction?

yes, the area is covered with smaller
planes materialized from acoustical
absorbers instead of prime large
uninterrupted planes. Such smaller
planes positioned in series stimulate
refraction.

Finally, the area is only for merely a quarter public owned
and for another half the division between private and public
domain is diffuse. Nevertheless, this division is much
bigger than the current occupation of land by (aircraft) noise
abating mitigations (only one sixth and one third undefined).
Thus, there is a potential for the government to redesign and
alter the public domain which could later on be extended to
the private domain either.
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N

100 metres

B

dominant SST noise direction (Aalsmeerbaan /
maintenance hangards)
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2.2.

Badhoevedorp centre

The second area in Badhoevedorp have been developed
since the 1970. The ringvaart-canal dictates the street
orientations in the upper corner of the research area. In
general, the street pattern is rectangular and buildings are
headed (rectangular shaped) towards the streets. All over
the case area, greens are placed in between buildings, some
for recreational purposes others as vacant parcels (which
affects the soil porosity and planting). In the northern
corner, some large industrial buildings occupy large parcels
but also bring a large paved area alongside. In the southern
corner a large sports and recreational park brings a variety
of water, woodland, grass and gravel surfaces to the area.
Buildings are primarily constructed from brick materials
while a division between roof shapes for apartment
buildings (flat) and row- and (semi) detached houses (tilted)
can be noticed. Non-residential buildings are (alike those in
the previous case) constructed from metallic or HPL alike
materials. For both dwellings and non-residential buildings,
little ornaments have been added to façade surfaces.

total surface research area:
average building height:		

490,000 m2
12 metres

built up area:			
water surface:			
pavement (public):		
pavement (private):		
grass land			
crop field			
mixed vegetation			
tree vegetation coverage		

72,900
44,000
39,000
69,000
72,500
15,500
161,000
13,000

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

public versus private domain
public domain
private domain
undefined (mixture of private and public)

public versus private domain of total research area

ground surface occupations of total research area
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Vegetation and water surfaces

Urban grass
fields used as
play fields or
vacant parcels
Crop field
Water
Tree belt
Grass field

Road and pavement surfaces

Brick or asphalt
paved street

Small concrete
tiled pedestrian
path

Hard street
surfaces

Parking lots and
logistics areas:
paved with
concrete slabs,
asphalt or bricks
(non-acoustical)

Hard paved
surfaces
Cycle or
ped. paths
M-way

Urban morphology

Traditional
dwellings with
saddleback roof
shapes, w/h ratio
>1

Four-floorhigh apartment
buildings

N

Two-floor-high
dwellings with
mostly flat roofs,
w/h ratio > 1

Dwellings with
w/h ratio nearby
1 and flat roof
shapes

100 metres

B
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Non-aircraft noise abating elements
In general, the housing district in
this case does not contain many
aircraft-noise abating solutions.
First of all, the materialization
of the public space is hard (tiles,
asphalt and bricks. Furthermore,
w/h ratios are larger than 1, roof
shapes are flat or tilted and large
water surfaces and paved parking
lots dominate the case area.

Aircraft noise abating elements
The large apartment building
in the stamp’s core shields a
small area at the building’s rear.
From this line of reasoning, the
building could be regarded as a
noise barrier.
Moreover, the dwellings next to
the apartment building have a
w/h ratio nearby 1, corresponding
with recommendations from
literature. Nevertheless, only a
few houses are built according
to this ratio providing a petty
implementation of the w/h
solution in the stamp’s area.
Finally, small samples of urban
green providing play fields and
covered with uncut grass (the
transition between cut and uncut
is not everywhere very obvious)
or trees correspond with literature
findings.
N

100 metres
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Ground surface covered
with aircraft noise abating
solutions derived from
part A of this research
thesis.

Urban planning and
morphology
Barriers

None

W/H ratio

>1, only in the stamp´s centre, three
housing blocks have a smaller ratio

Building height

Maximum 15 metres

Roof top shape

Mostly flat, dwellings near the canal
have traditional tilted or saddle roofs.

Acoustical polders

none

Vegetation sorts

birch, populus, bushes with high
visibility

Vicinity to public green (ratio
of <200 metres)

In most areas, but not everywhere.

Vegetation belts

Very small belt placed in the park

Mainly irregular or regular
street pattern

regular

Building engineering
elements
Traditional versus non-traditional façade

mostly traditional brick facades,
non-residential buildings often constructed from metallic or trespa alike
materials

Use of additional façades

None

façade ornaments

none or very little

Openings in wall constructions

Plenty: windows and doors as commonly used in traditional dwellings,
for non-residential buildings: little
openings

Additional elements in openings wall constructions?

None (at least no elements such as
shutters)

Materialization
Materials used for façades?

Glass, concrete, metallic substances,
bricks

Materials used for pavement?

Mostly hard asphalt, hard concrete
tiles or bricks, tiles, cycle paths softer
(red) asphalt

Materials used for greens?

grassland, partly combined with bushes and trees

Use of acoustical asphalt, con- no
crete or other ‘hard’ materials
Use of soft greens, lush vegetation, gravel planes etc.

Partly, especially for vacant parcels
and the park

Use of additional acoustical
mitigations inside buildings (as
far as detectable)

not trace able, not likely such
mitigations are included in buildings
(conventional residential buildings)

Water surfaces in the area?

yes

Where absorbing planes
varied in order to stimulate
refraction?

Not convincing: when so-called acoustical absorbers are integrated in the
public domain (e.g. parks, greens etc)
these areas are clustered in larger
parks. An exception goes for vacant
parcels, but still these areas are small
are limited in number.

B

Conclusions
Similar to the previous case, it can be concluded that little
aircraft noise abating solutions are integrated in this research
area’s design. Unless the area has some fields covered
with soft greening, unmaintained woodland coverings, a
(thin) gravel layer and planting (on vacant parcels), these
areas are all grouped together and do not stimulate sound
wave refraction in particular actively. The water surfaces
in the area are also not beneficial from an acoustical
absorbing perspective. The street patterns in the area is
merely rectangular, and although some streets are curved
or irregular designed, the directions are perpendicular and
oriented towards the south (form which direction SST sound
waves enters the area). Buildings are positioned in rows
but (except for the apartment building in the stamp’s core)
buildings are not placed in strict uninterrupted strips leaving
room for sound waves to bypass the buildings scattering
and refracting effect. The ratio between street and building
height surpasses one, notwithstanding for some street
canyons in the area’s core. Additional façades are not used
in this areas. Street pavement (just as for private pavement)
is paved by hard non-acoustical absorbing materials such
as bricks, tiles and asphalt. Finally, only some houses have
access to (larger) public greens within a range of 200 metres
from the dwellings.
Reflecting on the public and private domain, a quarter of
the area can be regarded as public, a sixth as merely private
whilst more than half the area as a mixture of public and
private (undefined area). Nonetheless, a very small ground
surface is covered by noise abating solutions (one eighth)
while a much larger part of the public domain could be
replaced by noise abating elements.
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100 metres

dominant SST noise direction (Aalsmeerbaan /
maintenance hangards)
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2.3.

Badhoevedorp south

The third area is a villa district with many (semi) detached
houses primarily developed during the 1990s. In the north,
a large park with greens, thin gravel layered tennis courts
and woodlands is situated. The A9 motorway parts the area.
Between the living district and motorway, a wide tree belt
and other vegetation is positioned. The dwellings in the
area are not higher than two or three floors (10 metres)
and façades are primarily constructed and decorated with
brick surfaces. Moreover, little façade ornaments are used
but floor plans are irregular and therefor shifting building
lines and outer building shapes can be detected. The street
patterns are neither irregular nor strict rectangular. In the
upper left of the case area, a series of office buildings is
placed heading towards a roundabout linking the motor- and
provincial ways. In the southern part, a large crop field is
placed heading to the dominant noise propagation direction
between source and living district. Moreover, a narrow
vegetation belt blocks the direct connection between crop
field and dwellings.

490,000 m2
12 metres

built up area:			
water surface:			
pavement (public):		
pavement (private):		
grass land			
crop field			
mixed vegetation			
tree vegetation coverage		

72,900
44,000
39,000
69,000
72,500
15,500
161,000
13,000

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

public versus private domain
public domain
private domain
undefined (mixture of private and public)

public versus private domain of total research area
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total surface research area:
average building height:		

ground surface occupations of total research area
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Vegetation and water surfaces
Landscape park
with uncut lawns
Wide tree belt
between m-way
and living area

Tennis courts
(small gravel
surface)
Crop field
Water
Tree belt
Grass field
Gravel

Road and pavement surfaces

Walking paths
paved with
concrete or
gravel

Hard street
surfaces

Pedestrian paths
paved with
concrete or
cement bricks
and tiles

Hard paved
surfaces
Cycle or
ped. paths
M-way

Urban morphology

Office buildings
as interrupted
barriers

Indoor tennis
courts with flat
roof shapes

Dwellings with
flat roof shapes
N

100 metres
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Non-aircraft noise abating elements
Though in most situations,
roof tops are engineered flat,
and facades lined irregular, the
buildings are not concatenated
which leaves gaps through which
sound waves can disperse easily.
Furthermore, the only structures
which have the appearance of a
barrier (office buildings in the
top corner of the figure) are kept
interrupted.
The streets are paved with hard
materials such as bricks, asphalt
(m-way) or tiles, unable to absorb
sound adequately.

Aircraft noise abating elements
Contrary to the previous case
studies, this case has a relatively
large area covered with elements
from the literature study. The
crop fields in the south, the large
tree belt headed towards the
motorway and the uncut and lush
lawns of the park are examples
of these ‘soft’ sound absorbing
elements.
The tennis courts with a thin
gravel surface layer are also
examples of sound absorbing
elements though the layer won’t
meet the suggested 1.5 metres
depth.
Nevertheless, it can be depicted
that within the built up area little
solutions against aircraft noise
are included in the urban fabric.

N

100 metres

B
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Ground surface covered
with aircraft noise abating
solutions derived from
part A of this research
thesis.

Urban planning and
morphology
Barriers

None, vegetation barrier between
m-way

W/H ratio

>1, only in the stamp´s centre, three
housing blocks have a smaller ratio

Building height

Maximum 10 metres

Roof top shape

Mostly flat, some buildings have tilted
roof shapes

Acoustical polders

none

Vegetation sorts

birch, populus, bushes with high
visibility

Vicinity to public green (ratio
of <200 metres)

Yes

Vegetation belts

Yes, between m-way and housing
district and between soft green meadows and housing district

Mainly irregular or regular
street pattern

irregular

Building engineering
elements
Traditional versus non-traditional façade

All brick facades

Use of additional façades

None

façade ornaments

none or very little

Openings in wall constructions

Plenty: windows and doors as commonly used in traditional dwellings,

Additional elements in openings wall constructions?

None (at least no elements such as
shutters)

Materialization
Materials used for façades?

Glass, concrete, bricks, wood

Materials used for pavement?

Mostly hard asphalt, hard concrete
tiles or bricks, tiles, cycle paths softer
(red) asphalt

Materials used for greens?

soft greens and dense (and tall) tree
vegetation

Use of acoustical asphalt, con- no
crete or other ‘hard’ materials
Use of soft greens, lush vegetation, gravel planes etc.

Yes, primeraly in the (sports) park

Use of additional acoustical
mitigations inside buildings (as
far as detectable)

not trace able, not likely such
mitigations are included in buildings
(conventional residential buildings)

Water surfaces in the area?

yes

Where absorbing planes
varied in order to stimulate
refraction?

No: in fact two absorbing planes can
be distinquished in the area, one at
the illustration’s right hand side (park
and vegetation) and one at the left
hand side (crop fields and soft green
meadows).

Conclusions
In this case area, a large part of the ground surface is
covered with aircraft noise abating elements (at least a third
whilst another third is undefined probably containing noise
abating elements as well). These scores can be related to the
crop field and meadows in combination with the park and
woodland vegetation. Nevertheless, when the vegetation
and crop field are excluded, the residual area contains very
little noise abating elements. Pavement materials used for
the public and private domain, and building’s orientation
do not anticipate on SST noise entering the area from the
south. Furthermore, though the area seems to abate SST
noise adequately regarding the ground surface covered with
aircraft noise abating elements, the vegetation is clustered
in two homogeneous planes which only partly stimulating
sound wave refraction. Refraction would have been boosted
if the surface would have been divided heterogeneous
(combinations made with other materials) and equally
spread over the entire area.
Finally, one third of the area can be considered as mere public
domain while another third is undefined. At this moment,
the noise abating elements are for one eight positioned at
private land (soft greens and crop fields) leaving a huge
potential for governments to adapt the public domain (and
increase the ground surface covered with aircraft noise
abating elements) in this case area. Nevertheless, it would
be useful to considered barriers at between the crop field
and living district (dominant sound transmission path),
preferable high enough (10 metres and beyond) to shield
the area against SST noise. This would propagate to from
uninterrupted buildings, or at least to make connections
between the existing buildings in order to form a clear
barrier.
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dominant CA noise direction (Kaagbaan)
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2.4.

Hoofddorp Toolenburg

Toolenburg and Pax are living districts located in the town
of Hoofddorp. Pax is a district primeraly developed during
the 1960s and 1970s and urban designers were undisputable
fascinated by cauliflower patterns and the underlying
planning ideas. Toolenburg have been developed since
the late 1980s and basically shows regantuclar grid based
plans. Pax and Toolenburg are parted by a four-lane-street
operating as ring road for Hoofddorp. Both Toolenburg
and Pax are residential areas with small district-oriented
centres providing supermarkets and shops for daily needs.
Moreover, plenty of room is reserved for public green and
vegetation.

public versus private domain of total research area

total surface research area:
average building height:		

490,000 m2
12 metres

built up area:			
water surface:			
pavement (public):		
pavement (private):		
grass land			
crop field			
mixed vegetation			
tree vegetation coverage		

72,900
44,000
39,000
69,000
72,500
15,500
161,000
13,000

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

public versus private domain
public domain
private domain
undefined (mixture of private and public)

ground surface occupations of total research area
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Tall trees
Vegetation and water surfaces

Short cut green
park landscape

Tree belts
between road and
houses

Short cut green
lawn

Water
Tree belt
Grass field

Street and
squares with
concrete and
cement tiles

Road and pavement surfaces

Irregular
street pattern
(cauliflower
patterns)

Hard street
surfaces

Asphalt paved
road

Hard paved
surfaces
Cycle or
ped. paths

Rectangular
street pattern,
concrete / clay
brick and tiles
street pavement

M-way
Railroad
gravel

Urban morphology

Five-story
high apartment
buildings, flat
roof, small
balconies

One story high
shopping centre,
no ornaments on
facades, flat roof

N

Irregular
building lines
with two-story
row houses with
tilted roof shapes

Regtancular
placed (threestory high) row
houses headed
to regtancular
outlined street
patterns

100 metres

B
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Non-aircraft noise abating elements

Though the area has irregular
street patterns, the buildings
placed at both sides of the streets
are clustered in small groups of
row houses leaving room for
sound waves to emit trough the
voids. Therefore, the houses
cannot be regarded as barriers.
The rectangular streets oriented
towards the dominant sound path
for aircraft noise in this area
enables sound waves to transmit
(and reflect) through the area.
Moreover, the well maintained
green strips in the upper left of
the illustration and the large
water surfaces in parks do not
support noise abatement either.

Aircraft noise abating elements
The
cauliflower
planning
theories result in irregular street
patterns which corresponds with
aircraft noise abating solutions.
The uncut greens and tall trees
provide opportunities to scatter,
refract and absorb sound waves.

N

100 metres
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Ground surface covered
with aircraft noise abating
solutions derived from
part A of this research
thesis.

Urban planning and
morphology
Barriers
W/H ratio

>1

Building height

Most 10 metres, maximum 17 metres

Roof top shape

Mostly tilted or saddle backed

Acoustical polders

none

Vegetation sorts

birch, populus, bushes with high
visibility

Vicinity to public green (ratio
of <200 metres)

Yes

Vegetation belts

Small 10-metres wide belts between
main road (in the illustrations core)
and houses

Mainly irregular or regular
street pattern

both

Building engineering
elements
Traditional versus non-traditional façade

mostly traditional bricks facades,
sometimes decorated with HPL
materials

Use of additional façades

None

façade ornaments

none or very little

Openings in wall constructions

Conventional window- and door
openings

Additional elements in openings wall constructions?

None (at least no elements such as
shutters)

Conclusions
A large part (between 50 and 65 per cent) of this analysis area
is public owned. Moreover, approximately half the ground
surface is occupied by aircraft noise abating solutions.
The area has the potential to be an effective aircraft noise
abating area (regarding solutions from part a) but do not
live up to the potential (e.g. no acoustical polders, parks
are well maintained). The fact that grassland and parks are
spread over the area makes absorbing and refraction strips
possible. Moreover, the upper part of the analysis area can
be altered more easily than the lower part as the lower part
has rectangular shaped street patterns and less public green.
So, the area could be changed (in particular the large
park strips) in order to reduce in particular indirect noise.
Thereby, the area would shield districts located at the north.

Materialization
Materials used for façades?

Glass, concrete, bricks

Materials used for pavement?

Mostly hard asphalt, hard concrete
tiles or bricks, tiles, cycle paths softer
(red) asphalt

Materials used for greens?

grass (both soft and cut), partly combined with bushes and trees

Use of acoustical asphalt, con- no
crete or other ‘hard’ materials
Use of soft greens, lush vegetation, gravel planes etc.

Yes; in the parks

Use of additional acoustical
mitigations inside buildings (as
far as detectable)

not trace able, not likely such
mitigations are included in buildings
(conventional office buildings)

Water surfaces in the area?

yes

Where absorbing planes
varied in order to stimulate
refraction?

yes, the area is covered with smaller
planes materialized from acoustical
absorbers instead of prime large
uninterrupted planes. Such smaller
planes positioned in series stimulate
refraction.
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All diagrams per analysis areas combined

Badhoevedorp industry park

Badhoevedorp centre

Badhoevedorp south

Hoofddorp Toolenburg
built up area:			
water surface:			
pavement (public):		
pavement (private):		
grass land			
crop field			

mixed vegetation		
tree vegetation coverage
public domain
private domain
undefined (mixture of private and public)
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3.

Conclusions part b

In part b, aircraft noise in the Schiphol area was researched.
First sound pressure levels (both average and incidental)
were mapped, followed by an analysis of the noise abating
solutions in the Schiphol area.
Reflecting on the first sub research question28 data from
NOMOS, LVB, municipal maps, Zaporozhets et al (2011)
and TNO (in combination with NLR and Wyle) was
combined in order to map flight paths, (incidental and
average) sound pressure levels and safety restrictions.
These maps indicate which areas are possibly exposed to
aircraft noise and indicate the incidental sound pressure
levels experienced in the built environment from (cruising
and stationary) aircrafts. Moreover, the maps also indicate
which areas are possibly exposed to very low-frequent noise
(between 20 and 40 Hz from pre-flight engine runs). For
some situations, NOMOS data deviates from contours drawn
for expected incidental sound pressure levels. This could
be caused by the simple fact that some NOMOS stations
record noise from more than one signal flight path. As the
incidental sound pressure levels are depicted per runway,
this might contradict NOMOS data.
Based on the maps, it can be concluded that a very large
part of the Schiphol area is potentially exposed to incidental
sound pressure levels above 50 dB (normally considered
as threshold by noise legislation), while in particular areas
located next to the Polderbaan and Kaagbaan are exposed
to noise levels above legislated thresholds based on average
sound pressure levels.
The second segment of part b29 dealt with a way to analyse
airport areas. In order to equip planners and designers with
a way to analyse airport regions for their ability to abate
aircraft noise by the design of the spatial environment, three
elements are considered as important:
1.
2.
3.

Secondly, the outcome of the areas studied in the case
analyse show different and interesting outcomes. When only
considering the ground surface occupied by aircraft noise
abating elements (as formulated in the part a), case study
III (Badhoevedorp south) would perform best. However
the expected quantitative (SST aircraft noise) sound level
pressure reduction could be doubted as important elements,
such as ‘barriers’ and ‘varied absorbing planes stimulating
refraction’, are missing. Moreover, from this stance, in area
I (Badhoevedorp industry park) absorbing planes are spread
over the area (due to vacant parcels) and a tiny vegetation
belt is placed alongside the motorway oriented towards
the dominant SST noise direction. Although this area has
no remarkable score for the ground surface occupied with
aircraft noise abating elements, sound pressure levels might
be influenced by a small (but more effective) number of
mitigations.
Reflecting on the relation between public versus private
domain and the ground surface occupied by aircraft noise
abating elements two conclusions can be drawn:

Providing visual representations of the analysed area
Indicating and localizing solutions
Indicating foreseen effects of the solutions

Based on these three cornerstones, a method incorporating,
(aerial)photographs, decomposition drawings, indication
tables and figures, was formed. Moreover, as quantitative
numerical models lack, the abating effect of individual
solutions on an area’s aircraft noise abating characteristics
was reasoned. This method was applied on six case studies
(of which two are attached to the appendices).
This resulted in areas of 700 by 700 metres isolated and
dissembled from the urban fabric based on the above standing
elements. Based on these six case studies, conclusions on
the analyse method itself and the outcomes of the analyses
can be drawn.
28
Which areas located in the vicinity of Schiphol are exposed to
aircraft noise and safety legislation regarding sound pressure levels and
different typologies of aircraft noise?
29
How could airport regions in general, and the Schiphol area in
particular, be analysed for its aircraft noise abating (spatial) properties?
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First of all, the case studies show the method can be applied
adequately. The analyses clearly localizes solutions and also
quantify solution’s sizes clearly. Moreover, the analyses
provides information on ratios between public and private
ownership and links these ratios to solutions (e.g. whether
these solutions are located in public or private owned areas).
Regrettably, it is not possible to simulate the analyse area
in order to understand the quantitative abating qualities of
individual solutions. Though it has been tried to reason the
possible effects of solutions (e.g. refraction facilitated by
ground surface materialization) effect cannot be quantified
yet. This makes it not possible to mutually compare the
effects of solutions at this moment which could be regarded
as a disadvantage of the analysing method.

•
•

The total public ground surface is in all situations
larger than the total area claimed by noise abating
solutions.
In all case studies, the public domain is larger than
private owned areas

These two elements indicate there is still room for
improvements in both the private and public domain, and
governments can act by adapting the public domain (which
hold significant ground positions).
Concluding, the current airport region (based on these
four subtracted areas) is not designed aircraft noise aware
nor does it include adequate and profound aircraft noise
absorbing elements. Nevertheless, within the case studies,
the public domain ground surfaces’ suggests there is room
for significant adaption and inclusion of aircraft noise
abating elements in the researched areas. The quantitative
effect of such elements (and especially the effect of a series
of solutions) in the researched areas could be calculated
through numerical modelling. However this is out of the
scope of this research project.
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The outcomes show the analyse method, although
quantitative effects cannot be predicted, provides fruitful
insights on different spots within the Schiphol area.
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part c
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Part C addresses the fourth research question:
4.

How could airport regions in general, and the
Schiphol area in particular, be analysed for its
aircraft noise abating (spatial) properties?

In order to answer this research question, part C is divided
in three segments:
1. Complexity theories and design pattern theory
•
•
•

The complex realm of urban design and
planning
Pattern language methodology
Applicability of pattern language methodology
for aircraft noise abating solutions

2. A pattern library for aircraft noise abating
solutions
•
•

Generic aircraft noise abating patterns
Specific pattern application in the Schiphol
area

3. A pattern network
4. Aircraft noise abating pattern clusters
5. Conclusions

C
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Introduction part c
In the previous chapters, a wide variety of aircraft noise
abating solutions were introduced. From a designers’
perspective, a direct application of these solutions is
not convenient. Moreover, the information as it has been
presented lacks a clear spatial translation. By the latter, the
applicability of solutions in an airport area is meant. Dealing
with airport regions, a vulnerable balance between interests
of actors working and living in such areas combined with
larger interests (national, supranational) will undoubtedly
touch the designing discipline either. For instance, in the
Schiphol area urban designers have practiced urban design
and planning indifferent from region’s without (international)
airports for many years. Hence, today’s realm, with the
policy deadlocks as introduced in this thesis’s introduction
illustrates new instruments are needed for understanding and
intervening in the complex structures and issues persisting
in airport regions. The aim of this section is to introduce a
broader context to deal with complexity in urban planning
and design in order to develop design patterns.
The section starts with a brief history of the relation between
cities’ complexity and design. Secondly, the pattern language
methodology is introduced and reviewed. Thirdly, the
applicability of the pattern language theory for this research
project is explained and assessed. Finally, customizations
to the original methodological framework by Alexander in
order to convert the theory to design patterns is denoted
followed by a prescription for the use of the pattern library.
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1.

Complexity of modern urban planning and design

The current practice of urban planning and design has been
shaped by an era in which top down planning and design
were in vogue. According to Batty and Marshall (2012), the
top-down steered planning practices came to a head in the
epoch of modernism but were followed up by more bottomup approaches.
Since the findings of Darwin for biology (with his book
the origin of species), Smith for economic sciences (The
wealth of Nations) a risen concern of bottom-up mechanisms
forming the complex realm stroke root in many academic
disciplines. However, as show Batty and Marshall, the
heydays of top-down engineered city planning (during
the 1930s till 1960s) were at a moment other disciplines
had already downscaled faith in full-embodying top down
mechanisms. One of the first thinkers relating ‘organic’
‘bottom-up’ motions and their applicability onto cities was
Patrick Geddes. Geddes, trained as an biologist and town
planner, advocated to approach cities as ‘organic’ artefacts
which were formed by its historical and geographical
hinterland. Moreover, the city ‘had to be recognisable as
something greater than the sum of its parts: and that the
role of the planner was to help supply that something’(Batty
& Marshall, 2012, p. 24). However, a paradox between
the need to plan and organic development (which lacks
a steering component) was juxtaposed to the top-down
modernist planning methods practiced by (urban) designers.
A respondent to the juxtaposed reality of modernism, in
combination with a wider demand for overarching theories
incorporating bottom-up mechanisms in larger structures
in disciplines as biology or psychology, was the systems
approach. As it is encapsulated in its name, the system
approach proposes a cybernetic system thinking on city
planning regarding cities as de-compositional machines
(into sub systems) which can be analysed in itself together
with interfering crosslinks between the sub systems.
Nevertheless, the ‘technocratic’ approach of system theories
was attacked by thinkers from the 1960s. Batty and Marshall
point in particular for Jane Jacobs (especially her book The
Death and Life of Great American Cities) and Christopher
Alexander. Both advocated bottom-up mechanisms and
small scale increments which are much better able to
anticipate a constant changing context together with offering
room for needs of the end users of cities (local residents).
Though, both thinkers also pointed for a certain need of topdown steering in order to create room for people to shape
their communities and living environments. Nevertheless,
criticism on systems thinking touched the inflexible an far
reaching reductive character of this approach. Especially
the idea that cities aren’t static nor can be untied in separate
systems which can be fixed or adapted individually touched
the systems thinking for city planning and design in the
heart.
After the
planning,
rooted in
of urban
C

decline of system thinking on cities and urban
the rise of the ‘complexity theory’ thinking,
systems thinking, entered inter alia the domain
design and planning. Cowan (1994) described

this way of perceiving structures as ‘systems with many
different parts which, by a rather mysterious process of
self-organisation, become more ordered and more informed
than systems that operate in approximate thermodynamic
equilibrium with their surroundings’ while Anderson (1972)
pointed for the ‘more is different’ effect, meaning the whole
is more than the sum of the parts. Thus, most systems
cannot be simplified to simple systems, especially human
or biological. For cities, ‘the great mistake was to assume
that what we see is an equilibrium that might need to be
changed through design, of course, but in the last analysis is
only a snapshot of a highly dynamic system that is reacting
on all levels to human endeavour and function’(Batty &
Marshall, 2012, p. 34). Moreover, Batty and Marshall stress
the chaotic and unpredictable ongoing development of
cities which is impossible to predict as it neither possible
to establish the initial conditions (comparable to studying
what happens at the essence of limits in mathematics)
nor to oversee the system dynamics (as these dynamics
are driven by nonlinear feedbacks, phase transitions and
tipping points). On the applicability of complexity theories
for urban planners and designers, generic and all-embracing
definitions have not been found yet. However, Alexander
(2003) points for the possibilities of his design patterns
theories in order to encapsulate complexity theories in a
design and organizing tool. As mentioned in the introduction
already, recently at the department of Industrial Ecology
(at TU Delft), the method was used to convert technical
principles to design patterns which is also an objective for
researchers of the BAR project (Geldermans et al., 2014;
Henriquez et al., 2013). The thrilling idea that cities are
never in equilibrium and city planning and design should
incorporate and anticipate on new (and unknown) bottomup developments articulates and advocates a position for
urban planner, thinkers and designers as mediating agents
in a ‘process of dialogue and consensus building’ (Batty &
Marshall, 2012, p. 42).
Elaborating on this idea of the urban planner and designer
as process managers, de Bruijn and ten Heuvelhof (2008)
propose a theory which distinguishes decision making
processes in a substance and process side. The substance
part of decision making processes is the tangible, content
and implementation in practice side of the process. Aligned
to discussions on the substance part, the process side deals
with intangible ‘soft’ elements and relational interactions
between the stakeholders involved in a decision making
process. Especially the substance part of a decision making
process is important for urban planners and designers
(although soft process interactions should not be neglected)
as they can support agents interacting in a decision making
process in the formation of ideas and demands into spatial
interventions.
Complexity of airport regions
When reflecting on airport regions, and the Schiphol airport
region in particular, the number of agents interacting is
numerous and the spatial environment changes both fast
116

and slow. On the one hand, the infrastructure in the area
changes slow as runway, railroads and motorways do not
move easily whilst determining the spatial characteristics
heavily. Moreover, the large infrastructure works (runways,
(high speed) railroads and motorways) are top down planned
artefacts steered by the Dutch national governments and
planning authorities (Fain, 2014). Nevertheless, around the
infrastructure the spatial environment changes constantly
driven by changes at the airport (increasing or declining
position of the airport in a larger international network) and
in the hinterland ((supra) national or regional economies).
In line with the complex realm as described by Batty and
Marshall, urban planners and designers working in airport
regions should be able to bridge and oversee the system
dynamics (top down changes and bottom up reactions),
understand the intangible process interactions between
the actors in the continuous decision making process and
forecast the spatial implications.
In this thesis, highly tangible elements of spatial development
in airport regions are researched. The noise issue caused by
the aircrafts using the top-down implemented infrastructure
should be abated by bottom-up processes as suggested
in the literature section of this thesis. Moreover, when
implementing the aircraft noise abating solutions general
decision making process dynamics and the constant
changing context should be kept in mind. In order to meet
these elements, the theory on pattern languages is used to
provide tools for urban planners and designers operating
in airport regions. Thus, similar to other projects related to
the BAR research project, the outcomes of part a and b are
converted to design patterns.
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1.1.

Pattern language theory

“Towns and buildings will not be able become alive, unless
they are made by all the people in society, and unless these
people share a common pattern language, within which
to make these buildings, and unless this common pattern
language is alive itself’ (C. Alexander et al., 1977, p. 10).
During the 1970s, a group of researchers at the centre for
environmental structure at University of California Berkeley
conducted by architect and mathematician Christopher
Alexander, developed a new methodology to organize and
structure architectural and urban design. The theory was
published in two volumes: ‘the timeless way of building’
(1979) providing the theoretical introduction to ‘a pattern
language’ (1977) (C. Alexander et al., 1977, p. 9). This new
design ideas dealt with ‘design patterns’ and the interrelation
between these patterns in order to build a structure of
hierarchical solutions which can be used as input for a
design. About these patterns, Salingaros (2000) denoted that
‘we observe the world around us and learn its structure by
abstracting cause and effect, and by documenting recurring
solutions obtained under different conditions’. This empirical
rules are called patterns and can be connections as words are
needed to create a language. Therefore, a pattern language
contains ‘connective information that helps both to validate
the patterns, and to apply them’ (Salingaros, 2000, p. 149).
Concretely, the spatial environment is decomposed in
elements at different levels of scale (e.g. patterns vary from
‘porches’ to ‘danceable squares’) which are connected by a
underlying organizing structure formed by the interrelations
between the patterns (like grammar defines the way words
are structured in linguistic languages). Alexander et al
(1977) stresses that good patterns are ‘true invariant: the
solution summarizes a property common to all possible
ways of solving the stated problem’ (C. Alexander et al.,
1977, p. 14) aiming for the generic application of pattern
languages.
The interesting property of patterns is the final users can
refine, add and subtract elements to create a context-based
design. From this perspective, pattern languages provided
packages of information which have to put together by a
creative mind (e.g. designer, planner, local resident) which
can form endless combinations. In other disciplines such
as object-oriented computer programming and interaction
design this phenomenon is already used more widely than in
architectural- and urban design (Erikson & Thomas, 1997;
Salingaros, 2000; Wakkery, 2002).

would also contradict (financial) land speculation and inhibit
the construction of high rise (the latter is not a problem in
airport region where safety restrictions even do limit many
options for high rise). Nevertheless, Salingaros blamed this
criticism on the structure of the individual patterns (which
are not all underpinned by scientific and clear empirical
considerations) and a lack of extensive explanation and
reflection on the connectivity of the individual patterns. For
instance, the relation between (more abstract) large scale
patterns addressing urban interventions and (more concrete)
low scale building or construction elements is not always
clear. Salingaros proposes a series of couplings which
could be made between patterns and can clarify hierarchical
orders between the patterns. The couplings are (Salingaros,
2000, p. 151):
•
•
•
•
•

A second essential addition being supposed by Salingaros
is the provision of clustered patterns for architects and
designers. This would meet the critics that a vast gap exists
between a design-methodology-demanding (architectural)
practice and the Alexandrine pattern language which seems
to be better suitable for retrospective analysis. Therefore,
Salingaros proposes to make sets of connected patterns
which provides insights in the method (an diverges the
number of possibilities) but still have plenty of possibilities
to add or replace individual patterns and customize the set
of patterns. In Salingaros words: ‘it is very cumbersome to
work from a complete catalogue of discovered patterns to
create a product, a simplified connective list can drastically
improve the utility of any pattern language’ (Salingaros,
2000, p. 152).

Although pattern languages have become important for
computer sciences, the principles did not stroke root in the
fields of architecture and urban design as Alexander and
fellows intended. Meanwhile, according to Salingaros (who
is also educated as a mathematician similar to Alexander),
critics reacted against the pattern language as being a
reflection of the 1960s philosophies, being ‘too radical and not
easily incorporated into contemporary design and planning’
and being ignorant to ‘almost all of what is considered
important architecture in the twentieth century’ (Salingaros,
2000, p. 150). Moreover, the Alexandrine pattern language
C

‘One pattern contains or generalizes another smallerscale pattern
Two patterns are complementary and one needs the
other for completeness
Two patterns solve different problems that overlap
and coexist on the same level
Two patterns solve the same problem in alternative,
equally valid ways
Distinct patterns share a similar structure, thus
implying a higher-level connection’
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1.2.

The structure of design patterns

In the basic work by Alexander et al (1977), the framework
for each pattern was generic. First a problem or situation
is introduced, followed by a description of a solution and
an extended description of the scientific or empirical data
supporting the pattern followed up by guidelines how the
pattern could be used in practice. On top of that, the pattern
is introduced with a representative illustration and backed
up with a diagram graphing the linguistic description.
Since the introduction of the pattern language theory
the application evolved by application and usage of the
theory. Recently, at TU Delft, pattern libraries were used
for courses at the EMU program and at Industrial Ecology.
The first provided a pattern language in the Alexandrine
tradition focussing on the provision of empirical or semiempirical pattern tied together from abstract to concrete
and departing from context to detail (Balaoura et al.,
2012, pp. 8-9). The second example, from the Industrial
Ecology department, deviates slightly from the Alexandrine
framework as ‘hard’ and tangible solutions are turned into
design patterns. Information on resource waste flows from
the Better Airport Region (BAR) project was turned into
easy-to-grasp information packages for designers. This
made the content of the patterns less disputable than for
instance the pattern language by Alexander et al (1977).
Incorporating ‘tangible’ and rather technical information
in design patterns enables both researchers propagating the
integration of circular resource management and (urban
and architectural) designers to create (resilient) urban plans
in which abstract principles as resource waste flows are
embedded in the plan’s DNA (Henriquez et al., 2013). In
line with Salingaros, the latter pattern library includes a
clear description of the crosslink’s character between the
individual patterns.

part (S). The generic part is the translation of information
from previous chapters (literature study) to design patterns
whilst the specific part is based on the noise identification
in part a. The small design couplings are made in particular
for the Schiphol area and based on urban morphological
patterns found in the analysis studies of part b.
For the specific application of design patterns in the Schiphol
area, the information from conclusions in part a were used
which are also described in the generic part of the pattern.
Secondly, information from part b were used addressing the:
1.
2.
3.

Incidental sound pressure levels in Schiphol area
Average sound pressure levels (Lden and Lnight)
LIB restrictions

Per pattern, the applicability of the above mentioned
elements is assessed. E.g. for pattern introducing tree
vegetation, height and bird restrictions are essential and
included in the applicability maps whilst for a building
façade pattern LIB requirements can be neglected.
For the application of the pattern library onto different
airport regions, the specific elements should be replaced
by airport specific noise identification studies. Similar,
the pattern couplings into design examples should also be
customized to the specific airport context.

Structure of the pattern language in thesis
The pattern language developed for the conversion of
the literature finding onto design patterns is rooted in the
Alexandrine tradition but strengthened with adaptions
provided by Salingaros. Moreover, the way information is
assessed and used is somehow comparable to the Industrial
Ecology BAR pattern language.
The patterns will have the basic outline almost any pattern
language has (introduction, solution provided by the pattern,
scientific or empirical explanation, introductory illustration
and schematic diagram). Nevertheless, the scientific part will
be very important and based on the literature findings from
the previous chapters. Furthermore, based on Salingaros,
the patterns will be coupled and provided in small example
designs. The latter provides a basic framework for designers
and planners how couplings could be made. Moreover, these
frameworks could be changed and customized by adding or
removing pattern from this thesis’s pattern library or other
pattern languages.
The pattern language designed in this thesis has an explicit
generic part (denoted with a capital G) and a location specific
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2.

Design patterns library

The pattern library consist of twenty-four patterns which
are numbered with roman numerals. All patterns have
an introductory illustration of the pattern in real projects
followed by an generic explanation which consists of the
following aspects:

After the generic elements of the pattern are explained, the
areas in the Schiphol region where the pattern can be applied
are illustrated graphically. This is the context specific part
of the pattern library. In fact, this part could be changed and
customized for any airport on the globe.
The following picture shows the elements of the pattern
graphically.

1. Context (what is the problem)
2. Solution (how does the pattern provide solutions for
the problem)
3. Physical requirements (explains the physical
background and prerequisites for implementation_
4. SST noise (is the pattern applcible for the SST noise
typology?)
5. CA noise (is the pattern applicable for the CA noise
typology?)
6. References (references to literature used to develop
the pattern)
7. Crosslink (which are depicted by symbols and show
which connections with other pattern can be made and
how these connections can be made)
Representative illustration showing the patternin practice
Written
•
•
•
•
•

Information on this page is generic

content:
context
solution
physical requirements
SST noise
CA noise

Information on this page is Schiphol
specific (application of pattern in Schiphol
area)

Pattern name and number

VI.

G

Source obstacles

S

Context

References

Applicability in the Schiphol region

The most efficient way to attenuate sound waves is to
prevent direct propagation to receptors. Practically, sound
can be attenuated by absorbing, reflecting or scattering the
incident sound waves close to the source to obtain high
attenuation excesses measured in dB.

For aircraft noise, park Buitenschot nearby the Polderbaan
at Schiphol is a good reference for this pattern. In this
project, a strip between the Polderbaan-runway and de town
of Hoofddorp (dimensions 500 * 2000 metres) was equipped
with small triangle-shaped hills scattering and absorbing
low-frequent noise from starting aircrafts. A total attention
excess of 10 dB was realized.

The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).

Solution

SST noise

An efficacious method to frustrate sound wave propagation
from the source, is to position physical obstacles between
source and receiver. More precisely, obstacles such
as barriers, walls or hills are able to reflect and return
sound waves to the position of the source. In road traffic
engineering, it is a widespread and successful employed
method to shield areas next to roads (mainly motorways) by
positioning obstacles (noise barriers) between the vehicles
and noise exposed areas.
Physical requirements
The effectiveness of obstacles is generally related to the
noise spectrum. Part a.2.2. illustrates the principles of
sound attention by obstacles which is related to the Fresnel
equation.
In general, sound spectrums containing high intensities of
low-frequent noise request for wider and heavier (mass)
constructions to halt penetrating noise waves adequately.
Moreover, sound has the property to create indirect sound
sources (alike the source) when barriers or obstacles are
kept interrupted. Therefore, best performances (lower sound
pressure levels at the receiver’s position) can be expected
when obstacles are placed in uninterrupted series. Finally,
obstacles with soft, acoustical absorbing materials on the
edges attenuate noise more effective compared to obstacles
constructed from hard (non-acoustic) materials.
SST noise
First of all, as the pattern is copied from road traffic
engineering, the applicability of obstacles between source
and receiver is most comfortable for SST noise sources.
However, the Fresnel equation should be used to determine
the exact construction requirements based on the high
intensities of low-frequent sound prevailing in SST noise.
CA noise
The placement of obstacles in-between source and receiver
is inconvenient for CA noise unless the horizontal distance
between crossing airplanes and receivers can be blocked by
tall obstacles (such as high-rise).

Regions where the pattern would be very helpfull for noise
scattering and absorption in the vicinity of the (SST noise)
source.

Second
skin

XII

image source: http://www.dichtbij.nl/haarlemmermeer/regionaal-nieuws/artikel/2619563/ribbels-moeten-voor-minder-vliegtuiglawaai-zorgen.aspx
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Vegetation
high visibility

V
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Crosslinks with other patterns in the
pattern library

C

120

Building height restrictions: height should not surpas 20 metres
and in some cases additional height restrictions are in place.

Acoustical
polder

XV

C

C

138

Map of Schiphol area where the pattern
can be applied (yellow parts) depending
on noise cluster (SST and CA)

image source: http://www.vincentderijk.nl/2006-06-Synagoge-model
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I.

G

Within the building

Context
Humans, and activities performed by human beings
often need shelter from other humans or species and
meteorological conditions. On top of that, shelters are
places where people can feel home, and which realm can
be occupied and privatised by people. Seen from a physical
perspectives, the place where people meeting and exploit
activities is the place were heat and resource consumed by
people are processed and converted. Therefore, the within
buildings is a place granting privacy, security, room for selfexpression and consumption of resources and goods.

insulation or measures are required. For more information,
see section xx.
SST noise
For SST noise (but also for CA noise), it is important to
keep in mind that low-frequent noise is not easily abated
by normal façades. Furthermore, attenuation will have to
be paid for the attenuation dips in relation to the sound
spectrum.
CA noise
See SST noise.

Solution
The within building is the place which have to provide
the objectives of this pattern: privacy, security, selfexpression and consumption and conversion of resources
and goods. The main characteristics of such places is the
physical separation between a sheltered interior and unshielded outside. This is often (especially in the north- and
western European context) provided by separation walls
and roofs. Concretely, this patterns addresses the interior,
so all elements just behind the façade surface including
acoustical insulation, cavity walls and so on. Nevertheless,
elements mounted on the façade surface such as balconies
and elements are regarded as part of the outside building
(pattern 2).
Physical requirements
Although this pattern can be applied in many varieties, in
this thesis the focus will be on acoustical attenuation within
buildings. Noise and sound can be kept outside the building
by solid wall constructions and roofs. Important is to avoid
small gaps and openings in these construction elements in
order to counter sound transmission. When looking into
acoustical transmission losses provided by wall and roof
structures, the mass of such elements is very important. In
general, the mass law can be used to calculate the sound
abatement by solid wall structures:
( )
R
m
f

(

)

Outside
building

= sound attenuation of the façade in dB
= mass of the façade in kg/m2
= frequency in Hz

II

Although the mass law provides an important indication
for the sound attenuation of wall elements, real attenuation
properties can deviate from the theoretical model. For
instance, in reality façades transmit much more sound
for particular frequencies than would be expected from
calculations. These attenuation ‘dips’ are caused by
coincidence and resonance of such wall elements (based
on materialization). The frequencies at which these dips
are located can be calculated by the equation below and
gives insight for which octave bands additional acoustical
C

High-freq
abating insul.

XIII

Facade
ornaments

XVII
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Dwelling’s
shielded facade

IX

Noise
adapted floorplans

XIV

Porous
brick elements

XXII

Acoustical
polder

XV

Low-freq
abating insul.

Shutters

XVIII

XIX

skin

Second

XII

Curved
roofs

XVI

image source: own work
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II.

G

Outside the building

Context
Contrary to the within building pattern, the residual matter
outside sheltered places is the place, both untouched and
occupied by humans, which could facilitate activities and
sound absorption and scattering.
Solution
The outside building pattern addresses the space in between
buildings, often referred to as ‘public space’ in urban
areas, but also natural and agricultural sites. Within the
public space, façade structures, materialization, spaces and
dimensions can all contribute to sound propagation and
sound pressure levels. When moving away from urban areas,
elements such as noise barriers, vegetation belts, ground
surface materialization and so on can contribute to sound
abatement and dispersion. Within the pattern library, the
outside building is the footing for all patterns (abstract and
concrete) which should be implemented outside buildings.
Physical requirements
There are no special physical requirements for this pattern.
SST noise
There are no special physical requirements for this pattern.
CA noise
There are no special physical requirements for this pattern.

Within
building

I

Source
obstacles

VI

Green
fa- cades

X

Porous
brick elements

XXII
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Absorbing
planes

III

Irregular
street patterns

VII

Crop fields

XI

Woodland
covering

XXIII

W/H ratio
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Gravel
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XX

Vegetation
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Dwelling’s
shielded facade

IX

Soft greens

XXI
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road- &
concrete mat.

Shutters

XXVI

XIX

image source: http://www.picturesdepot.com/wallpapers/28818/airport+runway.html
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III.

G

Absorbing planes

Context
Sound waves transmit through mediums such as air. When a
sound wave is dispersed by a source, the receiver perceives
sound which is a combination of direct and indirect sound
waves. Direct sound waves are those waves which transfer
uninterrupted between source and receptor. Indirect sound
waves are propagated by the source but reflected by
obstacles or (ground) surface(s) and before reaching the
auditor. The summation of direct and indirect sound waves
define the perceived audible sound pressure level.
Solution
When dealing with sound waves (and in particular for
aircrafts) often direct sound waves are hard to block.
Nonetheless, indirect sound waves can be absorbed or
scattered which reduces the total sound pressure level at the
receiver. For example, it was found that when crop fields
located between Schiphol’s Polderbaan runway and the
town of Hoofddorp (located 1500 metres from this runway)
was ploughed, sound pressure levels recorded in Hoofddorp
were significantly lower. Thus, planes between runways and
towns are able to absorb and refract sound waves and can
therefor contribute to lower sound pressure levels.

applicable. In order to attenuate SST noise the flow resistivity
of materials used to cover such planes must be lower than
100 kPa s/m2 . On top of that, there must be a reasonable
distance between source and receptor whence the pattern
would be used to reduce sound pressure levels in living area
(e.g. 1500 metres was needed to reach 10 dB reduction for
low frequency noise in Hoofddorp). As the sound source’s
altitude is stationary, the pattern might be very helpful for
areas squeezed in between runways and urban areas. As
safety restrictions often rejects the possibility to construct
noise barriers (too high) in these areas, the pattern provides
an alternative.
CA noise
For CA noise the pattern is harder to implement compared to
SST noise. The pattern does not abate direct noise, making
the pattern only effective when the contribution of direct
noise to the audible noise is reasonable compared to the
contribution of indirect noise. Thus, when the percentage of
indirect noise is high the pattern can be applied. This is only
the case when aircrafts have a low altitude or the horizontal
distance between auditor and flying object is large.
References
•

Physical requirements

Landartpark Buitenschot in Hoofddorp

For sound absorption, the porosity and flow resistivity are
important parameters. Often, sound absorption is denoted
by the sound absorption coefficient α. This sound absorption
coefficient defines the percentage of energy absorbed and
can range between 0 and 1. Moreover, α differ per octave
band and can be calculated numerically (often α is higher
for high-frequent noise compared to low-frequent noise).
Therewithal, the flow resistivity (depending on the
materialization) was used in researches conducted by
TNO and Wageningen University (WUR) and according
to these researches, the f.r. should be lower than 100 kPa
s/m2 in order to reduce starting aircraft’s sound pressure
level by 10 dB over a distance of 1500 metres. For the flow
resistivity no additional specifications per octave band were
depicted. However, as WUR and TNO studied noise with a
peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz dispersed by starting
aircrafts, it is reasonable this 100 kPa s/m2 threshold bears
the hardest-to-absorb frequencies (low-frequent noise) and
beyond.
Finally, sound waves are bended or refracted when different
surface materials are positioned strategically in sequence.
This means it is better to place smaller strips of noise
absorbing materials intermittent by harder or non-absorbing
materials in order to stimulate refraction than uninterrupted
(large) homogenous planes.

Outside
building

II

Crop fields

SST noise

XI

For SST noise, the research conducted by WUR and TNO is
C
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST and CA noise

The pattern will be best applicble in these areas: noise
absorption or scattering nearby the source are most efficient.

Open areas (most designated for agricultural program) in the
vicinity of runways which could also contribute to (CA and
SST) noise absorption.
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image source: http://www.johndoesamsterdam.com/2012/02/lamp-posts-and-street-lights.html
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IV.

G

Street width versus building height

Context
Noise can rather easily propagate from source canyons to
adjacent street canyons, yards and courts. The shape and
arrangement of elements within the source canyon can
help to scatter and absorb sound waves in order to frustrate
further sound transmission.

to enclose sound waves within canyons in order to frustrate
further dispersion of indirect sound waves.

Solution
An effective method to avoid further dispersion of sound
waves from a source- to adjacent canyons is to enclose the
emitted sound within the source canyon a good as possible.
In practice, the ratio between building height and street width
(w/h ratio) is an important indicator for the effectiveness of
enclosing sound waves.
Physical requirements
Research showed that sound pressure levels in adjacent
canyons were significantly lower for source canyons with
a w/h ratio lower than 1. In these situations, sound pressure
levels were 10 – 15 dB lower (for road traffic noise)
compared to a ratio of >1. Moreover, a low w/h ratio abates
noise at octave bands below 200 Hz (low frequency noise)
above average. For example, for a w/h ratio of 0.5, numerical
models calculated sound pressure levels are muted up to
25 dB compared to a ratio of 1. Similar to other patterns
(e.g. barriers) facades parting source and adjacent canyons
should be kept separated and uninterrupted (otherwise
indirect sound waves enters the shielded area).
SST noise
SST noise sources are (aside from the engine’s height
position) comparable with noise source programmed in
numerical models which’ findings are used as fundaments of
this pattern. Moreover, the high intensities of low-frequent
noise persisting in SST noise could be prevented from
further dispersion by using w/h ratios (at least) lower than 1.
However, the practical consequence of the pattern would be
challenging as an aircraft’s dimensions (especially span) do
not allow w/h ratios of 0.5 (unless extreme high buildings
are placed at each side of a runway). Aside from practical
considerations, often additional safety requirements are
forced upon locations next to runways or taxi lanes.
CA noise
When dealing with CA noise, the pattern cannot be used
to shield urban areas to aircrafts’ direct sound waves.
Whilst these direct noise waves touches surfaces (streets,
vegetation, façades, roofs etc.) derivative (indirect) sound
sources arise dispersing a less intensive (as surfaces often
absorb a percentage of the energy capsulated in the sound)
though rather loud noise (which depends on the sound
energy absorbed by the surfaces). Nevertheless, for these
indirect noise sources, the pattern can be effective in order
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.

High

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

C

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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image source: http://www.esveld.nl/plantdias/34/34767.jpg
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V.

G

Vegetation with a high visibility

Context
Obstacles can be positioned between a source and
receiver in order to reduce noise propagation. However,
physical obstacles like walls and barriers can also create
fragmentation and walled enclaves in urban areas, unwanted
from an esthetical and psychological perspective.
Solution
Although less effective than sound barriers and walls,
vegetation belts can attenuate noise similar to walls.
Moreover, vegetation belts can also convert and absorb air
polluters dispersed by aircrafts and can host leisure- and
outdoor activities.
Physical requirements
Researchers imitating heavy road traffic situations reached
a maximum noise attenuation of 8 dB by placing a belt of 20
metres between source and observer during laboratory tests.
On top of that, the researcher indicated that the visibility
(meaning the density of leaves different tree varieties have)
of the canopy is very important in this process. Although
the research was performed in Asia, the best performing
tree variety (Bambusa dolichoclada (Bamboo)) fits also in
colder and more humid climates such as in the Netherlands.
A good replacement for Bamboo could be Miscanthus
(elephant grass) which is currently tested for its noise
abating charactericts in the Schiphol area.
SST noise
Similar to the source obstacle pattern, vegetation is applicable
as obstacle between source and receiver for SST noise.
However, the altitude of aircraft engines (depending on the
aircraft model) is often above 2.5 metres towering bamboo
and miscanthus. However, the dominant transmission path
of sound waves ejaculated by the engines is oriented towards
the ground surface at an angle of 45 degrees behind the jet.
From this matter of fact, it is reasonable vegetation do not
need to protrude the engines in order to be effective.
CA noise
For CA noise, vegetation as sound obstructer is less
favourable. Anyway, noise dispersed by crossing aircrafts
can still be scattered and absorbed below vegetation’s
canopy and stems. Although vegetation belts (of for example
20 metres wide) are unsuitable to mute CA noise, vegetation
aerates the soil which improves sound absorbing properties
of ground surfaces (see pattern ‘woodland covering’).
Finally, vegetation filters particulates and carbon dioxide
from the air and are esthetical attractive street furniture
making vegetation not only attractive for noise reduction.
Source
obstacles

VI
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

C

Regions where the pattern would be very helpfull for noise
scattering and absorption in the vicinity of the (SST noise)
source.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

Bird averting zone, no or limited fish or meat processing
facilities, swamps or open water surfaces

Building height restrictions: height should not surpas 20 metres
and in some cases additional height restrictions are in place.
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CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels above 65 dB.
Vegetation might be helpful to absorb indirect noise and
prevent noise dispersion.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

Bird averting zone, no or limited fish or meat processing
facilities, swamps or open water surfaces

Building height restrictions: height should not surpas 20 metres
and in some cases additional height restrictions are in place.
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VI.

G

Source obstacles

Context

References

The most efficient way to attenuate sound waves is to
prevent direct propagation to receptors. Practically, sound
can be attenuated by absorbing, reflecting or scattering the
incident sound waves close to the source to obtain high
attenuation excesses measured in dB.

For aircraft noise, park Buitenschot nearby the Polderbaan
at Schiphol is a good reference for this pattern. In this
project, a strip between the Polderbaan-runway and de town
of Hoofddorp (dimensions 500 * 2000 metres) was equipped
with small triangle-shaped hills scattering and absorbing
low-frequent noise from starting aircrafts. A total attention
excess of 10 dB was realized.

Solution
An efficacious method to frustrate sound wave propagation
from the source, is to position physical obstacles between
source and receiver. More precisely, obstacles such
as barriers, walls or hills are able to reflect and return
sound waves to the position of the source. In road traffic
engineering, it is a widespread and successful employed
method to shield areas next to roads (mainly motorways) by
positioning obstacles (noise barriers) between the vehicles
and noise exposed areas.
Physical requirements
The effectiveness of obstacles is generally related to the
noise spectrum. Part a.2.2. illustrates the principles of
sound attention by obstacles which is related to the Fresnel
equation.
In general, sound spectrums containing high intensities of
low-frequent noise request for wider and heavier (mass)
constructions to halt penetrating noise waves adequately.
Moreover, sound has the property to create indirect sound
sources (alike the source) when barriers or obstacles are
kept interrupted. Therefore, best performances (lower sound
pressure levels at the receiver’s position) can be expected
when obstacles are placed in uninterrupted series. Finally,
obstacles with soft, acoustical absorbing materials on the
edges attenuate noise more effective compared to obstacles
constructed from hard (non-acoustic) materials.
SST noise
First of all, as the pattern is copied from road traffic
engineering, the applicability of obstacles between source
and receiver is most comfortable for SST noise sources.
However, the Fresnel equation should be used to determine
the exact construction requirements based on the high
intensities of low-frequent sound prevailing in SST noise.
CA noise
The placement of obstacles in-between source and receiver
is inconvenient for CA noise unless the horizontal distance
between crossing airplanes and receivers can be blocked by
tall obstacles (such as high-rise).
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions where the pattern would be very helpfull for noise
scattering and absorption in the vicinity of the (SST noise)
source.

C

Building height restrictions: height should not surpas 20 metres
and in some cases additional height restrictions are in place.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
CA noise

Related to shielding properties of direct noise, these areas
are possibly suitable for high rise or high barriers. Height of
such barriers is related to aircraft’s altitude and the flight path.
Furthermore, due to safety height limitations are in force next
to flight paths.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels above 65 dB.
Source obstacles might be helpful to scatter indirect noise and
prevent noise dispersion.

139

Building height restrictions: height should not surpas 40 metres
and in some cases additional height restrictions are in place.

Building height restrictions: height should not surpas 20 metres
and in some cases additional height restrictions are in place.
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image source: http://thefunambulistdotnet.files.wordpress.com/2011/10/occupywallstreet-vs-casbah-funambulist.jpg
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G

Irregular street patterns

Context
When sound waves are not interrupted by barriers or obstacles
only atmospheric absorption abates sound pressure levels at
a receiver’s position. Buildings aside streets can act as noise
barriers unless streets are not too wide and obstruct noise
propagation by dispersion and absorption.
Solution
In order to frustrate sound wave propagation in urban areas,
irregular street patterns are considered as more effective than
straight or regular streets. Research on this topic showed
sound pressure levels in adjacent street and courts are lower
in irregular shaped (historical) city districts compared to
areas with rectangular urban blocks and streets.
Physical requirements
The research addressing the sound abating effects of
irregular street patterns did not include strict standards
for sound pressure levels or dictates sizes and dimensions
for urban grids. Within irregular streets, sound waves will
reflect at façades constantly which diffuses and absorbs the
noise. In the end, this effect reduces the total sound pressure
level.
SST noise
For SST noise, the pattern and the research findings
underpinning this pattern are applicable. Leastwise, areas
exposed to SST noise will encounter large amounts of
indirect sound waves which wallows through street canyons.
Especially this type of aircraft noise could be abated and
blocked by irregular street patterns.
CA noise
In contrast to SST noise, CA noise is dispersed from above,
mirroring the position of the sound source used in the
research. Presumably direct noise won’t be effected by
irregular street patterns but indirect noise might be blocked
by such street profiles. Hence, the further a location’s
horizontal distance to a flying aircraft (and thereby the
larger the amount of indirect noise an auditor observes) the
more the pattern’s effect will be noticed.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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S
CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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VIII.

G

Accessible greens

Context

CA noise

In urban areas greens offer citizens leisure and brings
nature to the built environment. The size and location of
such greens determines which activities and amenities are
viable at the greens. Public green has the ability to host
many differing varieties: from walking the dog, running and
sports till sunbathing or ‘a place to claim a bench to read the
newspaper’. Furthermore, already in late 1980s researchers
showed how citizen’s wellbeing and satisfaction increased
for urban areas with green areas in three-minute-walking
range. On top of that, greens and parks can be considered as
lungs for cities converting carbon dioxide to oxygen which
is very helpful for most cities as urban areas often face
pollution from industry and infrastructure.

As the research does not set prerequisite sound pressure
levels within parks, it is assumable the pattern could also
be applied for areas facing CA noise either. Nevertheless,
reasonable requirements as introduced in paragraph 3 should
be respected by designers using this pattern.

Solution
In urban areas greens offer citizens leisure and brings
nature to the built environment. The size and location of
such greens determines which activities and amenities are
viable at the greens. Public green has the ability to host
many differing varieties: from walking the dog, running and
sports till sunbathing or ‘a place to claim a bench to read the
newspaper’. Furthermore, already in late 1980s researchers
showed how citizen’s wellbeing and satisfaction increased
for urban areas with green areas in three-minute-walking
range. On top of that, greens and parks can be considered as
lungs for cities converting carbon dioxide to oxygen which
is very helpful for most cities as urban areas often face
pollution from industry and infrastructure.
Physical requirements
The research did not include special requirements for sound
levels within the parks. The only parameter important for
this pattern seems to be the direct distance from dwellings
to greens. The success of nearby greens lies in the fact green
areas provide people to escape daily routines and concerns.
Furthermore, according to research streets provide visual
complexity which can work stressful explaining why public
green (lower visual and audible stimuli) are perceived so
positively. Nonetheless, it needs no explanation it is still
needed to design green areas attractive and safe in order
to attract visitors. This propagates an design approach in
which safety, accessibility, facilities (benches, attractive
and well-kept gardens) but also infiltrating noise (from
roads or aircrafts) are important design parameters.
SST noise
SST noise is most familiar to the prerequisite conditions
from the Scandinavian research: low placed noise sources
and green areas which can be shielded by barriers reducing
noise levels in the parks. Notwithstanding, the research did
not define maximum or minimum sound pressure levels for
public greenings which makes it not problematic the sound
spectrums deviate.
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Pattern application area

C

Regions with Lden above 70 dB and possible incidental sound
pressure levels above 80 - 100 dB.

The pattern is well applicable here.

Bird averting zone, no or limited fish or meat processing
facilities, swamps or open water surfaces

Building height restrictions: height should not surpas 20 metres
and in some cases additional height restrictions are in place.
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image source: http://arch-lokaal.nl/rotterdam-wallisblok/
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A dwelling’s shielded façade

Context
Buildings, and dwellings in particular, often have shielded
and exposed facades when head towards a road. The front side
of buildings heads often to a street or chimney connecting
the object to a larger infrastructural network. Depending
on the location, road traffic disperses sound waves on the
front façade which penetrates to rooms within buildings.
It was found in Swedish research that people living in
dwellings situated next to busy roads (generating a sound
level over 50 dB with an maximum of 60 dB) experience
half the annoyance(30-50 % lower)when they have access
to a shielded façade (with significant lower noise levels).
Solution
Dwellings located in areas where the front façade, defined
as the façade exposed to noise from cars and vehicles, is
exposed to noise level surpassing 50 dB (regardless the
composition of the sound spectrum) should be equipped
with shielded facades at the rear. The shielded part of the
dwellings should offer the dwelling’s owner, tenant or
occupant the possibility to enter an outdoor space (garden,
balcony, yard) to enjoy some silence.
Physical requirements
According to the research, shielded façades are quitter
shielded (rear) sides of one’s dwelling and sound pressure
levels should be 5 dB lower compared to exposed façades.
Moreover, sound pressure levels at the façade should not
exceed 60 dB.
SST noise
As SST noise is rather similar to road traffic noise, this
pattern can be applied at locations in the vicinity of SST
sound sources. However, to realise similar conditions as
set out in the research, the source or sound pressure on the
‘polluted’ façade should not surpass 60 dB.
CA noise
For CA noise this pattern is less easy to use. Flying aircrafts
ejaculate sound from creating direct and indirect noise
sources which makes it hard to shield a particular façade
optimally.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
Primarily, the pattern is only applicable when noise is
dispersed from stationary aircrafts (SST noise). The maps
indicate the location of this type of noise (map 1) and

the area where aircraft might be dispersed from above is
subtracted (map 2). Map 2 shows the final places where the
pattern can be applied successfully.

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by SST aircrafts.
High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Area where additional pattern might be applied abating sound
pressure levels on the front facade of buildings
Area which might be suitable for the pattern if additional sound
level reducing measures are implemented in front.
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Pattern application area

The pattern is well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

Area where additional pattern might be applied abating sound
pressure levels on the front facade of buildings
Area which might be suitable for the pattern if additional sound
level reducing measures are implemented in front.
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image source: http://www.biotecture.uk.com/portfolio/new-street-square-holborn/
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Green façades

Context
Traditional façades are often constructed from hard materials
such as bricks or concrete slabs. From an acoustical
perspective, hard materials are undesired as they hardly
absorb noise energy and reflect incident sound waves which
leads to higher sound pressure levels within source street or
/ and adjacent streets (or yards).
Solution
Adding green to façades was found to abate sound pressure
levels within street canyons, and thereby reducing noise
propagation to adjacent street and yards. In the research on
road traffic noise, sound pressure levels in adjacent streets
or yards could attenuate even up to 7.5 dB. In addition to
acoustical benefits, green facades are also natural particulate
filter and could be used for its esthetical properties.
Physical requirements
To reach noise reduction up to 7.5 dB a combination of
limestone, loam and organic elements for the greening is
suggested by literature. A very important indicator for
façade greening is the substrate’s porosity (more than 35
per cent for roofs and up to 70 per cent for wall façades).
The greening can be mounted as separated elements in front
of existing façade structures or could be integrated in façade
designs when designers propose greenfield plans. The most
effective places to add greening to abate sound pressure
levels in adjacent canyons are at the roof edges, at the nonexposed (shielded) façade and on the entire façade and
roof. The researchers did not indicate limitations for noise
loudness. The pattern will be effective for high-frequent
noise (especially above 2000 Herz) and abate low frequency
noise faintly.
SST noise
As SST- and road traffic noise are (largely) comparable,
reasonably, the pattern could be used for SST noise .
Nevertheless, the pattern is especially suitable for high
frequent noise which means insertion losses are (almost)
entirely facilitated for octave bands above 2000 Hz. For
low-frequent noise iin SST noise, the pattern should be
combined with additional solutions.
CA noise
For the high-frequent peak intensities in the CA sound
spectrum, the pattern will be profoundly effective. Although
the pattern will not abatement direct noise, reflected noise
in urban areas can be absorbed and scattered.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

High
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Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway
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Crop fields

Context
Similar to the woodland covering pattern, compressed
or non-porous soil structures are not able to absorb and
scatter sound waves adequately. Moreover, short cut (nearly
smooth) meadows or non-porous surfaces (water or even
worse: frozen water) give floor to unobstructed sound
transmission.
Solution
Just after the realization of the Polderbaan, careful auditors
observed that sound pressure levels of (especially) lowfrequent noise were lower just after crop fields were
ploughed compared to normal conditions. Research
conducted by TNO and Wageningen University showed
how ploughing aerates the soil abate noise by its porous
structure. Moreover, vegetation growing on top of these
crop fields (e.g. corn or wheat) abates and scatters sound
waves as well which can turn crop fields in sound pressure
level reducing planes.

Application in the Schiphol area
For its application in the Schiphol, attention to drainage
facilities in combination with crop fields will have to paid.
Especially during autumn and winter, rain fall request for
combinations to drain water from the fields, or request for
crops which do not have be harvested during or before these
seasons.

Physical requirements
In research by TNO and Wageningen University, a flow
resistivity below 100 kPa / s m2 was needed to reduce sound
pressure levels by 10 dB over a distance of 1500 metres
(see pattern ‘soft green’ for more information on the flow
resistivity). However, nature compresses ploughed crop
fields naturally (e.g. due to rain and wind) which negates the
field’s porous structure resulting in lower sound absorption
rates. Furthermore, the ridges and trenches are also perfect
water storage ponds, which completely nullifies the abating
effect (even increasing sound pressure levels). In order
to implement this pattern adequately, additional drainage
regulation or smart ploughing schedules are needed.
SST noise
See the pattern ‘soft greens’. In particular, the pattern can
be effective for abatement of indirect low-frequent noise
dispersed by starting aircrafts (peak intensities between 20
and 40 Hz).
CA noise
See the pattern ‘soft greens’. The pattern will be very
effective to abate both low- and high frequent noise.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.

High

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

C

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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A second skin
can negates a façade’s abating properties.

Context
Acoustical insulation can be mounted on the façade or,
when the sound has high intensities of low-frequent noise
and, within a cavity between façade and inner wall. Such
a cavity wall is normally not used for rooms or facilities.
However, when dealing with (very) low frequencies, the
dimensions of the necessary damping cavity will be very
wide (because acoustical insulation has the highest yield
when placed at ¼ wavelength).
Solutions

SST noise

When a cavity is very wide, within a cavity building
program can be realized. In such situations, a second skin
or façade generates additional acoustical damping for the
most noise sensitive rooms from exterior noise, in particular
for very low frequency noise. Moreover, a second skin can
optimize heat transmission losses and thermal performances
of buildings. The principle of a second skin or façade is
already used for buildings next to motorways, for both
utility buildings and dwellings.

For this cluster of aircraft noise, the second skin pattern is
similar applicable as for road traffic situations. However,
the sound spectrum of starting aircrafts contains large
intensities of low-frequent noise at 32 Hz, unsuitable to
attenuate through regular construction materials. Therefore,
façade surface materialization nor have natural frequencies
in this range of the sound spectrum nor be composed from
elements which together might coincide or resonate by low
frequency noise.

Physical requirements
The attenuating effect of second skins can be calculated by
two steps: first calculating
the noise level in the
cavity between first and second façade followed by using
the
calculated sound pressure levels as input for the
sound pressure on the second façade. The first step can be
calculated by:
(

Lp(atrium)
			
Lp(exterior)
			
R’		
			
S		
(
)
A		
			

)

(

)

( )

CA noise

= sound pressure level in the atrium 		
(dB)
= sound pressure level towards the 		
façade from source (dB)
= sound reduction index of the 		
( façade
)
(
) c) (-)
(see appendix
= area of the façade (m2)
(
)
( )
= amount of noise absorption in the 		
atrium (m2)

		
The second step can be calculated by the general formula
for noise levels in rooms:

R
m
f

( )

(

Although the noise spectrum also contains (medium
intensive) low-frequent noise in the sound spectrum, the
highest intensities of noise energy are located in the octave
bands above 2000 Hz. Regular construction materials are
able to attenuate these types of noise which means highfrequent ‘peaks’ are filtered from the spectrum. This might
give the following situation: the first skin can be constructed
out of regular façade construction materials, generating a
lower sound pressure level in the cavity, while additional
measures are needed for the second façade focusing on the
attenuation of the derivate sound spectrum still containing
high intensities of low-frequent noise.

)

= sound attenuation of the façade in dB
= mass of the façade in kg/m2
= frequency in Hz

Source
obstacles

		
The attenuation excess depends on the frequency and
intensities per octave band in the sound spectrum which can
be read in the second equation (see part a). On top of that,
coincidence and resonance of façade elements, related to the
composition of the construction (see part a and appendix a)
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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image source: http://www.vvkh-architecten.nl/Site2006/Project.asp?offset=0&project=69&Categorie=&Cat=c2&img=1
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XIII. High-frequency abating insulators
Context

which leads to reduced sound pressure levels inside rooms.

Similar to the pattern ‘low-frequent abating insulators’,
high-frequent noise can be attenuated by stiff and massive
elements and by noise absorbing materials in rooms and
cavities. Nonetheless, the high-frequent sound intensities of
aircraft noise are much easier to abate compared to lowfrequent noise.

SST noise
For SST noise, the pattern is applicable for noise in the
frequency range between 500 and 5000 Hz. For low-frequent
parts of the spectrum the pattern is less useful.
CA noise

Solutions

For CA noise, the pattern is very useful in order to abate
peak intensities between 1500 and 8000 Hz from the sound
spectrum. Moreover, also the range between 500 and 1500
Hz can be reduced. Similar to SST noise, the low-frequent
part of the sound spectrum is less sensitive for this pattern.

There are different possibilities to abate high-frequent
noise. First of all, the mass of façade elements can frustrate
sound penetration through facades. Secondly, adding
acoustical absorbers in the cavity wall can contribute to
noise attenuation either. Thirdly, baffles or similar objects
can be mounted inside rooms in order to reduce sound
reverberation through absorption.
Physical requirements
For noise abatement by the mass of façade slabs or elements,
the mass law is applicable:
( )
R
m
f

(

)

= sound attenuation of the façade in dB
= mass of the façade in kg/m2
= frequency in Hz

By this equation, the total sound attenuation (R) can be
calculated rather easily. For the second solution described in
the solution box, in particular the position of the insulation
materials is important. The optimal position for noise
absorbing materials is at (¼ wave
length (λ in metres). The
)
(
)
wave length depend on the frequency and can be calculated
by the equation:

c
= speed of sound in m/s (340 m/s for air at 		
		20°C)
f
= frequency of noise in Hz
λ
= wave length in m

As can be derived from this formula, the wave length for
high frequent noise is short (e.g. 0.68 metres at 500 Hz, 0.17
metres at 2000 Hz) which means that the optimal position
and thereby thickness of insulation materials is close to the
wall structure. Acoustical insulating materials are often
fabricated from foam or other soft, porous materials. For
the explicit insulation of low frequency noise, often more
fibrous materials are used.
Baffles are also fabricated from such soft and absorbing
materials as acoustical insulation. In fact, when baffles are
used correctly, reverberation (indirect noise) is prevented
C
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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XIV. Noise adapted floor plans
Context

Physical requirements

Within buildings, rooms are often designated and equipped
for specific activities. Therewithal, not all activities are
equal noise sensitive or require similar noise standards. In
some situations, building codes regulate noise sensitivity
of buildings, related to the activity accommodated in a
particular buildings, but indicates little about standards for
different rooms within built objects.

Swedish researchers plotted disturbance and sound pressure
on the front façade per activity. Besides, they also mapped
relations between sleep disturbance and noise pressure on
the front façade for different forms of sleep disturbance. The
graphs indicate what percentage of ‘disturbed’ respondents
can be expected related to noise intensity without additional
measures.

Solution

SST noise

In order to stimulate further reduction of annoyance
from (aircraft) noise perceived by employers or residents
accommodated in buildings, the arrangement and mapping
of rooms alongside noise sensitiveness of activities within
rooms can be optimised. In order to stimulate noise aware
designs by architects and urban designers activities,
expected noise loads and disturbance (see figures in this
pattern) can be helpful to show which activities needs lower
sound pressure levels and should therefore be located at
areas shielded from noise. For example, sleeping rooms
are better not placed next to the most noise exposed façade
unless additional acoustical insulation within the façade or
room is applied.

In principle, the application of the pattern do not differ
for SST or CA noise. For both noise clusters, rooms and
activities should be planned such that a little disturbance
can be perceived from aircraft noise.

Figure C.1.		
pressure levels

CA noise
See SST noise.
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Figure C.2.		
Relation between activity disturbance and average
sound pressure levels at most exposed facade
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
Lden (day situation)

Area exposed to average (24 hours) sound pressure levels
above 60 dB

Area exposed to average (24 hours) sound pressure levels
above 55 dB

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
Lnight (sound pressure levels during night)

Area exposed to average (24 hours) sound pressure levels
above 60 dB

167

Area exposed to average (24 hours) sound pressure levels
above 55 dB
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image source: own work, urban block in Barcelona
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The acoustical polder

Context
Traditionally, in urban design and planning the urban block
is an important tool to organize building activities and
streets. Within cities and urban areas, noise can disperse
within a single street but also to adjacent streets and
canyons. Facades heading to streets in which a sound source
is located act as noise barriers and prevent traffic noise
dispersion to courts and surrounding streets. Nevertheless,
often facades are interrupted providing sound waves paths
to transmit to adjacent streets, courts and yards by direct or
indirect sound waves.
Solution
The solution for this problem is to keep façades uninterrupted
so façades can form an acoustic barrier and shield adjacent
streets, yards and courts. Furthermore, the acoustical polder
(where the façades are the dykes protecting the court from
infiltrating noise) fits in the traditional toolbox of urban
planners and engineers.
Physical requirements
The main requirement is to enclose courts and yards with
facades and buildings. As even small gaps and openings can
already negate the abating effect of such noise barriers, it
is very important not to keep gaps or openings in façade
structures. As the buildings are in fact ‘wide’ barriers, it
is reasonable acoustical polders are able to block sound
penetration for the full sound spectrum. Still, sound waves
will reach courts and adjacent areas through the roof’s edge.
SST noise
Although SST noise is comparable to road traffic noise,
it is not likely buildings or urban blocks are permitted
to be constructed next to runways (for safety reasons).
Nevertheless, for direct SST noise, the pattern can be applied
in order to shield adjacent street canyons. Furthermore,
acoustical polders can also be useful to shield backyards
and courts from indirect noise infiltration.
CA noise
For direct CA noise, acoustical polders will probably not be
effect the direct path between source and observer (which
means direct noise is not abated). Nevertheless, acoustical
polders can be used in order to shield adjacent areas from
indirect noise increasing the total sound pressure level.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
Lden (day situation)

Area exposed to average (24 hours) sound pressure levels
above 60 dB

Area exposed to average (24 hours) sound pressure levels
above 55 dB

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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XVI. Curved roofs
Context
Sound waves easily propagates from (street) canyons where
the sound source is located to adjacent street canyons, yards
and courts. The shape of roof tops can help to scatter and
absorb sound waves in order to sound transmission.
Solution
Research performed to test noise attenuation by roof top
shapes concluded that curved roofs excelled flat and saddle
backed roofs. Furthermore, research showed that although
many buildings have saddle backed or simple tilted roof
shapes, the acoustical performance of these roof top
varieties was worst. Curved roofs can be shaped half- or
quarterly cylindrical (see part a).
Physical requirements
Except for the condition to use half or quarter cylindrical
forms for the roof shape no additional requirements are
aligned to this pattern. Especially for high-frequent noise,
it is reasonable sound waves can be reflected or scattered
by curved surfaces. When sound waves (direct or indirect)
touches straight edges, an indirect spherical diffracted
sound sources is formed. As curved surfaces don’t have
such edges, sound waves are reflected with the same angle
of incidence and avoid diffraction.
SST noise
For SST noise, the foreseen effect of this pattern is similar
to outcomes for road traffic (reduction of noise load in
adjacent street canyons).
CA noise
For CA noise, it is not clear how sound waves will react on
curved roof shape. First of all, according to literature highfrequent sound waves are (in simplified models) reflected
with the same angle of incidence. Therefore, curved roofs
might be able to prevent direct noise infiltration into street
and adjacent canyons. Secondly, curved surfaces do not
have sharp or straight edges so sound wave cannot diffract.
Reasonably, the pattern can attenuate sound from indirect
sound sources and partly for direct sound sources.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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XVII. Façade ornaments
Context
Smooth façade surfaces reflect sound waves and hardly
absorb sound energy. On top of that, smooth surfaces can
generate a boring or monotonous visual street image when
used too repetitive. Moreover, the design and structure of
façades offer people living or working inside the building
the opportunity to customize the façade. The façade (and
large façade ornaments in particular) can contribute to noise
abatement in street- and adjacent canyons.
Solution
Façade ornaments diffuse sound waves resulting in muted
sound pressure levels in adjacent street and courts. When
ornaments are substantially big (e.g. balconies or bay
windows) ornaments can add living space to dwellings.
Moreover, open ornaments such as balconies scatter and
absorb (e.g. with acoustical insulation mounted on parapets)
sound waves resulting in muted sound pressure levels in
both street and adjacent canyons.
Physical requirements
In research on possible noise abating effects (for road traffic)
of balconies, balconies showed to mute sound pressure levels
in adjacent levels for a wide spectrum and for low-frequent
octave bands above average. Additional research showed it
is effective to mount acoustical insulation at the balcony’s
underside and a parapet’s rear. Moreover, in order to enclose
incident sound waves at balconies, ceilings should be tilted.
SST noise
Findings from the research on façade ornaments (and
balconies in particular) can be applied reasonably effective
in areas exposed to SST noise. Research showed balconies
are also (very) effective for low-frequent noise abatement,
which makes the pattern well suitable attractive for SST
noise.
CA noise
For CA noise, the pattern can be applied to scatter and
absorb sound waves in source canyons. The effect on noise
dispersion towards adjacent canyons is hard to predict.
Thus, direct noise cannot be abated by façade elements but
indirect noise can be muted through wave scattering and
absorption. Nevertheless, to capture sound waves at the
balcony’s interior space, it is assumable research findings
should be altered. E.g. the tilted ceiling constructions should
be reversed equal with the floor surface which should be
tilted either in order to direct incident sound waves to the
parapets rear (which is decorated with acoustical insulators).
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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Low-frequent abating insulators

Context

sound abatement for high frequent noise.

Low-frequent noise causes bass tunes and often high levels
of annoyance. Moreover, low-frequent sound is much harder
to abate than high-frequent noise. Under normal conditions,
thick placards of acoustical insulating materials on walls are
needed to damp of low-frequent noise.
Solution
Both in cavity walls and rooms, acoustical elements
which absorbs low-frequent noise can be applied in order
to attenuate the low-frequent tunes in the aircrafts’ sound
spectrum. Prefabricated honeycomb panels can be used
as façade-slabs and are good sound attenuators for lowfrequent noise below 125 Hz. Moreover, multi-layered
construction panels with integrated Helmholtz resonators
(small boxes enclosing sound waves which oscillates the
box’s air volume, such as when one blow across the top of
an empty bottle ) are also effective for (very) low frequency
noise. Within rooms, panel absorbers can be used in order
to abate indirect noise (preventing reverberation). Panel
absorbers are flexible elements mounted over an airspace.
The flexibility of the material enables panel absorbers to
reduce sound resonation within rooms.
Physical requirements
Honeycomb elements can be used to increase transmission
losses by 15 dB compared to traditional façade elements.
To realize improved abating performances plastic fibre
reinforced honeycomb panels with a thickness of 3 mm
were used in research. For Helmholtz-integrated panels, the
Helmholtz resonators only contribute to sound abatement
when all boxes are tuned at the same frequency. For
example, when one’s blow across an empty bottle, the
sound’s frequency will differ for half-empty or quarterly
filled bottles. This is similar to Helmholtz resonators in wall
elements: the dimensions of the air volume determine for
which frequency the air volume will resonate and therefore
absorb noise energy. Finally, for panel absorbers attenuating
performances can be improved by adding porous (acoustical)
materials in a cavity construction behind the panels.
SST noise
SST noise contains high loads of low-frequent noise with
peaks between 20-40 Hz (32 Hz) within this low-frequent
range. Therefore, this pattern is useful for this aircraft’ noise
category.
CA noise
Although CA noise contains peak intensities in the higher
ranges of the sound spectrum, still high intensities of lowfrequent noise are present in the sound spectrum. Therefore,
this pattern is applicable in order to filter the low-frequent
sound from CA’s noise spectrum. For the higher frequencies,
the pattern might be combined with pattern which facilitates
C
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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XIX. Shutters
Context
Openings in solid walls reduce acoustical insulation provided
by wall construction. Windows and doors are not only less
capable to abate sound waves because their mass and wide
is lower compared to solid walls but often have cracks and
small openings by which noise can transmit. Additionally,
the noise sensitiveness of program within rooms can change
during the day. Sleeping rooms have higher abatement
standards during night- than during daytime.
Solution
Shutters can be mounted in front of windows or doors.
Shutters add an additional noise abating layer and tend to
behave as ‘light panels’. Moreover, shutters can be shoved
in front of openings when noise sensitive activities requests
higher attenuating standards.
Physical requirements
According the research findings, (traditional metallic)
shutters behave as light panels. Moreover, scientists conclude
that a combination of windows (which can be opened
manually) and shutters performs best. Such combinations
showed attenuation values (R) ranging from 35 dB (at 500
Hz) till 53 dB (5000 Hz). However, for octave bands below
500 Hz, using shuttered-windows did not improve insertion
losses convincingly compared to normal windows.
SST noise
For SST noise, shutters will only affect high-frequent parts
of the sound spectrum. This pattern will not abate lowfrequent SST noise.
CA noise
The pattern can be used to filter high-frequent peak intensities
from CAs’ sound spectrum. Similar as for SST noise, the
spectrum’s low-frequent side will be left untouched.
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Area exposed to average (24 hours) sound pressure levels
above 55 dB
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Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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Gravel surfaces

Context
In the Netherlands most road surfaces are paved with tiles,
asphalt or other forms of hard acoustical materials. Hard
acoustical materials are unable to absorb or scatter sound
waves profoundly and therefore do not contribute to noise
abatement in urban areas. Nevertheless, road surfaces need
a required strength and ground resistivity in order to bear
forces pressed on the surfaces by moving vehicles.
Solution
A material which is able to absorb sound (and can therefore
contribute to noise attenuation) and provides road pavement
(for low speed traffic) is gravel. On the one hand, gravel
can offer solid and strong pavement (when the gravel layer
is not too deep). On the other hand, better noise is better
absorbed and scattered by gravel compared to traditional
road surfaces. Furthermore, gravel could also be used in
combination with water storage or water filtering systems
(see part d).
Physical requirements
Research by TNO and Wageningen University showed that
thick and deep gravel layers (1 – 1.5 metre) had lowest flow
resistivity properties (0.85 kPa s/m2) of all materials tested.
See pattern ‘soft green’ for more information on the flow
resistivity.
SST noise
For an elaborated explanation, please see patter soft greens.
The material will be very effective for abatement of indirect
low-frequent noise from starting aircrafts (peak intensities
between 20 and 40 Hz) and very likely even more effective
for high-frequent noise.
CA noise
For an elaborated explanation, please see patter soft greens.
The pattern will be very effective to abate both low- and
high frequent noise. Thereby, gravel can be used to absorb
and scatter CA noise much profoundly than traditional
pavement materials.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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Soft greens

Context
In the Netherlands, a large part of the country is covered by
greens. Greens can be well maintained (for instance by the
parks department) or lush and unorganized. Nevertheless,
the structure of vegetation and ground surfaces can improve
acoustical absorption and scattering. When greens are well
maintained, porous ground surfaces (e.g. leaves, compost)
are removed and grass is cut. The latter are not the best
conditions for acoustical absorption through greens.
Solution
The solution is to support soft greens; greens of which
leaves and compost are not removed and leaves not cut
short. Moreover, this might safe costs for municipalities
(parks departments) but can also bring nature to cities (e.g.
what was provided by the highline project in New York City,
NY, USA).
Physical requirements
According to TNO and Wageningen University, the flow
resistivity of normal grassland is nearby 300 kPa s/m2
while for soft grassland between 40 and 75 kPa s/m2. To
compare this to the requested standards, to reduce sound
pressure levels of starting aircrafts by 10 dB at a distance
of 1500 metres from the runway, a flow resistivity lower
than 100 kPa s/m2 is needed. In general, the lower the flow
resistivity, the better the acoustic attenuation by absorption
and scattering. When leaves and compost is not removed,
mulch and porous ground structures can be form which are
better noise absorbers than condensed soils.
SST noise
The research provided by TNO and WUR aimed for the
reduction of the sound pressure level from starting aircrafts
in living areas. More precisely, the research explicitly
focussed on the attenuation of low-frequent noise between
20 and 40 Hz. It is therefore reasonable this pattern will be
applicable for SST noise. Moreover, as based on physical
information at other patterns, the attenuating or absorbing
characteristics of materials and elements is higher for highfrequent than low-frequent noise. Therefore it is reasonable
that soft grass will also attenuate high-frequent noise,
probably even more effective than low-frequent noise.
Though, to reach large sound pressure level reductions
(for instance between a runway and living area), strips of
soft green fields should be realized (stimulating refraction)
which is not possible everywhere.
CA noise

Outside
building

II

For CA noise, the application will be similar as for SST
noise. Furthermore, it is very reasonable soft grass will
be better equipped to absorb and scatter the high-frequent
sound intensity peaks from the CA noise’s spectrum.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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Porous brick elements

Context

sound spectrum.

In the Netherlands, bricks is a widely used construction
material. Historically, bricks were used for load-bearing
and separating walls whilst today bricks are primarily used
for the outer façade. The role of brick façades has changed
from loadbearing ‘weight-drainer’ to protector of insulation
material and regulator of humidity in the cavity. Moreover,
today’s bricks can be fabricated from clay, concrete or
many other materials. However, bricks regarded from an
acoustical perspective, bricks are hard materials absorbing
little noise.
Solution
Bricks, whether fabricated from clay or concrete, can be
supplemented with fibrous or elastic materials increasing
the porosity of the blocks. Porous brick elements are better
equipped to absorb sound energy and can contribute to noise
attenuation. In general, the acoustical absorption coefficient
increases for all octave bands though low-frequent noise
will be absorbed worse compared to high-frequent noise. In
streets with a small ratio between building height and street
width sound absorbing materials can be helpful to reduce
noise reflection (and prevent high sound levels at the street
level).
Physical requirements
For clay bricks, the supplementation of straw, plastic- or
polystyrene fibres can realize the required porosity. For
concrete bricks, using foam cement concrete as the basic
construction material has showed to contribute to acoustical
absorption. However, the mass of façade elements also
contributes to insertion losses inside buildings. To generate
similar insertion losses (by mass) as for regular brick
elements, bricks should be dimensioned slightly bigger
(thicker) compared to such regular elements.
SST noise
SST noise contains relatively high loads of low-frequent
noise in its spectrum. Research showed higher absorption
coefficients over the full sound spectrum for porous brick
elements. Nevertheless, for the low-frequent part of the
spectrum still the absorption coefficient is much lower
compared to high frequent noise. Concluding, the pattern
is applicable for SST noise but will not provide an allembracing solution for the peak intensities in the lowfrequent part of the sound spectrum.
Within
building

CA noise

I

CA noise has peak intensities in the high-frequent range
of the sound spectrum. Research found strong increased
acoustical absorption rates for porous bricks. Therefore, the
pattern will be useful to reduce peak intensities of the sound
spectrum. Notwithstanding, similar to SST noise, additional
measures are needed to abate the low-frequent part of CAs’
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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Woodland covering

Context
Compressed or non-porous soil structures are not able to
absorb and scatter sound waves adequately. Nonetheless,
such non-absorbing soil varieties are widely available in
urban areas (e.g. hard grass, road surfaces, tiles and water).
From an acoustical perspective, it would be better to apply
more aerated and open materials especially for the ground
surface.
Solution
In woodlands and forests, tree disposals, vegetation and
mosses creates a dens layer of open structured and porous
soil blankets. This ‘mulch’ has a good ability to absorb and
scatter sound and therefore is a preferred soil variety in
noise exposed areas (e.g. next to roads or runways).
Physical requirements
In research by TNO and Wageningen University, mulch
showed a flow resistivity between 20 and 80 kPa s/m2.
See pattern ‘soft green’ for more information on the flow
resistivity. However, a forest is not grown overnight but
takes years to mature. Alongside, a mulch layer takes time
(even decades) to establish. Resulting, this pattern is a
long-term oriented approach on aircraft noise abatement.
SST noise
See an elaborated explanation see patter soft greens. The
material will be very effective for abatement of indirect
low-frequent noise from starting aircrafts (peak intensities
between 20 and 40 Hz) and very likely even more effective
for high-frequent noise.
CA noise
See an elaborated explanation see patter soft greens. The
pattern will be very effective to abate both low- and high
frequent noise. Thereby, gravel can be used to absorb and
scatter CA noise much profoundly than traditional pavement
materials.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.
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Aerated road- and concrete materials

Context
Road surfaces are mostly materialized in ‘hard acoustical
materials’ which means little or none sound is absorbed.
Nonetheless, large parts of cities and towns are paved with
street surfaces, so large parts of the urban environment
are covered with non-acoustical materials. With road
surfaces e.g. asphalt, tiles (concrete, aspalt) and bricks are
understood.
Solution
Since some decades, researchers have developed more
open-structured hard materials. In the Netherlands, a wide
known ‘silent’ hard material is ZOAB which is asphalt with
a high porosity. Other examples are PERS (asphalt enriched
with elastic particles enabling more flexibility within the
asphalt) or DAP asphalt. For concrete or cement elements
(such as tiles and bricks) so-called AAC’s (Autoclaved
aerated concrete) are porous ‘hard’ materials. In addition
to PERS and DAP also lighter elements are constructed
in which (e.g.) foam or cenospheres are added during the
production process.

Figure C.3.		

Sound absorption of 25 mm thick asphalt varieties

Figure C.4.		

Sound absorption of asphalt with different slit shapes

Figure C.5.		

Sound absorption of different asphalt varieties

Physical requirements
Considering the physical requirements, the main requirement
of asphalt and similar materials is to increase the substance’s
porosity. For instance, (at least) fifteen percent of the mass
should be replaced by air volumes which are enclosed in
the structure’s small voids. Considering the absorption
characteristics, figure C.2. shows the differences between
traditional non-porous structures and ‘aerial’ asphalt
substances. Nevertheless, absorbing properties differ per
octave bands. In all situations, low-frequent sound will be
absorbed less than high-frequent sound. For cement and
concrete tiles and bricks, foam and porosity generating
elements can be supplemented during the production
process but will, similar to asphalt, (in particular) improve
absorption of high-frequent noise. Some concerns found in
the literature:
•

•

•

When adding cenospheres to asphalt, the volume of
cenospheres should not surpass 40 per cent and the
thickness of the open-structured asphalts should not
be bigger than 25 mm
In PERS asphalt, small rubber granules (needle leaf
shaped) combined with urethane are supplemented
to the specimen (no specifications are given any
further).
For AAC’s, the surface structure seems to be even
more important for the absorbing and abating effect
of gas cement concrete slabs. When the surface
voids have a cylindrical (Helmholtz) resonator
shape, the absorption coefficient was much higher
than for smooth- or rectangular void shaped surfaces
(see figure C.3).
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materials: due to the increased air volume, the mass per
cubic metre will decline. When aerated reinforced concrete
is used for wall structures, thicker elements will be needed
in order to keep up the construction’s insertion loss align
the mass law.
SST noise
First of all, surface materials will not attenuate direct noise
but only indirect noise (notwithstanding for pavement next
to runways or at the runway). For SST noise, absorption of
the low-frequent intensities in the sound spectrum will be
little by all varieties of the descripted aerated hard materials.
Still, the acoustical absorption of aerated hard materials
will be slightly higher compared to traditional (dense) hard
materials. Nevertheless, when aiming to attenuate the higher
sound intensities from the spectrum, especially PERS or
AAC with Helmholtz slabs can be effective. In all situations,
replacing traditional asphalt and concrete varieties by more
open-structured materials is effective.
CA noise
Similar to SST noise, the low-frequent part of the sound
spectrum won’t be affected by aerated hard materials.
Nevertheless, CA noise has peak intensities between 1500
and 8000 Hz which corresponds with the range PERS
and AAC-Helmholtz seems to be very good absorbers.
Especially to filter these peak intensities from the spectrum,
covering road surfaces with PERS of such concrete slabs
can attenuate indirect noise dispersion.
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Applicability in the Schiphol region
The maps indicate the possibility to implement the pattern
(both SST and CA noise).
SST noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by stationary and taxiing aircrafts. The pattern is well applicable
here.
Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65
dB with peak intensity between 20 and 40 Hz due to starting
aircrafts. The pattern is good applicble here but mind the lowfrequent peak intensity.

High

Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

CA noise

Regions with incidental sound pressure levels surpassing 65 dB
by crossing, ascending and descending aircrafts. The pattern is
well applicable here.

Regions with Lden above 55 dB. The pattern is very well
applicable here, these are the areas facing most disturbance.

High

C
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Low

Frequency of flight facilitated per
runway

Network of design patterns

The twenty-four patterns can be linked in numerous
combinations. The patterns and the links between the
patterns (which can be regarded as a grammar or syntax)
form a network. Salingaros (2000) suggested to indicate the
relationships between patterns clearly. Nevertheless, when
implementing the solutions, the abating effect of patterns
differ per (aircraft) noise typology (CA and SST) together
with the arrangement of aircraft noise abating elements. The
latter should be defined by numerical modelling or expert
reviews. Using the design patterns in design exercises

Absorbing planes

W/H
ratio

III

Vegetation
high visibility

IV

will therefore need a two-stage design process with a(n)
(numerical) assessing moment in between the two round.
This network shows the interlinks between design patterns
at different levels of scale (urban, building, materialization).
In part d, this two-stage design process will be introduced.

Source
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V

Irregular
street patterns

VI

VII

Accessible greens

VIII
Dwelling’s
shielded facade

IX
Green facades

X

Outside
building

Woodland
covering

II
Gravel
surfaces

Soft greens

XX

XXI

Porous
brick elements

XXIII

Crop fields

XI

Aer.
road- &
concrete mat.

XXVI

XXII

Within
building

I

Acoustical
polder

XV

Curved
roofs

XVI

Facade
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XVII
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abating insul.

Shutters
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Pattern on building
engineering and urban
morphological level

Materialization applicable
in buildings and the public
domain

XIX

Building and urban
materialization

Building / urban
morphological pattern

XIV

Building physical pattern

Building engineering /
design pattern

XII

XVIII

Noise
adapted
floorplans

Urban patterns
with inclusion of
materialization properties

XIII

Second
skin

Low-freq
abating insul.

Urban morphological
pattern
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4.

Clusters of design patterns

As mentioned previously, based on Salingaros (2000) the
application of a aircraft noise abating pattern language is
illustrated by design pattern clusters. Salingaros noted
that for designers and planners unaware with the pattern
language theory and underlying crosslinks, it is very hard
to grasp the pattern language’s syntax (Salingaros, 2000).
In order to meet these critics, a series of small examples
illustrating how design patterns might be applied in design
cases is included in this section of the thesis. The main
objectives of the design pattern clusters are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Illustrating indirect and direct sound wave
propagations for both CA and SST noise
Showing how pattern could be linked
Schematically indicating the impact of the pattern
combination on sound wave propagation of SST and
CA noise (in sections)
Providing pattern clusters for different properties of
the built environment related to building density

3.

A relative large angle of incidence from the (cruising)
aircraft to the imaginary auditor
• CA noise: main focus is blocking direct noise
but also frustrating indirect noise propagation
• SST noise: main focus is indirect noise

Finally, the distance are not quantified in order to keep the
design cluster generic. For example, if the clusters would
be applied for Schiphol, for each position in the vicinity of
runways first the aircraft’s altitude, position and type (large
versus small) should be defined before the impact of direct
and indirect noise can be reasoned and design proposals can
be made.

About the last objective; properties of the built environment
related to building density is a subjective and very personal
interpretation of urban configurations. However, for these
clusters three densities are defined:
•
•
•

Rural and low dense built areas (low density of
buildings and predominant agricultural and nonurbanized activities)
Middle dense built areas (middle density of buildings
and small agricultural and non-urbanized activities)
High dense built areas (high density of buildings no
agricultural or non-urbanized program)

Figure C.6.		

CA noise and horizontal distance to a cruising airplane

Figure C.7.		
aircraft

SST noise and horizontal distance to a (stationairy)

These three typologies are based on empirical observations
in the Schiphol area and related to the analysis cases in the
previous parts of this thesis. The three classifications are
based on the following analysis cases:
•
•
•

Badhoevedorp south (Rural and low dense built
areas)
Hoofddorp Toolenburg (Middle dense built areas)
Buitenveldert (High dense built areas)

Moreover, for each of these three typologies, the application
of design patterns is related to the horizontal distance from
aircraft to receptor. There are three dimensionless horizontal
distances:
1.
2.

C

Just beneath the flight path of an aircraft
• CA noise: main focus is direct noise
• SST noise: main focus is direct noise
A relative small angle of incidence from the
(cruising) aircraft to the imaginary auditor
• CA noise: main focus is still direct noise but
indirect noise could be absorbed or anyhow
blocked
• SST noise: main focus is indirect noise but
objects are still exposed to direct noise and
further propagations should be frustrated
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Outside
building
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Modest / middle building density
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XVIII
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High building density
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5.

Conclusions part c

Part c used conclusions and maps from part a and b to
answer the fourth sub research question30.
In order to understand the context of design patterns, first
the fundamentals of complexity theories were introduced
to explain how design patterns are rooted in complexity
theories and related to the complexity of urban planning
and design in general, and airport regions in particular. This
introduction had a few outcomes:
•

•
•

•

•

Cities are constantly changing and never in a
equilibrium which makes it challenging and almost
impossible for urban planners and designers to
understand the current and future needs of cities.
Traditional planning and design from the top down
is unable to anticipate on the vast changing realm
of cities.
A balance between rules and guidelines from the top
down and bottom up are probably needed to guide
planning processes whilst also maintaining room for
small scale initiatives.
Airport regions are urban areas but even more
influenced by (regional, national and supranational)
economic dynamics (e.g. air traffic movement,
attractiveness business location)
So far, there is no consensus among scientists and
thinkers how to use complexity theories in urban
planning and design, but recent design research
projects (e.g. at Industrial Ecology and the Better
Airport Regions) show how technical information
can be converted to design patterns. They indicate
how design patterns can be used to anticipate on the
complexity of urban planning and design.

The original design pattern theory (a.k.a. a pattern language)
was developed a by group of researchers at UC Berkeley
led by Christopher Alexander in the late 1970s. Since,
the strategy have been enriched and adapted and is used
for a wide variety of disciplines (e.g. computer sciences,
industrial ecology, urban design and planning). Pattern
languages are comparable to linguistic languages: small
(empirical or scientific) information packages (words)
which can be linked and connected in a larger network
which logics are defined through a syntax or grammar. The
result is a network of possible solutions at different levels
of scale that can be connected in numerous ways. Moreover,
new patterns can be added to the language, which makes
the strategy not static but rather dynamic and resilient.
Especially the latter features make the strategy attractive
for complex and highly dynamic urban areas like airport
regions, because design patterns have the ability to develop
alongside changing urban arrangements. .

design patterns which are introduced by a representative
illustration, an introduction (problem statement), solution,
physical requirements (based on literature study),
applicability for CA and SST noise and references. This
first part of the individual patterns is generic, leastwise,
the information could be used for any airport region. The
application of each pattern in the Schiphol area is introduced
in the second half of each pattern, which maps where the
pattern could be used in the airport’s vicinity for CA and
SST noise. Moreover, also restrictions from LIB legislation
are included in these maps which makes designers aware of
safety limitations. The second part of the pattern is location
specific, and when the pattern would be applied in any
airport region except Schiphol, local legislation and sound
pressure levels (part b of this thesis) should be researched
and mapped.
The patterns are included in a network diagram showing
the relations between the pattern, while each pattern is
classified according to the level of scale where it operates
(urban, building, materialization). The precise character
of the crosslinks between patterns (e.g. can pattern I
replace pattern II or is pattern II needed to make pattern
III effectively) is excluded from the pattern network, as
these crosslinks depend on individual design locations and
the very specific characteristics of aircraft noise at such a
location.
Finally, in order to show designers and planners how
design patterns could be combined, exemplary clusters of
patterns were designed. These small design examples also
illustrate (aircraft) sound wave propagation and are related
to three types of urban configurations ranked according
to building density (rural / low dense, middle dense and
high dense). Moreover, the clusters are also reasoned for
their applicability when the horizontal distance between
aircraft (source) and auditor increases. For this reason,
three dimensionless squares are connected to the pattern
clusters illustrations for both CA and SST noise. Designers
and planners can primarily use these pattern clusters as
inspiration for designs in the (Schiphol) airport region(s).

In this research, the pattern language theory was used to
cluster the thirty-five solutions from part a to twenty-four
30
How can design pattern theories be used to develop spatial
design patterns, and be applied to convert aircraft noise abating solutions
to such patterns?
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Part d addresses the last sub research question:
6.

In what ways could the spatial design patterns be
applied in two design cases in the Schiphol region
in order to:
• generate a group design with planners and
designers working in the vicinity of Schiphol
to test the design patterns?
• generate a design which outcomes can be
modelled to test the noise reduction enabled
by the design patterns?

In order to answer this research question, part d is separated
in three segments:
1. Case I Toolenburg
• Workshop introduction
• Design process during workshop
• Workshop outcomes
2. Case II Schuilhoeve
• Context analysis
• Results from BAR
• Pattern application
• Concept and design principles
• Pattern alliances and further research
3. Design in detail
4. Numerical modelling
6.

D

5. Conclusions
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1.

Design case Toolenburg

The second case was designed in a workshop with
urban planners and designers from the municipality
of Haarlemmermeer. The following objectives were
formulated:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

was discussed and introduced, followed by more abstract
and larger level of scale (district and town level mitigations).
The choice to put the building first was based on criticism
on the Alexandrine pattern language theory by Salingaros
(see introduction part c for more information).

Studying the application of the design patterns
Studying the outcomes and ideas generated and
inspired by the design patterns for the case
Generating rough design solutions for the location
For the workshop, the Betje Wolfstraat (district
Toolenburg) in Hoofddorp was selected for the
following reasons:
Constructed in the 1990s, the district will require
redevelopment plans in the upcoming decade(s)
The district is located in the vicinity of the
Spijkerboorroute
The location is exposed to noise from crossing and
ascending aircrafts (CA noise)
The number of residents complaining about aircraft
noise in Toolenburg has increased since 2010 (BAS,
2011, 2012)
The district is situated in on the edge of Hoofddorp
and could be equipped to abate (indirect) aircraft
noise in the hinterland (e.g. districts Pax and city
centre).

Workshop process
The workshop took two hours in total and was divided into
five blocks. The workshop was recorded on video in order
to analyse the process afterwards. Aside from the video
recordings, a questionnaire was sent to participants after the
workshop (see appendix d) which was used to get feedback
from attendees on the structure of the workshop and design
patterns and aircraft noise abating methodology in general.
An extensive process description including stills from the
video is attached in appendix d. Moreover, attendees had
received information on the workshop’s content (case
introduction and pattern library). The workshop contained
the following elements:
•

Case
and
pattern
language
methodology
introduction31			
		
20 minutes
• Round I: redesigning the Betje Wolfstreet and
buildings		
		
15 minutes + 5 minutes reflection
• Round II: redesigning Toolenburg district			
		
15 minutes + 5 minutes reflection
• Round III: proposing adaptions to results of previous
rounds		
		
15 minutes + 5 minutes reflection
• Round IV: discussing implementation constraints 		
		
15 minutes + 5 minutes reflection

In fact, the Betje Wolfstraat itself was selected randomly
and was considered exemplary for urban structures in the
Toolenburg district. Furthermore, the aim of the workshop
was to test the pattern language for which the precise
location was not relevant as long as it was in Toolenburg.
For the workshop, the following ten patterns were selected:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Second skin			
page 158
Green façades			
page 151
Curved roofs			
page 171
Gravel surfaces			
page 183
Soft greens			
page 186
Aerated road and concrete materials			
					page 195
Vegetation with high visibility
page 132
Source obstacles			
page 136
Irregular street patterns		
page 140
Absorbing planes			
page 126

The reason these patterns were selected was related to the
non-inclusion of these patterns in Toolenburg based on the
analysis in part b (case study on Toolenburg and Pax in
Hoofddorp). Moreover, these patterns were all connected,
offering the possibility for an isolated sub pattern network
(see pattern network in part c for an explanation). Finally,
these patterns were considered to be understandable and not
too abstract (e.g. the reason within- and outside the building
were rejected for the workshop). Thus, the patterns were
subjectively selected based on the criteria mentioned above.
For the clarity of the pattern methodology for the attendees,
first a lower level of scale (building and street mitigations)
D

First the information passed to attendees before the
workshop will be discussed and introduced briefly, followed
by a brief process description of each of the four rounds and
introduction. Finally, the outcomes of the design process are
discussed.
Information provided prior to the workshop
Attendees (initially six urban planners and designers were
invited of whom four accepted the invitation) received prints
from part C’s pattern library of the ten patterns selected for
the workshop. Furthermore, prints of the pattern network
and pattern clusters were also included to this file. Aside
from the pattern descriptions, a brief introduction on the
case, pattern language theory and workshop was sent to
participants (see appendix d).
Case and pattern language methodology presentation
The first twenty minutes were scheduled for an introduction
to the case, aims of the workshop, aircraft noise, pattern
language theory and the patterns selected for the workshop.
31
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Presented by myself

Results round I
add photovoltaic cells in the green rooms as
it is much easier to direct such pv cells in the
public space than when placed on top of existing buildings (11:40)

adding ‘deaf mum’ homes at the dweliings
rear which form an barrier (11:55)

Parking lots with absorbing hedges

roof shapes (curved, tilted, flat) all with different suggestions (greening, second skins) and a
‘asphalt covered dwelling’ (11:04)

curved roofs with greening

‘gravel boxes with purifying plants in order to
purify rain water which could be used to flush
the toilet’(9:50)

existing vegetation

carports in front of the buildings which might
be decorated with greening in order to absorb
and scatter sound waves which are ‘very social
for the hinterland’ (13:06)
existing area
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The introduction of the patterns was split into two parts:
first the patterns essential for round I (building and street
level) were presented and prior to round II the lasting
patterns were introduced. During the presentation, the
patterns were highly simplified in order to provide the true
essential information (due to time constraints and clearness
of the strategy towards attendees). The simplified and
stripped patterns were also projected on A3 posters on the
wall besides the participants’ seats. During the presentation,
there was room for questions on the elements addressed in
the presentation.
Round I
During the first design round, attendees were invited to
propose solutions for existing buildings within the Betje
Wolfstraat, and public and private surfaces surrounding the
built up structures. To support the design process, a map of
the street and districts was provided, together with a (sketch)
model indicating the building’s mass at the Betje Wolfstraat.
Moreover, sketch paper, pencils and crayons were provided.
The first round took fifteen minutes and was followed by
a brief presentation by the participants of the sketches and
design made by each individual participant.
Round II
During the second round, the design process was similar to
round I with a focus on different level of scale (district and
neighbourhood scale). The round finished with an individual
presentation of each design similar to workshop round I.
Round III
In the third round, participants reflected on their proposals
from the two previous rounds in order to provide room for
adding new insights or ideas to design proposals. The round
was framed as ‘the scale transcending round’ in order to
stimulate attendees in making crosslinks between patterns
at different levels of scale (and beyond: e.g. creating new
patterns or mitigations). Also during this round, individual
results were presented to all participants.
Round IV
During the final round, the practical implementation of
the pattern language methodology was discussed with
the attendees. The aim of this round was to map which
stakeholders and interest would play a role when design
proposals would be implemented in practice.
Process results and findings
The design process started somehow slow and uncomfortable
related to the unfamiliarity of the participants with the
pattern language theory and the structure of the workshop.
Nevertheless, after a few minutes, attendees started to draw
and already during the first round, interesting combinations
of patterns were made in which even information not
D

addressed during the presentation was integrated. Half of
the attendees focused on the building or urban block (and
primarily focused on the buildings instead of streets or
backyards as was instructed). One participant also searched
for integration of (e.g.) heat transmission optimization
by green roofs or double façades whilst the latter was not
suggested in the presentation or workshop introduction.
Two participants focused more on the surrounding street
and backyard pavement in combination with adding barriershaped elements (e.g. with the integration of photovoltaic
cells to generate energy). So, although the focus differed,
almost all attendees already tried to transcend a sole
acoustical purpose of the solutions proposed during the first
round (which was foreseen for round III).
During the second round, most participants suggested
mitigations of the public domain (street, vegetation) whilst
one participant primarily focused on the urban blocks and
building sizes (and the creation of closed urban blocks
which corresponds with the acoustical polder (pattern
XV) which was not selected for the workshop). Moreover,
one participant elaborated on his principles defined in the
first round. Another participant (trained as urban planner)
found it easier to write down his ideas than to communicate
through drawing.
The third round initially intended to provide room for
participants to rethink their proposals, to integrate
solutions at different levels of scale and to transcend the
patterns handed during the workshop. However, as already
explained, participants had already started to make such
inter disciplinary and scale-transcending combinations
from the first round onwards (which might be related to
participants background in urban planning and design).
This resulted in less (or very little) new ideas generated
during the third round and directed the discussion towards
a reflection of the method itself which was foreseen for
round IV. In general, all attendees agreed that the patterns
should not only facilitate aircraft noise abatement but also
other relevant issues. On top of that, participants agreed on
the fact that the aircraft noise abating patterns can be very
helpful to address the noise issues among designers and
planners (and provide handles) but should be considered as
tools instead of an end in itself. The main objective should
be to upgrade and improve the full spatial environment in
which noise issues are embedded. In fact, the latter was
already foreseen and is also one of the pillars for the design
in case I in which actively pattern alliances are made based
on broader issues relevant for the Haarlemmermeer polder.
The outcomes of the questionnaires point for the same
conclusions are discussed in round III and IV of the
workshop. Related to the unfamiliarity of participants with
the patterns and pattern language theory, it took a round
before the idea of the workshop and pattern language theory
was fully grasped (though some understood the patterns
more easily than others). So, in fact it only took 15 minutes
before the participants grasped the theory. Personally, I
think the structure of the presentation at the beginning of the
session is very important to communicate the theory (which
was considered as clear and organised by participants in
the questionnaire). Also the fact that many illustrations and
218

Results round II

extending and placing green strips to absorp and scatter noise

roof shapes (curved, tilted, flat) all with different suggestions (greening, second skins) and a
‘asphalt covered dwelling’ (11:04)

extension of interrupted strips of row houses: placing increments

linking the existing buildings’ edges and redesigning the voids and
courtyards: introduction of the urban block

NHL ice hockey stadion which forms a barrier (42:35)
by gravel-filled infiltration and water storage
boxes,‘instead of living near the water, you can
live near water storage boxes’ (40:47)
Placing more and clustered vegetation

Again the parking places with hedges: ‘green
rooms’
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drawings were used in the presentation might have activated
participants subconsciously (which is a topic for further
research). Furthermore, I believe the reflection sessions at
the end of each round also make people learn how design
patterns can be combined. The reflection moment might
be very important from this stance. Moreover, attendees
point for the fact that design patterns are an effective way
to communicate ideas. At least one attendant responded that
the patterns are not a solution in itself but communicate
directions for solutions. Furthermore, participants
suggested that the de-abstraction of the noise issue and
solutions (patterns) is important when the method would
be used in practice. Especially when the method would be
used to consider ideas from laymen in the field of spatial
design or noise. Hereby it can be added that participants
referred to the applicability of design patterns for similar
workshop sessions (two hours designing by patterns) which
would request simplified patters as it takes too much time
to learn the patterns in detail. The question arises how the
patterns should be used when a wider number of people (e.g.
residents) would be included to work with design patterns. In
those situations, the municipal planners and designers have
to decide whether residents can alter and use all patterns, or
whether some patterns are frozen in use and only patterns at
lower levels of scale can be moved.
In general, the idea to start with the building and to zoom
out thereafter was regarded as successful to make the case
understandable. Finally, all attendees thought the method
can be used in practice and could be helpful in the broader
aircraft noise debate though a governance strategy is still
required (at least suggested by one participant). However,
participants did not agree on whether the design patterns
theory and thereby the spatial design patterns could be
understood by everyone.
Finally, the design patterns stiumlated participants to draw
and make design proposals (which indicates participants
understand the design brief quickly) but at least one
attendant found it difficult to draw his ideas visually. From
this situation the question arises whether participants should
be forced to draw visually. The latter touches upon recent
research at the department of Industrial Design Engineering
(at TU Delft) performed by van ‘t Eind, pointing for the
added value of visual thinking (in her case for visual
thinking service providers). Van ‘t Eind states ‘visual
thinking can translate, transfer and transform knowledge
across syntactic, semantic and pragmatic boundaries’
(Eind, 2014, p. 5) and can generate consensus among actors
involved in the (design) process. From this perspective, it
would be better to perceive written solutions as attachments
to drawings in order to get all participants at the same level
of understanding and to stimulate drawing. However, more
research will be needed on this topic.
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2.

Design case Badhoevedorp - Schuilhoeve / Badhoevedorp

In the second design case, an area in Badhoevedorp is
redesigned (located at the southern edge of Schuilhoeve
sports park, the word Schuilhoeve refers to this area in
this thesis from now on). Schuilhoeve is located in the
southern belt between the new-to-construct A9 motorway
and Badhoevedorp. The area is interesting for three reasons:
1.

2.

3.

From an acoustical perspective: the area is exposed
to industry noise from maintenance at hangars and
(aircraft) engine run-up just after maintenance.
Moreover, the location is also exposed to direct
aircraft noise from ascending aircrafts at the
Aalsmeer- and Zwanenburg runway.
The area is designated for agricultural activities at
the moment but plans are made to develop houses
in at the Schuilhoeve sport park area which makes
a design case at this location relevant to test SST
design patterns.
For northern Schuilhoeve sports park design
proposals are made. However, recently, these
proposals were rejected by the Dutch Council of
State (“Uitspraak RvS Badhoevedorp - Lijnden
Oost,” 2014) as the court insisted too little attention
was paid to prevention of noise hindrance from
industry noise by the design proposal.

The design which is proposed for Schuilhoeve does not
anticipate on noise issues at this moment. Therefore, the
aim for the design made in this case is:
1.
2.
3.

To provide solutions to shield the area against SST
noise by the urban design
To abate sound pressure levels (from Schiphol
and the new A9 motorway) in other districts of
Badhoevedorp
To test design patterns in an individual greenfield
design proposal (by design and GPFE models)

In order to meet the first two aims, the area of this design
case is larger than the Schuilhoeve area solely. For example,
the Schiphol area (owned by the Schiphol group) is partly
included to test mitigations nearby the source. Moreover,
the wider urban context (Badhoevedorp) was analysed in
part b of this thesis.
Aside from testing the mere aircraft noise abating design
patterns in this case, the design also aims to search for
smart alliances or noise transcending solutions which can be
facilitated by the design patterns. When solutions prove to
be effective for a variety of issues, individual aircraft noise
abating solutions will become less disputable and political,
especially when large investments are needed. Findings
from the Better Airport Region research project, additional
literature and plans proposed by the municipal governments
will be used to design these pattern alliances. In this section
the following aspects will be addressed and studied:

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Context analysis
Noise from roads, harbours and industry parks
Schuilhoeve
is
sandwiched
between
the
municipalities of Amsterdam and Haarlemmermeer. Though
part of the Haarlemmermeerpolder, Badhoevedorp could
also be regarded as limb of Sloten or Middelveldsche
Akerpolder. The motorways A9 and A5 are located in the
vicinity of Schuilhoeve and logically disperse road traffic
noise to Schuilhoeve either. Furthermore, a substantial part
of Schuilhoeve is exposed to industry noise from Schiphol
airport’s maintenance and logistics parks (e.g. aircrafts
during run-on operations and run-up maintenance). The
latter variety of industry noise is similar to noise dispersed
during pre-flight engine run (with peak intensities between
20 and 40 Hz, see part a). Noise maps from the municipality
of Haarlemmermeer show Industry noise dispersed by
the port of Amsterdam does not affect Schuilhoeve (see
figure xx). Similar to industry noise from the port, sound
pressure levels from railroads are limited as all rail tracks
are tunnelled. Concluding, besides industry noise from
Schiphol’s maintenance areas (and from the Aalsmeerbaan),
the noise dispersed by the A9 motorway will also impact
Schuilhoeve.
Ambitions for Schuilhoeve by the municipality
Haarlemmermeer
Recently, the municipality presented ambitions for
the Haarlemmermeerpolder for the next fifteen years. The
‘structure vision 2030’ sums up tangible (demographics,
meteorological changes) and intangible (social- and
economic structures) challenges for the municipality. The
overarching vision is to provide and develop sustainable
living-, working- and leisure areas which facilitates the
population’s future needs. Moreover, the municipality strives
to organize and create networks and nodes for both fast and
slow ‘dynamics’ (Haarlemmermeer, 2012b, p. 39). In order
to realize these ambitions the municipality focusses on the
following aspects relevant for the spatial environment:
•

•

D

Context analysis
• Noise from aircrafts
• Noise from other sources but aircrafts
• Structure vision Haarlemmermeer
Results from Better Airport Regions project
Pattern application
Pattern alliances
Concept and design principles
Design in detail
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Different speeds of development and program for
the north-east and south-west parts of the polder.
The north-eastern part is foreseen to house new
office and industry parks for activities related to
the airport (north-east) or (sustainable) greenhouse
agricultural program in the polder’s south-west.
(Haarlemmermeer, 2012b, p. 43).
A need for 300,000 new dwellings in the Amsterdam
Metropolitan area results in a demand for 15,000

Industry noise (Lden)

1000 metres

Lden between 55 and 60 dB
Lden > 60 dB
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Road vehicle noise (Lden)

1000 metres

Lden between 55 and 60 dB

Lden > 70 dB

Lden between 60 and 70 dB
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BAR BESt hotspots (article under review) - Potential energy exchange
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BAR BESt hotspots (article under review) - Potential energy exchange (zoom)
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•
•

•

•
•

new houses in the Haarlemmermeer. Of these
15,000 dwellings, 10,000 will have to be realized
in new urban settlements and 5,000 within existing
urban areas. For example, in Badhoevedorp 1400
dwellings and additional offices and industry park
will be built up till 2030.
The development of ACT; the new logistics hotspot
next to Schiphol offering 150 hectares for building
activities.
Realization of PrimAviera; energy and resource flow
sustainable greenhouse district with 200 hectares
reserved for new greenhouses and restructuration of
existing greenhouse parcels (140 ha).
Realization of a circular water system which can
store peak loads of water influx (e.g. rainwater or
water from rivers). To reach the demanded capacity,
additional ponds and storage plains are needed.
On top of that, additional purification facilities are
needed in order to clean waste water for agricultural
or ‘grey’ purposes. Furthermore, as the polder is
situated below sea level, saline seepage infiltrates
the freshwater system. Therefore, it is not possible
to dig very deep openings or trenches in the polder’s
surfaces (especially not at the north-western side of
the polder)(Haarlemmermeer, 2012b, pp. 63-68).
Restructuring Badhoevedorp and moving the A9
motorway
Integration of smart energy grids combined with
local renewable energy production (mainly at
buildings), heat and cold exchange networks (e.g.
outcomes from BAR research project) and local
waste water purification plants (Haarlemmermeer,
2012b, pp. 81-85).

Outcomes BAR
Scientists in Delft related to BAR primarily focussed on
essential resource flows in the airport region. The research
conducted by the Climate Design & Sustainability and
Spatial Planning and Strategy chairs mapped different
resource flows ( energy, plastic packaging materials,
wastewater, food and waste) (Geldermans et al., 2014). The
findings from the inventory research were used to define
‘hotspots’ in the Schiphol area where smart couplings
between resource flows can be made. Schuilhoeve coincides
with the BESt energy exchange hotspot, proposing a smart
integration of heat and cold (energy) flows between extensive
heat producers and cold demanders. The research points for
properties of heat and cold flow in the Schuilhoeve vicinity
(quoted from Geldermans, Wandl, Dobbelsteen (2014)) :
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Schiphol may be interested in exchanging energy
flows, but this needs to be part of a clear business
model. Moreover, Schiphol is not so much focused
on the waste heat they produce – and which may
potentially be valorized – but puts the emphasis
on cooling; the cooling demand is significant, for
instance with regards to the heat produced in the
terminals from the daily flux of passengers.
The business zone Elzenhof, neighboring Schiphol
and Badhoevedorp, accommodates datacenter
Terremark. Terremark produces a constant flow of
waste heat and explores options to render this waste
heat useful.
The rivier-duinwaterleiding runs under the north of
Schiphol and may provide a significant and constant
source of cooling – albeit with temperatures that
vary over a year.
In Amsterdam, a city-cooling grid is currently
under development, whilst using deep lakes as point
sources (Nieuwe Meer, Gaasperplas). Nieuwe Meer
borders the BES triangle in the northeast.

Pattern alliances
Reflecting on the current debate on aircraft noise in the
Schiphol area, it is not unthinkable that proposed solutions
will be disputed, especially when large investments are
required. Moreover, some of the design patterns (especially
on the urban morphological level) will last for a very long
time (e.g. street configurations often are static for centuries).
This makes it important that proposed design patterns
contribute to a high quality of the urban area in general,
serving more purposes than noise abatement alone (this is
also an outcome of design case I). Fortunately, mitigations
engineered for aircraft noise seems often to coincide with
solutions proposed by Pötz and Bleuzé (2012) for urban
green-blue grids.
On the following pages, combinations of (aircraft noise
abating) design patterns and coinciding solutions are
presented. These combinations, or ‘alliances’ are first ideas
and will need further research and detailing (referred to as
further research).

In Badhoevedorp a variety of building developments
are foreseen for the near future, every planned
location has a particular energy demand, which
might partly be covered by collective thermal
energy systems centered around a LTH/HTC net.
The figures below display an overview of locations
and energy demand as presented by Nibe for the
Energievisie Badhoevedorp 2012.
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2.1.

Gravel planes & water storage / filtering

Context
Gravel surfaces have open and porous structures enabling
acoustical damping, hence gravel surfaces are used for
similar reasons in water purification plants. Moreover,
within the Haarlemmermeerpolder there is a need for
additional (peak moment) water storage and purification
facilities.
Solution
Gravel surfaces could be combined with water storage
and purification facilities. During night time, air traffic is
concentrated on a limited number of runways at Schiphol
airport. Very little noise is produced, so the gravel boxes
could be used during this period to store or purify water.
Just before dawn, water could be drained from the boxes by
which the pores run dry.
Physical requirements
Biological water purification can be facilitated by helophyte
filters which contain sand layers or gravel pebbles planted
with reeds. Bacteria living in the reed roots treat and purify
infiltrating waste water. The water is spread over a smooth
layer just below the ground level which avoids water to
surface, which would otherwise cause unpleasant odours
or attract birds or animals. Moreover, it is important that
the helophyte filter is separated from the surrounding soil
(managed by clay or concrete layers). Once it has reached
the bottom, a drain pumps the water to other basis or
systems. If the filter is equipped with additional aerating
facilities the filter’s yield can nearly double. Additional
aerated helophyte systems are used at Heatrow (Londen,
United Kingdom) and Orly (Paris, France) airport to treat
antifreeze polluted water from the airport’s runways (Pötz
& Bleuzé, 2012, pp. 145-146).

To prevent the latter from occurring, two restrictions are
needed:
• Keeping the water beneath the top surface (just
making sure no water planes can be surfaced)
managed by fierce and well equipped drainage
facilities.
• Applying vegetation that is unattractive for birds to
forage (e.g. miscanthus which can also be used for
the production of second-generation fuels)
A third requirement is related to the ground surface in the
Haarlemmermeerpolder. It is not possible to make large
trenches or inlets due to the vulnerable soil layer preventing
saline seepage infiltration. It is unlikely that this will affect
gravel boxes (as a maximum depth of two metres is required)
but additional research is still needed on this issue. Boxes
could also be placed partly above ground level.
References
•

Further research
The following elements should be included in further
research:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There are a few concerns related to this pattern. Firstly, the
top layer (approximately 1 – 1.5 metres thick) has to run
dry within an hour. Often, water seeps slowly from pores
between sand particles, negating the noise abating effect.
Secondly, because of safety restrictions, birds or bird
attractors are banned from the airport. Contrary, large water
or swamp areas attract birds which conflict safety policies.

Figure D.1.

D

Heatrow and Orly airport for antifreeze waste water
helophyte filters

Helophyte filters by Potz & Bleuze (2012)
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Relation between time to remove water from pores
and noise abatement
Time needed for water purification
Water purification requirements (vegetation, plants)
and required (highly) porous gravel layer
Aircraft safety when gravel basins are constructed
next to runways (e.g. crash resistivity)
Gravel basins as bird attractors

2.2.

Second skins & photovoltaic cells and heat buffers

Context

Further research

Second skins are relevant to prevent noise penetration to
façades and add conservatories and winter gardens to
dwellings. Though expensive, the second skin could also be
integrated with energy and heat insulating solutions. .

Financial benefits of second skins in combination with
energy and thermic facilities for new buildings

Solution
Students from TU Delft designed second skins in their bid
for Solar 201432 aiming to improve thermal insulation
and stimulate energy production by the façade (integrated
photovoltaic cell). Moreover, due to lower heat requirements
and external energy consumption, the second skins can be
made profitable.
Physical requirements
The project by Pret-a-loger primarily focusses on
restructuration of existing dwellings. Nevertheless, adding
photovoltaic cells and thermic insulation will not affect the
acoustical performances as described in the pattern library
and could therefor go hand in hand.
References
•

32

solar decathlon project TU Delft pret-a-loger

http://www.pretaloger.nl/project/, retrieved at 15 May 2014

Figure D.2. Pret-a-loger proposal
image source: http://www.pretaloger.nl/press/
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2.3.

Source obstacles & amenities and industry facilities

Context
Source obstacles next to motorways are often thin (glass
or concrete) slabs or wall structures. Nevertheless, thin
slabs only abate high frequent noise and are less capable to
abate low frequency noise. For the latter, thicker and wider
dimensioned structures are needed which are, when solely
developed for noise purposes, expensive.
Solution
For this reason it would be more effective if noise barriers
are combined with (noise insensitive) non-residential
buildings. For example in Utrecht (the Netherlands) a noise
barrier is combined with a shopping mall next the A233. De
Ruiter (2005) provides strategies to integrate dwellings
in noise barriers. In the Haarlemmermeer, the large scale
greenhouse reconstruction project (which is currently in the
design and planning pahse) together with findings from the
BAR project related to heat and cold flows could be merged
with noise barriers.

are placed inside such barriers, common dimensions of
greenhouses in the Haarlemmermeer should be considered.
Based on a small review of greenhouses, regular dimensions
are 100x100 or 50x200 metres (based on greenhouses in
Rijsenhout where the PrimaViera project is contemplated).
Regarding data centres, the Terremark datacentre (commonly
referred to in the BAR article by Wandl, Geldermans and
van den Dobbelsteen (2014)) dimensions are 40x100 metres.
Furthermore, thermic transmission losses could be negated
by combing heat producers and heat demanders back-toback. The latter would propagate a planning approach
linking energy producing and demanding programs.
Further research
The following elements should be included in further
research:
•
•
•

Physical requirements

•

For the physical requirements related to this pattern alliance,
from an acoustical stance, the width of a building is of prime
interest which should be wider than 2,7 metres34. Moreover,
when (e.g.) greenhouses (from the PrimaViera project)
33
http://www.vvkh-architecten.nl, retrieved 11 May 2014
34
Based on the formula c = f · λ and the localization of the wave’s
most condensed acoustical energy at ¼λ. This results in 340/32=10,6,
10,63·¼=2,7

Figure D.3. Noise wall with shopping mall next to the A2 motorway
image source: http://www.vvkh-architecten.nl/Site2006/Project.asp?offset=4&project=248&img=1
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Sound scattering by vegetation inside greenhouses
Sound reflecting and absorption by glass slabs and
triangle formed greenhouse shapes
Possibilities
to
integrate
datacentres
and
(greenhouse) agricultural production facilities
Dimensions and area needed for agricultural
production in greenhouses (aside from the
greenhouse itself e.g. logistics and water storage).

2.4.

Soft greens / gravel surfaces & water buffers and improved soil infiltration

Context
In urban areas, paved and tiled surfaces prevent direct
infiltration of (rain) water into the soil. Instead, water is
drained and transported by sewage systems and finally
poured in large water surfaces or purified and re-used.
During heavy rain fall, sewage systems do cannot always
offer the capacity to treat and transport the incoming water
volume. Once a sewage system has reached its limits, rain
water will spoil the public space and in the worst cases even
buildings.
Solution
Porous paving materials such as ‘open paving materials’,
‘gravel, stone chippings and shells’, ‘woodchips and pine
bark’, ‘porous clinkers’ or ‘grass concrete pavers’ are
examples of materials enabling (rain) water to infiltrate the
underlying soil without sewage systems (Pötz & Bleuzé,
2012, pp. 77-79). Furthermore, open and unpaved fields or
meadows within urban areas are regarded as water absorbing
planes (Pötz & Bleuzé, 2012, p. 81). These solutions can be
integrated in both (urban) street pavement and greens.

solutions are a combination of a light sewage system and
water absorbing materialization.
Further research
The following elements should be included in further
research:

Physical requirements

•
•

Water draining capacity of individual soft greenings
and gravel solutions
Time needed to extract water and moisture from
porous surface materials (to determine which
solutions both serves water drainage and noise
absorption most efficiently)

The water draining solutions coincide with aircraft
noise abating patterns as gravel surfaces and soft greens.
Nevertheless, as mentioned in the literature paragraphs
of this thesis, water conflicts with noise abatement which
advocates for solutions which can drain but will not store
water. To facilitate the latter, ‘gravel layers / trenches’ or
‘infiltration boxes and infiltration drains’ might be an
outcome (Pötz & Bleuzé, 2012, pp. 102-103). These two

Figure D.4. Soft greens in courtyard in Culemborg by Potz & Bleuze (2012)
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2.5.

Green facades & soft green roofs & accomodating urban heat

Context
Urban heat islands form a major concern for urban areas
(Pötz & Bleuzé, 2012, p. 238) and is also tangible in the
Amsterdam area (Hoeven & Wandl, 2013, pp. 6-7). Urban
areas can be cooled when the amount of paved surfaces
is reduced and when greening or low-thermal-absorbing
construction materials in included in the design of the city.
Solution
Pötz and Bleuzé (2012) propagate the use of urban green
(façade greening, vegetation, grassy parking lots). Especially
green façades seem to have many benefits (e.g. reducing
the urban heat effect, air purification by absorption of
particulates, noise reduction in source and adjacent canyons
and thermal insulation of the façade) (Pötz & Bleuzé, 2012,
pp. 299-307).
Physical requirements
For green façades, no additional physical requirements
other than those summed in the pattern library hold.
References
•

Green roof program in the city of Zurich, Switserland
(see image below)

Further research
Position in the pattern network

Figure D.5. Green roofs at Zurich airport
image source: http://www.groenblauwenetwerken.com/projects/zurich-switzerland/
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50 metres
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3.

Design - overarching concept

dwellings

thick and wide noise barrier with program

gravel boxes which refract noise

prime auditors: Schuilhoeve

3.3.
3.2.

3.1.
prime noise source: hangars

detailed design proposals
D
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3.1.

Water purifying sound wave refractors

Between the hangars and the design location, strips with
gravel boxes are proposed which refract dispersed sound
waves. The gravel boxes are placed in the grassland at
the Schiphol area. The gravel boxes do not protrude and
therefor meet safety regulations related to height control.
The gravel boxes could be combined with helophyte filters
which are in operation during night-time. Just before dawn,
water inlet is interrupted and the water level will decrease
which dries the gravel sands. So, during day time, the gravel
boxes are noise refractors whilst during night time waste
water treatment plants. The purified water can be stored in
ponds (see next design proposal) or used at Schiphol.

Outside
building

Absorbing planes

II

III

Gravel
surfaces

XX
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Soft greens

XXI

D

3. 2.

A multi-functional noise barrier

The barrier between the housing district and motorway
blocks noise from cars at the m-way and aircrafts at the
maintenance hangars. In this proposal, the barrier is a
50-metres wide structure which can absorb and scatter lowfrequent noise. Inside the barrier, innovative greenhouses
could be combined with data centres which stimulates
efficient heat and cold exchange. Moreover, both facilities
are not noise sensitive so could be exposed to sound pressure
levels above legislated thresholds (>50 dB). Aside from
this greenhouse-data centre combination, a tennis court is
integrated in the barrier to show how leisure facilities could
also be merged in this noise obstacle as well. At the barrier’s

Outside
building

II

D

Source
obstacles

VI

Dwelling’s
shielded facade

IX

rear, a noise ‘shadow zone’ makes it possible to store water
(e.g. purified water from gravel box helophyte filters) which
is sufficiently clean to be processed in greenhouses. The
combination of greening and vegetation makes it possible
to create a park at the banks of the pond which offer public
green to residents.

Green facades

X
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Soft greens

XXI

Curved
roofs

XVI

Low-freq
abating insul.

XVIII

3.3.

Concept housing district

The dwellings are shielded by the noise barrier. Just behind
the noise barrier, water storage ponds collect water and
offer leisure (e.g. park, swimming). The size of the ponds
is less than three hectares in line with regulations related to
birds. As sound waves are often bended and noise abating
effects are negated, the middle zone has acoustical polders
and irregular street patterns in order to scatter noise and
frustrate further propagation. Behind these urban blocks, a
strips of apartment buildings with a park is proposed which
shield detached houses.

Amenities and barriers

apartment buildings as noise barrier combined with parks (or gardens)
200 metres from dwellings to public green

water storage and public green

housing typologies

apartment buildings and detached houses

urban blocks with irregular street patterns

semi-detached houses
noise zones
noise zone which can be shielded by tall (uninterrupted buildings)

3.3.1.

3.3.2.

noise zone where bended sound waves might incident

noise shadow zone

detailed design proposals
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3.3.3.		

Parking facilities

10 metres

Three parking varieties for the urban blocks

Parking beneath the building: in a garage or under apartments
D

Parking in front of dwellings: public
parking lots
242

Parking in the backyards: inside court
yards

A’

A

10 metres

Section A A’

10 metres
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3.3.4.		

Detail street canyon
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4.

Numerical model

So far, little was said about the quantitative noise abatement
facilitated by design patterns. Neither in case studies nor in
the design proposals is clear design patterns contribute to
reduced sound pressure levels in exposed areas.

Polderbaan

Nonetheless, TNO developed a numerical model (GPFE
model) which calculates sound pressure level reduction by
noise scattering or absorption (impedance) of the ground
surface and obstacles between source and auditor. The
following equation is applicable for sound propagation:

In which:
Lp
L
Dgeo
		
Dair
		
Dexcess

of aircraft noise abating solutions. Moreover, the model
illustrates how sound waves are dispersed by obstacles and
irregular and absorbing planes.
Conclusions
The integration of both gravel strips (15 strips of 20 metres
wide) and a barrier of twenty metres high showed the highest
Dexess (19 dB in the model). When the 20-metre-high
barrier is replaced by much lower, typical four-metre-high
motorway fences, Dexcess is between 8 and 9 dB. When only
gravel strips are used, the model shows a Dexcess between 6
and 7 dB. Only a barrier gives Dexcesses outcomes between
2 and 3 for a four-metre-high barrier and between 8 and 9
dB for a twenty-metre-high
barrier.
Polderbaan

sound pressure level at the auditor (in dB)
sound pressure level by the source (in dB)
dispersion of sound waves and therefor
decline of 		
Polderbaan
sound pressure level in dB
atmospheric absorption and reduction of sound 		
pressure level in dB
ground surface reflection and sound wave refraction

Zwanenburgbaan

The model calculates the Dexcess which is related to
materialization of the ground surface (flow resistivity) and
obstacles. The model was used to simulate design principles
Zwanenburgbaan
of case II (gravel strips between hangars and Schuilhoeve
and the noise barrier). In the model, a derivative section
from the design of case II was tested for the following
aspects:

Buiten

45

°

Buitenveldertbaan

•

•
•
•

Effects of gravel strips (20 metres wide squeezed by
strips of 50 metres grassland) between hangars and
the first row of dwellings in case II (distance 2500
metres between source and receptor)
Noise reducing effects of four-metre-high barrier at
the first edge of the case area
Kaagbaan
Noise reducing effects of twenty-metre-high
barrier
at the first edge of the case area
A combination of the previous elements

Aalsmeerbaan
Oostbaan
Figure D.6. Section used in numerical model. Distance between hangars
and Badhoevedorp
south is approximately 2500 metres.
Aalsmeerbaan

The GPFE model anticipates on the following aspects:
•
•
•
•
•

Oostbaan

Kaagbaan

Urban area (buildings)

Noise from run-on operation and engine run-up
(SST noise) with a dominant sound spectrum’s peak
intensity at 32 Hz
A constant (southern) wind force of 3 Beaufort
The source’s altitude is situated at 3,6 metres
The auditor’s altitude is located at 5 metres
The section is situated in the direction highest
sound pressure intensities are ejaculated by aircrafts
(approximately 45° behind the aircraft) .

Kaagbaan

Water surfaces

Oostbaan
Aalsmeerbaan

Moreover, the model is an abstraction of the real situation
and outcomes cannot grant a one-to-one application when the
design would be developed. Moreover, TNO also performs
scale model tests in order to generate more realistic and
accurate simulations. Nevertheless, the model provides first
quantitative data on the sound pressure level reducing effect
245
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5.

Conclusions part d

Part d addressed the last sub research question35. In order
to answer to the last sub research question, two types of
designs were made:
1.

Urban and architectural design proposals for
Toolenburg in Hoofddorp by a workshop
Urban design for Badhoevedorp

•

The design proposals made for Toolenburg were the
outcome of a workshop organized to test the design
patterns by urban planners and designers working for the
municipality of Haarlemmermeer and experienced with
planning and design in the airport region. Toolenburg is a
district in Hoofddorp nearby the Kaagbaan and exposed to
CA noise. The district was developed in the 1990s and will
need reconstruction works during the next decade(s). The
workshop was split in three design rounds, of which each
round focused on a different level of scale (e.g. zooming out
from building to district level). Per round, design proposals
were drawn inspired by design patterns. In total, ten design
patterns were used during the workshop which had been
communicated to participants already before the workshop
and were introduced during the first fifteen minutes in a
presentation explaining aircraft noise, design pattern theory
and the individual design patterns. During the final round,
participants gave feedback on the individual design patterns,
the design pattern theory in relation to aircraft noise issues
and the possibilities to apply the method in the Schiphol
area. The outcomes of the workshop were:

•

2.

•
•

•

•
•
•

Participants reacted positively to spatial design
pattern theory and possibilities to improve urban
design and planning by spatial design patterns
Already from the first round onwards, interesting
combinations between spatial design patterns were
presented and participants even developed new
design patterns (or at least patterns not included
during the workshop) during the design rounds
showing the method inspires and stimulates
designers and planners to come up with suggestions
for new design patterns (adding new information to
the library) and new design combinations.
Participants understood the design pattern theory
but it took at least a round before participants got
skilled and confident in applying the spatial design
patterns
During the introduction examples of spatial design
pattern combinations are helpful for participants to
understand the application of these patterns
Three out of four participants were positive about
the sequence of the design round (first the street
level followed by the district level)
All participants agreed that the spatial design
patterns should be incorporated in a general

approach to upgrade living standards in airport areas
and the quality of urban designs. So, the aircraft
noise abating solutions should always be aligned to
offer more than noise abatement alone.
Participants advised to simplify the information
packages in the spatial design patterns, however
to which extent information can be simplified is a
matter of further research.
There was no consensus among participants about
how design patterns could be used in governance
arrangements and if the methodology can be
understood and used by anyone which is a matter of
further research.

The second case addressed an urban design proposal
for Badhoevedorp-south (Schuilhoeve). This location
is exposed to SST noise primarily from aircrafts in
maintenance hangars at Schiphol. This location is very
suitable to test the spatial design patterns because it will be
developed in practice, and faces difficulties with SST noise,
(first design proposals are rejected by the Dutch Council
of State). Aside from aircraft noise, the site will also be
exposed to road traffic noise from the future A9 motorway
which will constructed at Badhoevedorp’s southern edge.
Furthermore, the design tries to incorporate results from the
BAR project and development visions by the municipality
of Haarlemmermeer. From the BAR project, heat and cold
thermal flows could be exchanged at the site’s location while
from the municipality’s vision the proposal for 140 hectares
of green houses, new dwellings- and water storage and
purification demands were used as design objectives. The
first stage of the design process was the abstract translation
of spatial design patterns to a site specific design. This
resulted in four zones:

35
In what ways could the spatial design patterns be applied in two
design cases in the Schiphol region in order to:
•
generate a group design with planners and designers working in
the vicinity of Schiphol to test the design patterns?
•
generate a design which outcomes can be modelled to test the
noise reduction enabled by the design patterns?
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1.

a zone with noise absorbing materials (planes)
between hangars and the design location
• pattern(s): absorbing planes, gravel surfaces

2.

a 100 metre-wide noise shadow zone between a
(tall) noise barrier and the first dwellings with water
storage ponds and (semi) detached houses
• pattern(s): source obstacles (barrier)

3.

an area with narrow streets and urban blocks aiming
to scatter and absorb indirect sound waves
• pattern(s): street w/h ratio, irregular street
patterns, acoustical polders, a dwelling’s
shielded façade

4.

a zone with a park and (semi) detached houses
connecting the existing urban fabric of Badhoevedorp
and the site
• pattern(s): accessible greens

D

After the concept phase, the design was detailed and reshaped through iterative (creative) processes from which
the following conclusions can be drawn:
1.
2.

In some situations patterns have to be used less
strict: e.g. when room is needed for parking lots the
w/h ratio should be widened
Each level of scale including 1:100 and 1:50 offered
new possibilities for the integration of spatial design
patterns: e.g. materialization of pavement and
façades. Thus an integrated scale transcending design
approach can be helpful to show and understand
how spatial design pattern can be applied.

Because it will be more legitimate to use aircraft noise
abating solutions that also address other issues in the built
environment (e.g. water and energy issues), it was studied
how spatial design pattern could serve multiple purposes.
Such pattern alliances addresses concerns related to water
management, water purification, sustainable building
demands, heat and cold flows and urban heat islands.
Finally, the design proposal for Badhoevedorp was tested
in the GPFE model. The numerical models derived from
the GPFE model give a first indication about possible
attenuation excess (Dexcess) by two elements in the design
proposal: a noise barriers and gravel strips. The section
tested in the GPFE model was the sound wave dominant
transmission direction tested for the 32 Hz octave band. For
the design proposal, it can be concluded that both a high
barrier and gravel strip might abate SST noise (at 32 Hz
and wind direction south, force 3 Beaufort). Moreover,
it can be challenged whether the zone with irregular and
narrow streets is necessary if such a high barrier fences
the hinterland and seems to reflect incident sound waves
towards the sky which shields a much wider area than only
the first one hundred metres behind the wall construction.
Though, when a lower wall is proposed, the narrow streets in
an irregular pattern might be a good addition. Furthermore,
placing gravel strips in between asphalt roads at the airport
ground would be unnecessary when a tall uninterrupted wall
could be placed shielding Schuilhoeve. Thus, the model
indicates spatial design pattern embedded in the second
design proposal contribute to fierce (SST) aircraft noise
abatement.
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1.

Research conclusions

This thesis and graduation research focused on the question:
‘How could aircraft noise abating solutions be
used to develop spatial design patterns, and how could
these patterns be applied and tested in (design) cases
in the Schiphol area?’
In order to answer this research question, in total six sub
research questions36 were defined all contributing to a final
answer. The first two sub research questions are related to
aircraft noise abating solutions, the third, fourth and fifth to
spatial design patterns while the sixth (but also the fourth)
to the design application and tests.
A series of thirty-five aircraft noise abating solutions
was developed which (for CA and SST noise) which are
converted to spatial design pattern supported by theory
on (design) pattern languages. Pattern languages were
first introduced in the late 1970s by Alexander and have
been applied in various disciplines since. Recently, design
patterns were used to convert technical information to
a system which enables designers and planners to use
technical solutions in design proposals. Moreover, design
patterns will also be used by the Better Airport regions
project to convert technical information for designers and
planners in the Schiphol area. For this reason, the aircraft
noise abating solutions are turned into twenty-four generic
spatial design patterns applicable in airport regions. Design
patterns, as introduced by Alexander, are not related to a
specific context. However, as this research focuses on the
Schiphol area, sole generic patterns should be applied as well
or indicate how and where design pattern can be applied.
For this reason, each design pattern have maps showing
where the pattern can be applied attached. These location
specific maps are based on outcomes from sub questions
three and four and if the generic design patterns are used
for other airport regions, location specific maps will have
to be made which can be based on the methodology used
in sub question three and four. At least maps for incidental
and average sound pressure levels are needed to draw these
maps combined with information on runway management
36

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

in order to localize potentially SST and CA noise exposed
areas. Furthermore, safety legislation might be forced upon
airport areas restricting e.g. building heights and urban
program. Thus, aircraft noise abating solutions can be used
to developed spatial design patterns by:
1.
2.

Generic design patterns in which the information is
enclosed
Location specific application maps of spatial design
patterns for CA and SST noise

The second part of the research question relates to application
and tests of the spatial design patterns in the Schiphol area.
In order to understand the existing urban configuration and
to make future design proposals, it is needed to analyse how
(and if) a design location already has aircraft noise abating
solutions in its design. For this reason, an analyse method
was developed which aims to provide three elements:
•
•
•

Providing visual representations of the analysed area
Indicating and localizing solutions
Indicating foreseen effects of the solutions

These elements can be used to analyse design locations in
the vicinity of airports. However, at this moment the third
element can also be reasoned qualitatively (noise abating
effects of individual aircraft noise abating solutions cannot
be quantified) as there are no numerical models which can
provide this information accurately yet. In this graduation
research, two design locations in the Schiphol area were
analysed and showed little aircraft noise abating solutions
are tangible at these design locations.
Aside from the outcomes of these analyses, spatial design
patterns were tested in a workshop with designer and
planners working the Schiphol area and applied in a design
proposal for Badhoeveddorp. The workshop addressed
a case in which design proposals had to responds on CA
noise while in Badhoevedorp SST noise was a constraint.
The outcomes of the design case in Badhoevedorp were
modelled in a GPFE model. From these design cases the
following conclusions can be drawn:

What is (aircraft) noise, what are similarities between other
traffic noise typologies and aircraft noise and how are airport
regions airport regions currently designed related to aircraft
noise?
Which spatial aircraft noise abating solutions can attenuate
aircraft noise in the vicinity of airports?
Which areas located in the vicinity of Schiphol are exposed to
aircraft noise and safety legislation regarding sound pressure
levels and different typologies of aircraft noise?
How could airport regions in general, and the Schiphol area in
particular, be analysed for its aircraft noise abating (spatial)
properties?
How can design pattern theories be used to develop spatial
design patterns, and be used to convert aircraft noise abating
solutions to such patterns?
In what ways could the spatial design patterns be applied in two
design cases in the Schiphol region in order to:
•
generate a group design with planners and designers working
in the vicinity of Schiphol to test the design patterns?
•
generate a design which outcomes can be modelled to test
the noise reduction enabled by the design patterns?
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Spatial design patterns can be used by planners and
designers working in the Schiphol area
Spatial design pattern could be used to embed
aircraft noise issues in spatial design proposals in
the Schiphol area
It is suggested to simplify the spatial design patterns
in order to enable planners and designers to work
with such patterns more easily
Spatial design patterns should be embedded in a
general approach to improve urban quality and
increase living standards in airport regions which
means spatial design patterns should provide benefits
and solutions for issues beyond aircraft noise
Spatial design patterns might be used for water and
energy related issues as well
Spatial design patterns as used in the Badhoeveddorp
E

case contribute to significant SST noise abatement
based on outcomes of the GPFE model
Concluding, first research indicates spatial design patterns
are applicable in the Schiphol area by planners and designers.
Moreover design proposals can be tested by GPFE models
showing a significant reduction of sound pressure levels
enabled by a combination of spatial design patterns.

E
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2.

Reflection and evaluation

In this chapter I will reflect on the graduation research
project and process. As for this graduation project tangible
data and data comparison was essential, per part I will reflect
on the methodology, data collection and results. Moreover,
I will reflect on the research process per part either, in
order to reflect on steps taken and difficulties faced. First
I will reflect on the general research process and problem
statements, research questions and relevance.
General process
The graduation project started in September and was
challenging from the start. Especially at the beginning, it
was difficult to match the CME and Urbanism graduation
proposals. Besides little information on aircraft noise in
relation to the spatial environment was available which made
it hard to control and plan the research. Consults at TNO
(Casper Bosschaardt), NLR (Dick Bergmans), TU Delft
(Martin Tenpierik), TU Eindhoven (Maarten Hornickx) and
the municipality (Bart de Jong, Femke Sandberg-van der
Zijpp, Joost van Faassen) were informative and inspiring
to understand the limits of (aircraft) noise research and
information which was available within this domain (in
relation to the spatial environment). Moreover, these
consults directed me to very use able sources (books on
aircraft’s sound spectrums, applied acoustics, numerical
models) but also made me disentangle my own thoughts
and research ideas and made me realize not to lose myself
in details irrelevant for urban and architectural designers.
After the major literature part was written, for the translation
of literature into design patterns, support from Egbert, and
literature Egbert referred to was essential to understand and
grasp the Alexandrine pattern theory better. Just before the
P2 presentations, Egbert was accompanied by Frank who
sharpened the contours of the research by requesting the
basics of the research: why is this research needed, do you
propose dwellings next to runways and why should housing
demands not be realized in Amsterdam-north (and so on).
Overall, P2 was not a tipping point but rather a moment to
scale down expectations (regarding the two design cases)
and I got fruitful input regarding a workshop (incepted by
Egbert) to test the methodology. A real tipping point was
somewhere between P2 and P3 when I had to shift from
(noise and pattern) theory to design. At that moment, I had
simply no idea where to start and feedback from Egbert and
Frank who suggested to draw maps plotting interventions at
a regional level of scale. I believe this meeting was rather
essential as it made me decide to create application maps
per pattern. The final decision to organize a workshop was
made somewhere early April at the moment I realized it was
a bridge to far to make two individual design proposals.
Furthermore, the idea to model a section at TNO (GPFE
model) was already proposed during P1, but for a very long
period of time I was not sure whether I would be able to
run these tests (little experience with Matlab programming).
Support and feedback from Egbert and Frank convinced me
to re-contact TNO for these tests and fortunately, Casper
Bosschaardt was extremely helpful and offered to alter the
model and insert the data.

Overall I assume the graduation process as a bumpy ride.
Although the basic framework was clear during P1 (except
for the research questions), and nearly all steps proposed
at the P1 were taken, still the process feels very iterative.
Looking back, the elements depicted in the P1 and P2 feel
like anchorages but between these spots, the process is
somehow more blurred.
Problem statement, research questions, relevance
I think that the problem statement, which was rather
complete just before P2 gives a good introduction to the
complexity of the problem. Nevertheless, I think the problem
statement focusses hardly on intangible elements of aircraft
noise hindrance (individual perception of noise) which can
be related to the clear quantitative scope of part A. So, the
problem statement is correct, but does already narrow down
the problem’s complexity (which is often done in research).
The research questions built upon the problem statement
and are rooted in this tangible perception of aircraft noise.
I think the questions embraces the tangible spectrum of
aircraft noise, and for this moment only this tangible
approach is sufficient. About the relevance; I remember that
friends proposed a better solutions for the problem: ear pins.
Hence, ear pins are not a real solution and won’t improve
the quality of living in airport regions. However, the latter
is a mere intangible reaction to the ear pin solution which
also exposes one of the weaker points in the research: the
reason to set up the research is to improve living standards
and reduce annoyance (rather intangible elements) by hardcore focusing on tangible elements (sound pressure levels).
The question may arise if it would be better to perform more
research on psychological and cognitive elements of aircraft
noise first before proposing abating solutions. Nevertheless,
tangible solutions could be helpful for both tangible
elements ( reduction in dB’s) and decision making processes
(intangible) related to aircraft noise (the latter element will
be forwarded to the CME thesis). As such tangible solutions
were not available, I believe it is a good start for further
tangible and intangible research to start addressing tangible
elements of aircraft noise as I did in the thesis.
Finally, the research questions were changed sharpened
between P4 and P5. Between P2 and P4, the central research
question was:
‘In what way can aircraft noise abating solutions
for the spatial environment be used by designers and
planners operating in airport regions and how can these
be applied in the Schiphol area?’
This research question did not fully embody the content
of the research. Although to me it was clear what the
relationship between design patterns, analysis methods and
literature study where, the logic was not clear to external
readers. For this reason, I decided to move a small part of
the design pattern introduction to the general introduction in
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order to make clear a design ‘instrument’ for spatial planners
and designers would be facilitated by design pattern theory.
Reflecting on this process, I think it would have been better
to re-examine the research question(s) earlier in the process.
As the research question, together with the methodology, is
essential for the (graduation) research project (and scientific
research in general), it is risky to alter research questions or
methodology during the last stage of the project.
Part A
The literature study in part a is (to my opinion) executed
carefully, and I really did my best to draw conclusions with
care and in detail. For instance, noise has a logarithmical
scale graphs deviate from reality. Furthermore, plenty of
units of measurement are used side by side (e.g. Lden,
Lnight, L, L(A)) so carefulness is essential. For the sound
spectrums of aircrafts; this part is good and relevant but
can be customized to the Schiphol situation better. For
instance, NLR plotted aircraft varieties and altitude for
a proposal at Amstelveen (for descending aircrafts at the
Aalsmeerbaan) which gives a more detailed and precise
idea of the effects of solutions. Nevertheless, this would be
too time consuming and as literature provide generic sound
spectrums for aircrafts related to the m-factor, I believe for
this research the information fits its purpose. Moreover,
the conclusions from the aircraft’s sound spectrum analysis
reflects especially on the division between low-frequent and
high-frequent noise prevailing in these sound spectrums
which probably will not change when more in-depth studies
are performed. For this reason I think the SST and CA noise
clusters is sufficient. The division between direct and indirect
sound is sufficient for this moment, but it is very pity it is
not possible to indicate the quantitative reduction facilitated
by abating solutions. So, the thirty-four findings should
be tested through numerical models to really state if these
solutions could be applied for direct or indirect noise. At this
moment, such numerical models do not exist yet (except for
SST noise). Concluding, I think that the literature study was
performed and documented good enough and provides food
for thought and further research. Moreover, the underlying
idea have always been to find solutions which in the end
can be applied by designers and planners. Therefore it is
essential to isolate only those elements which are relevant
for this purpose and not the very details.
Finally, the methodology (literature study, explorative
research) was the only method possible as numerical models
are not available.
Part B
Part b is the first connection between the Schiphol area,
sound pressure levels, aircraft noise and maps. The
data used for part b was all information available at this
moment (NOMOS, LIB, LVB, literature study). Moreover,
meteorological fluctuations are not included which can alter
the maps. I think more precise research is needed to map
E

the incidental sound pressure levels in runway’s and flight
path’s surrounding area which are now based on literature
and schematic models. Nevertheless, the NOMOS data
provides similar sound pressure levels which show that the
used method is correct but still can be optimized.
The case study research is more disputable to my opinion.
I have tried to find a method to index the current Schiphol
area but this wasn’t easy. Firstly, I only used a survey table
and the three layer approach (vegetation, building structure
and infrastructure) but this didn’t provide satisfying and
vast outcomes. Advised by Frank, the three layer approach
was turned into a complete decomposition of spatial
elements followed by the assemblage of non-aircraft
abating and aircraft abating elements in two illustrations.
Nevertheless, this does not show whether elements really
contribute to noise abatement. Finally I decided to study
the combination of all maps and information combined
(assemblage maps, survey table, public versus private
ownership and ground surface occupation). I assumed this
would give a better indication for an analysis area’s aircraft
noise abating performances. However, what is missing is
a clear indication what the effects of individual elements
are. This can only be derived from (numerical) models, and
exactly these models are not available yet. Thus, I believe
the case studies do answer the sub research question related
to the case study research, but the outcomes are not fully
satisfying. In future research I suggest to plot the elements
included in the case study by numerical models in order to
calculate the individual elements contribution to the total
noise abatement. Moreover, maybe I spend too little time
rethinking the analysis methodology before I started with
the analyses. Reflecting on the cases selected; I believe
the areas are relevant as a variety of building traditions
is integrated in the case studies. Furthermore, the first
idea was to select four areas (including Aalsmeer as well)
but when I realized this would be too time consuming, I
dropped Aalsmeer (which has a more tradition rural urban
structure) and focused on Hoofddorp, Badhoevedorp and
Buitenveldert. Time constraints also made me decide to
scale down the number of focus areas in Hoofddorp which
explains why Badhoevedorp has three locations compared
to one in Hoofddorp. The locations within Buitenveldert,
Badhoevedorp and Hoofddorp were selected highly random
and partly based on the urban morphology (and their
positions within a range of two kilometres to a runway). The
edges of each case study stamp were selected completely
random which could be criticized.
Part C
In part c, information from part a and b was combined
orchestrated by the design pattern language theory. In the
beginning it felt rather unsatisfying to start with a theory
without first having introduced a wider range of (design)
methodologies for urban designers and planners. In fact,
I used backward reasoning to argue why pattern language
theory is a proper strategy to convert noise abating solutions
to design tools. In the end, information which was first
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included in the introduction of part c was moved to the
general introduction which gives a more natural and logical
image of design patterns and its role in this thesis.
The methodological introduction cumulates in the design
pattern library in which also information from part a and
b (including maps) is integrated. The pattern language
developed for aircraft noise and the spatial environment is
not a mere linear translation of part a and b to design patterns
but also contains iterative steps and design elements. In fact,
the original thirty-four solutions are slimmed to twenty-four
pattern which means solutions are combined or somehow
twisted. Other designers might have made different choices
in the composition and arrangement of design patterns.
However, I believe the pattern library includes the wide
variety of solutions as presented in part a, but also bridges
theoretical solutions and spatial maps. Finally, I believe the
last chapter of part c (pattern network and clusters) could
provide inspiration for designers and planners opting to
work with this patterns. A minor point of concern related to
the pattern library (and based on the workshop in part c) is
the size of the individual patterns. When professional would
decide to use the method in their daily practice, the patterns
should be sized down and texts less academic.

Finally, the inclusion of the GPFE model was very
informative for the design’s abating effect but also provided
information on sound waves dispersion. However, the model
is a simplification of reality and also provides information
for one particular section.

Part D
Personally, I consider part d as the design and testing phase
of the graduation research. First of all, I am very grateful for
Egbert’s advice to organize a workshop instead of making
an individual design proposal for Toolenburg. About
this workshop, outcomes are disputable as only a small
number of planners and designers attended the workshop.
Moreover, the patterns where simplified in order to make
the design patterns understandable for this workshop (we
only had two hours). I would recommend this simplification
step for further workshops as well. Nonetheless, this
simplification will probably also be needed when the
pattern language would be adopted by the municipality of
Haarlemmermeer. Personally, I think strong conclusions
about the strategy’s applicability cannot be derived from one
workshop / consultation round with only four professionals.
Nonetheless, the first positive outcomes might be regarded
as a stimulus to continue organizing such sessions.
The individual design is primarily a case study studying
the inclusion of design patterns in a design proposal. I
tried to combine outcomes from BAR and municipal plans
in order to provide pattern alliances and to depoliticize
aircraft noise abating mitigations. Aside from the abating
effect, I think the design also has other qualities and could
generate pleasant areas to live and work. From that stance,
the design indicates aircraft abating solutions can generate
interesting and playful results. On top of that, the test runs
from the GPFE model indicate there might be an overload
of noise mitigating solutions in the design proposal which
(logically) would result in less stricter rules for the design
and arrangement of the urban blocks just behind the noise
barrier.
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3.

Recommendations to the municipality of Haarlemmermeer

The research was performed for the municipality of
Haarlemmermeer and in particular planners, designers and
policy makers working for the municipality. As Schiphol
is dwelled inside the municipal borders, Haarlemmermeer
has both benefits and burdens from the airport. Based
on findings from the research performed, the following
recommendations are applicable for designers, planners
and policy makers operating in the Schiphol area, and the
Haarlemmermeer in particular.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

E

6.

Formalize noise abating solutions as design
requirements. The pattern library could function
as a cornerstone for such requirements, though
the patterns in itself should be simplified. Hence,
noise abating solutions should also be included in
municipal visions and ambitions in order to indicate
design boundaries on a higher level of scale for
designers and planners.
When working with noise abating design patterns,
the patterns designed in this research should be
simplified for daily use. However, in order to secure
the physical understanding of noise in general,
and aircraft noise abating solutions in particular,
it is recommended to train a few employees with a
(mathematical or technical) science background in
the principal ideas behind the noise abating patterns.
Grant a consortium of research institutes the brief
to design and develop numerical models (rooted
in further research) to simulate spatial mitigations
and effects of spatial mitigations on sound waves
dispersed by aircrafts. In order to leverage expenses
and to gain full embodied support, the airport
(Schiphol group) and a wider group of (municipal
and national) governments could be allied to this
project.
Stimulate further research onto aircraft noise abating
solutions in general. The mitigations as presented in
this research are not tested yet, and represent only a
small number of possible solutions (tip of the iceberg).
Research in the fields of building engineering
/ physics, material sciences, urban physics and
simulations but also governance and product
design could contribute to further understanding of
noise abatement by the built environment. As the
municipality of Haarlemmermeer and Schiphol are
not the only parties dealing with this issue, it would
be recommended to involve European partners in
such research projects (e.g. London borough of
Hillingdon and Heathrow airport, Frankfurt am
Main and Frankfurt airport).
Embed the aircraft noise abating solutions in wider
considerations and approaches to improve the built
environment. As recommended by designers and
planners working for the municipality, the solutions
(and thereby patterns) should always be beneficial
for the common good and propose solutions for other
(environmental) issues as well. As this moment,
suggestions for five pattern alliances have made, but
are more combinations possible (which all still have
256

to be tested).
Related to point 6, the municipality has ambitions
to develop ‘testing grounds’ (proeftuinen, zie
structuurvisie gemeente Haarlemmermeer) which
could be used to test building physical sound pressure
level reducing mitigations. From this stance, the
municipal ambitions could be used for science and
technology development. The municipality, and the
Schiphol region in general has the possibility to
become frontrunners on the (worldwide relevant)
issue of aircraft noise abatement and urban planning
and design.

4.

Recommendations for further research
1.

First of all, development of adequate numerical
models is needed to test the effects of individual
aircraft noise abating mitigations. At this moment,
as showed in the research, models to simulate SST
noise (GPFE models) are available. According to
information from an aerospace engineering trained
colleague at the municipality, models to simulate
noise propagation from flying objects (Rotor noise
model by NASA and Integrated/International noise
model by NLR) can calculated sound pressure levels
at the ground level. These model could be altered
or used as basis for models able to simulate spatial
objects and properties of materials. Moreover,
reasonably, at least the following parameters should
be integrated in models:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Wind direction and fluctuations
Atmospheric temperature gradients
Possibility to calculate percentages of direct and
indirect noise on the total sound pressure level
at an auditor’s position
Possibility to move and alter object and materials
Regarding materials: flow resistivity or
absorption coefficient per octave band and angle
of dominant sound incidence should be inserted
Direction and intensity of hemispherical sound
dispersion by aircraft engines for different
aircraft varieties
Flight path and altitude of aircrafts

2.

Development of new varieties of noise abating (or
absorbing) materials and building elements.

3.

Research on the extent of design pattern simplification:
how much abstraction and simplification is needed
to work with design patterns in practice and what are
the limits (related to quality and physical content) of
(aircraft noise) design pattern simplification.

4.

Research on the applicability of (aircraft) noise
abating solutions for noise transcending issues (e.g.
water purification, energy see part d).

5.

Research on the relation between noise abating
urban configurations (e.g. irregular street patterns,
acoustical polders) and other benefits of these urban
(large scale) design principles (e.g. space syntax
theories).

6.

Development of new products (e.g. street
pavement with Helmholtz resonators or deducing
sound source) for the urban area to reduce noise
hindrance perceived (both tangible and intangible or
psychological).

7.

Research on the (noise
individual noise abating
Bucur (2006) describes in
are perceived as ‘better

elements compared to (concrete or brick) noise
barriers while sound pressure levels are higher for
green walls compared to solid noise barriers. This
example coincides with findings from research
performed by Öhrström, Skånberg, Svensson (2006)
on the relation between noise annoyance and distance
from dwellings to public green. Though sound
pressure levels are still high, greening provides
relaxations and have de-stressing effects on humans.
8.

Governance strategies for implementation of
(noise abating) pattern languages in the spatial
environment. For example, in research performed
by scientists from Erasmus University residents
are more pleased with living districts when they
are offered to participate in the (developing)
decision making processes (Edelenbos & Klijn,
2005). Basically, pattern language have the ability
to stimulate open design processes (and offer room
to create new patterns) which might be helpful to
involve local residents in disputes related to aircraft
noise in the Schiphol area.

reducing) perception of
solutions. For example,
his book that green walls
or equal’ noise abating
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1.

Appendices research introduction - research methodology

Explorative research
According to Christiaans, Fraaij, Graaff and Hendrinks
(2004), explorative research is research aiming to provide a
first framework of possible solutions before deeper (often)
quantitative research can be conducted. Sub question 1
and 2 are related to physical properties of noise dispersion
and aircraft noise. Explorative research is an appropriate
form to create an overview of solutions derived from
other related fields of research. The next step would be to
develop a numerical model to perform research aiming to
find the explicit attenuation of solutions proposed but this
step is excluded from the research scope. The first step is to
provide an overview of all literature related to traffic noise
attenuation available. The second step is to compare the
noise sources used in literature with aircraft noise. The final
steps is to compare whether solutions provided by literature
are applicable for aircrafts noise or under which conditions.
Besides, also future developments in the Schiphol area will
be included in the research. For this matter, scenarios plans
made for the region and local communities in the area will
be included and used for the designs.
Techniques
For sub question 1 and 2 the basis is literature
provided by handbooks and papers. The literature review
is assessed by a framework developed to compare noise
produced by (mainly) vehicle road traffic and aircrafts. For
sub question 2, also a small literature review concerning the
pattern theory by Alexander et al. (1977). Scenario planning
as technique will also be included in the research in which
literature on scenario planning will provide an important
framework (Hulsbergen & Graaf, 2002; Manzini & Jégou,
2000). For the scenario planning, also the inclusion of
uncertainty will be an important focus point. On top of
that, life cycles of structures in the object related to future
development of aviation will be shortly described and used
as input for the design examples.
Descriptive research
According to Wendelien Lans and Theo van der Voordt,
descriptive research is research enabling designers to
understand the context of their project (Lans & Voordt, 2002).
They state that ‘descriptive research is making inventories’
with objectivity as one of the main characteristics.
Descriptive research is needed to understand the context of
the Schiphol area before the design proposals can be made.
Descriptive research will be needed to answer sub question
three and especially four. Concerning sub question 3, the
second phrase of the question has both an descriptive and
explorative aspect. First the urban morphology, architecture
and materialization will be described as objective as possible
while secondly the outcomes from sub question 1 and 2 will
be projected on the selected areas. This projection will (of
course) be done carefully and objective but an evaluation
always addresses conclusions and specific focus points.
This combination of descriptive and explorative research
is named ‘case study research’ by Christaans et al. (2004).

The outcomes of the BAR (Better Airport Regions) project
will also be presented as descriptive research (as far as no
changes in the outcomes are allowed) after which they are
used for the design research.
Techniques
For the descriptive research, the layer research
technique will be used in which several layers of a specific
area are studied for networks available and transformations
which took place. This requires both historical research
by maps and records together with updated maps from the
municipalities (policy documents ) and local authorities
needed. Data provided by local and national statistics
institutes presents an overview of social and economic
structures. Finally, ecological structures (and soil
conditions) can be derived from local governments and
nature preservation organisations. Data from the BAR
will be obtained from researchers (Alex Wandl) involved
in the project when first conclusions are drawn, which is
scheduled for mid-January 2014.
Case study research
Case study research, or more precisely ‘explorative
cases studies’ aim to give an in-depth analyses of the
research topic (Christiaans et al., 2004, p. 240). The indepth exploration of the urban morphology, architecture and
materialization of the Schiphol area compared to findings
from the explorative research for sub question 1 and 2
can give a better understanding which noise attenuating
structures and objects are available and which are missing.
Design research
According to de Jong and van Duin, design research is an
attempt by designers to compare and underpin their design
with other design and to learn and optimize by an iterative
process (Taeke de Jong & Duin, 2002). In the graduation
research not only the design for the two samples in the
Schiphol area is regarded as such design research but also
the preparation of the tool library. The tools in the library
will be based on the pattern language theory developed at
the Centre for Environmental Structure UC Berkeley in the
1970s (C. Alexander et al., 1977). Although the creation of
a pattern language (in fact a syntax) is not a different design
process than for instance the design of a building and is
partly based on underlying theory, personal interpretation of
urban fabrics as the combination and separation of particular
elements of the urban fabrics is a form of design either.
Therefore, the design of pattern based on findings from the
explorative research is regarded as design research.
The cases were selected in the vicinity of runways. All
cases are located in a range of five kilometres from the
runways which are often in operation. Secondly, the case
study areas are situated at all four directions of the airport
and in different municipalities. The places were selected
randomized, only requirement was that urban settlements
were available.
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For the design locations, two areas dealing with different
properties of aircraft noise were selected. The two typologies
or cluster of noise varieties used in the research (stationary,
starting and taxiing aircrafts and crossing aircrafts) are
available on each of these locations. Floriande is an area
build on the edge of the noise contour without any noise
adapting measures. Daily, twenty aircraft cross the area
causing complaints from local residents. The quarter was
constructed almost ten years ago.
Badhoevedorp south is currently an agricultural area. The
municipality of Haarlemmermeer made plans for (large
scale) housing development in the area of which revenues
will be used to invest in the new A9 motorway. However,
the maintenance hangars of Schiphol is located at the border
of Badhoevedorp, ejaculating noise with high intensities of
low-frequent noise waves.
Techniques
For the design research primarily techniques such
as (computer aided) drawing and modelling will be used to
support the iterative process.
Modelling / Mathematical research
The numerical model, used to test the design on a location
with low-frequency noise is a form of system modelling
(Taeke de Jong & Graaf, 2002). The system model tests
briefly the effect noise dispersion when barriers (buildings)
are placed between a noise source and receiver.
Techniques
The GPFE model was developed by TNO for tests
on the attenuating effect of the acoustic ridges between the
Polderbaan and the city of Hoofddorp. The GPFE model
was used previously by students from the department
of Civil Engineering and Geosciences, section Building
Engineering to test solutions designed for a noise barrier
including program. The GPFE has the ability to test noise
dispersion when placing barriers by cutting sections from a
particular area. The model is written for stationary aircraft,
accelerating before taking off and thereby producing high
intensities of low-frequent noise. The model is written in
matlab, urging for additional classes in the basics of matlab.
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2.

Appendices part a - physical laws

( )

(

)

Mass law

Fresnel equation

In practice, often multi-layered construction elements are
used, or additional mass is added. To calculate the reduction
in dB of such single wall structures, the following formula
can be used (Linden et al., 2006, p. 167):

The Fresnel equation is related to the basics of Meakawa
and defines the numerical damping
√ of a vertical fence per
octave band. So, when the transmission path is defined by
Meakawa equations, the Fresnel rate can be calculated by
(Martin, 2008, p. 58):

( )

In which:
R
m
f		

(

)

In which:

= sound attenuation of the façade in dB
= mass of the façade in kg/m2
= frequency in Hz

√

The formula shows the relationship between mass, frequency
and sound attenuation of a façade structure. However, for
low-frequency noise waves the mass effect is less effective
than for high frequencies. On top of that coincidence dips
can reduce the effectiveness of façade immensely.
Helmholtz resonator( )

(

)

The general equation for the frequency at which a resonator
is forced to vibrate:

√

In which:
v
A
l
V

=
=
=
=

λ
f
c

( )

(

)

= wave length (m)
= mid frequency per octave band (Hz)
= speed of sound (340
√ m /s)

The figure below shows the relation between N and the
insertion loss facilitated by a vertical fence
Coincidence
The equation the calculate at which frequencies coincidence
negates the abating effects of wall structures is:

In which:
fg = material specific constant in Hz · mm
d = thickness of material or slab (mm)

speed of sound (340 m/s)
surface of the opening at the top (m2)
length of the tube or neck
volume inside the Helmholtz resonator in m3

Figure F.1. N number and insertion losses
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N

100 metres

F

dominant CA noise direction
(Buitenveldertbaan)
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3.

Appendices part b - case study analysis Buitenveldert

Buitenveldert is a fusion of the high-rise (primium) business
location next to Amsterdam-Zuid railway station and the A10
motorway, and the typical post-war modernistic architecture
in the south. This sample contains a substantial amount of
infrastructure (including railway tracks and motorways) and
non-specified public greens and water surfaces. Moreover,
the dense built business district Zuidas has large skycrapers
of which some are taller than a 100 metres.

best acoustic material). Some buildings have balconies
designated for to access the houses. The ground surfaces are
mostly covered with grasslands including tree vegetation
and in some cases water.

Starting from the upper north, it can be noticed that a small
tree belt between road and office buildings was placed to
frustrate sound propagation towards the offices. In the office
district, the w/h ratio is smaller than 1. Moreover, the office
blocks function as a noise barrier shielding inner streets
and the hinterland from vehicle noise (caused by the A10).
Reflecting on the façade materials, obviously the buildings
are not designed to absorb or scatter noise (flat and smooth
glass facades). The modernist apartment buildings in lower
south form an uninterrupted wall towards the roads although
the facades are constructed from brick surfaces (not the

ground surface covered with aircraft noise abating
solutions derived from part A of this research thesis.

total surface research area:
average building height:		

490,000 m2
12 - 100 > metres

built up area:			
water surface:			
pavement (public):		
pavement (private):		
grass land			
gravel field			
(infrastructural gravel)		
mixed vegetation			
tree vegetation coverage		

76,500
37,000
121,000
31,000
103,000
0
36,000
79,000
6,500

m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2
m2

ground surface occupations of total research area
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Woodland
covering (cut
trees and mulch)

Vegetation and water surfaces

Vacant parcels
covered with
lush vegetation
and sharp sand

Soccer fields

Maintained
lawns in between
apartment
buildings

Crop field
Water
Tree belt
Grass field
Mulch

Square with
concrete and
cement tiles

Road and pavement surfaces

Hard street
surfaces
Hard paved
surfaces

Railroads with
rock gravel
substratum

Cycle or
ped. paths
M-way
Railroad
gravel

Urban morphology
Office buildings
with irregular
road structure
and sound
barrier function
(sound waves are
scattered).

F

N

Apartment
buildings
with flat roof
structures

Eight-floorhigh apartment
building acting
as barrier

100 metres
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Non-aircraft noise abating elements

Aircraft noise abating elements

N

100 metres
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Urban planning and
morphology
Barriers

yes (office and apartment buildings)

W/H ratio

>1

Building height

Most 15 metres, office and hospital
buildings can range between 30 and
105 metres

Roof top shape

Flat

Acoustical polders

none

Vegetation sorts

birch, populus, bushes with high
visibility

Vicinity to public green (ratio
of <200 metres)

Yes

Vegetation belts

Small 10-metres wide belts between
m-way and office buildings

Mainly irregular or regular
street pattern

regular

Building engineering
elements
Traditional versus non-traditional façade

mostly traditional bricks facades,
offices mostly glass slabs and concrete
facades

Use of additional façades

At some of the office buildings

façade ornaments

none

Openings in wall constructions

Conventional window- and door
openings

Additional elements in openings wall constructions?

None (at least no elements such as
shutters)

Materialization
Materials used for façades?

Glass, concrete, bricks

Materials used for pavement?

Mostly hard asphalt, hard concrete
tiles or bricks, tiles, cycle paths softer
(red) asphalt

Materials used for greens?

-grass (both soft and cut), partly combined with bushes and trees
-vacant parcels are often covered
with sharp sand and unmaintenaited
greening

Use of acoustical asphalt, con- no
crete or other ‘hard’ materials
Use of soft greens, lush vegetation, gravel planes etc.

Yes; in the parks

Use of additional acoustical
mitigations inside buildings (as
far as detectable)

not trace able, not likely such
mitigations are included in buildings
(conventional office buildings)

Water surfaces in the area?

yes

Where absorbing planes
varied in order to stimulate
refraction?

yes, the area is covered with smaller
planes materialized from acoustical
absorbers instead of prime large
uninterrupted planes. Such smaller
planes positioned in series stimulate
refraction.
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4.1.

Appendices part d - workshop transcription

For the process transcription only the reflection moments
(crucial for the sharing of information among attendees) are
described in a transcript of the workshop. These reflections
took place per workshop round during the last five minutes
of each round. As the complete workshop was recorded,
extended information including slides of the presentation
and the full video is available on request (only in Dutch).
Moreover, the information send to participants before the
workshop is also available on request.
Workshop information:
Attendees:
		
		

Bart de Jong (BJ), Joost van Faassen 		
(JF), Mark Lammertink (ML), Fred Kaaij 		
(FK) (all municipality of Haarlemmermeer)

easier to direct such pv cells in the public space than when
placed on top of existing buildings. So the parking rooms
also help to prevent infiltration of noise onto built up
structures.
12:42: ML starts reflection. ML proposes carports in front
of the buildings which might be decorated with greening in
order to absorb and scatter sound waves. ML asks for which
areas mitigations such as uninterrupted barriers are helpful:
for the building functioning as barriers or the hinterland
areas. Conclusion is that the mitigations are in particular
helpful for the hinterland areas: ML adds that his ideas
can be regarded as ‘very social’ (13:06). Furthermore, ML
proposes to change the materialization of the street surface

Moderator: Martijn Lugten (MLu)
Observer and researcher:
		
Egbert Stolk (ES)
Time and date:
		
May 8th 2014, 13:00-15:00
Location:
		

Kievietzaal, city hall Haarlemmermeer in 		
Hoofddorp

Time indications are based on time in the video records.
Round I
0:00- 8:55: attendees are sketching and proposing individual
ideas and suggestions for the Betje Wolfsstraat.
8:55: Reflection starts, BJ starts reflection. BJ indicates
he has focused on building and urban block scale. For the
buildings he has used curved roofs and placed greening in
between the curved elements of the roofs, in order to form
a heat buffer (insulation). On the urban block scale, again
a second skin (also for heat transmission) is added together
with curved roofs on the exposed façade combined with
a green façade. At the buildings rare, BJ suggests gravel
boxes with purifying plants in order to purify rain water
which could be used to ‘flush the toilet’(9:50).
9:59: JF starts reflection. FJ also suggests to add curved roofs
with greening placed in the curves. FJ asks how to regard
and included sound wave direction for the use of curved
roofs. As FJ did not exactly how to solve this issue by curved
roofs, greening was added in order to make reflecting noise
absorb. FJ made proposals for various types of roof shapes
(curved, tilted, flat) all with different suggestion (greening,
second skins) and a ‘asphalt materialized dwelling’ (11:04).
11:40: FK starts reflection. FK proposes tall hedges and
barriers enclosing parking lots and street elements into
‘green rooms’. The houses are untouched, but places strips
of small pavilions in the dwelling’s backyards for the ‘deaf
mum’ (referring to a Dutch television series from the 1980s
and 1990s). These building volumes might refract sound
waves towards existing dwellings. Moreover, FK suggests
to add photovoltaic cells in the green rooms as it is much

Figure F.3. Stills from workshop recordings during round I
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by e.g. gravel lanes.
Round II
14:00-26:00: presentation part two and questions.
26:00-39:50: design and proposal session + coffee break.
39:50: reflection starts, BJ starts reflection. BJ proposes
absorbing planes in between the flight path and urban area.
BJ also addresses the water storage issue adding that water
reflects noise, attract birds and thus is unwanted, the water
storage issue might be solved by gravel-filled infiltration
and water storage boxes. FK: responds: ‘instead of living
near the water, you can live near water storage boxes’ (in
plaats van wonen aan het water, wonen aan het bakje).
JF responds: ‘sounds great, will probably sell awesome’
(40:47). Discussion on esthetical aspects of water surfaces
starts.
42:35: JF starts reflection. JF has two elements in his
proposals. First is the extension of interrupted strips of row
houses: placing increments. So keeping the modernistic
pattern but reshaping and linking buildings into long strips
and closed urban blocks. In the end, voids between the urban
blocks could be redesigned into small squares and greens.
So, linking the existing buildings’ edges and redesigning the
voids and courtyards.
44:10-45:10: discussion on urban blocks and courtyards
starts, moderator (MLu) points for the existence of the
acoustical polder pattern which is excluded from the
workshop’s scope.
45:10: FK starts reflection. FK says he elaborates on the
idea he developed during the first round in this round either.
FK proposes to make green rooms and pv cell rooms at the
parking lots and voids in the public domain (on the urban
and district scale).
45:50: ML starts reflection. ML says he made some sketches
but mainly descripted his ideas. ML points for the baseball
fields situated in between living area and flight path. In
this sport fields, a large tribune or tribune shaped elements
could shield the houses. This tribune could absorb and
scatter sound waves. Furthermore, ML suggests to add
more (high dense) vegetation in order to form vegetation
barriers. Moreover, street pavement should be materialized
from gravel and aerated materials instead of normal lowabsorbing pavement.
Round III
48:00- 58:00: design and proposal session: lots of interaction
between the workshop participants.
58:00: Reflection starts, FK starts reflection. FK would
suggest not only to propose acoustical solutions, but noise
should be integrated with solutions for heat, water and
energy issues. Such issues are relevant for districts similar
to Toolenburg and will be tangible within the upcoming
decades when renovation will be needed. FK suggest to
keep the buildings and gardens as they are (private owned
areas), and to develop autonomous integral living quality
improving elements such as elements replacing car use
(shared ownership). When this would be realized, more room
gets available for energy, water and acoustical solutions. FK

Figure F.4. Stills from workshop recordings during round II

suggests to include these ideas in the entire workshop.
1:01:01: BJ starts reflection. BJ agrees with suggestions
made by FK. However, the workshop and the aircraft
noise issues could also be addressed solely as it makes
actors aware of possibilities to abate noise. But, always the
crosslinks with other disciplines should be made in the end.
1:02:25: JF starts reflection (a blurred transition from BJ
to JF’s reflection). He also supports the comments made
by the previous two participants. Nonetheless, JF thinks it
good first to start with noise and to extend the topic to other
relevant issues in a particular district.
1:03:30-1:04:50: discussion on living quality, actors, urban
planning and the inclusion of issues as noise, wind, energy
and water.
1:04:50: ML start reflection. ML adds that issues related to
noise and beyond should be tackled not only by a single
district or municipal authority but within consortiums
with other municipal governments and actors acting in the
Schiphol region (e.g. Schiphol).
Round IV
1:05:10-1:06:10: introduction round IV.
1:06:10: group discussion on actors and implementation.
First of all, JF points for the ownership discussion when
mitigations are implemented. In this case, the buildings are
mostly in the social renting segment meaning dwellings
are owned by a housing corporation. The public domain is
owned by the municipality, meaning interventions are much
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easier made when decisions are made to invest in noise
abating solutions. Practically, the municipality endorses
the corporation with a small number of stakeholders such
as housing corporations. FK adds that if the municipality
can prove individuals might benefit from mitigations,
people could be included in the project realization as well.
However, in that situation, crosslinks with energy and water
issues are requested. JF points to an example of heat and cold
transmissions from Schiphol to dwellings. BJ thinks it is
also important to include communication towards residents
in decision making processes and also points for the ability
to hear residents thoughts and suggestions for the living
areas in combination with noise (open planning processes as
named by BJ). JF thinks, elaborating on suggestions by FK,
it is important to make people aware of financial benefits:
show clearly the benefits and people could become more
enthusiastic about the proposals being made.
ML: the method could be used as handbook for designers
and planners designing for the public domain. JF: the
method could be used for governance models used by
the municipality. The instrument illustrates the effects
of solutions and is therefore useful for communication to
residents. ML: the instrument is rather easy to grasp and
could therefore be very helpful for participative design
processes.
1:17:00: end of round IV.
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4.2.

Appendices part d - workshop simplified design patterns (in Dutch)

Groene gevels
•
•
•

Zachte / hoge grassen

Groen en onderlaag
absorbeert geluid
Extra luchtlaag
achter constructie
maakt extra isolatie
Vooral nuttig voor
hoogfrequent geluid,
laagfrequent extra
maatregelen

•
•
•
•

Tweede gevel
•
•

•

Extra gevel houdt
geluid extra tegen
In spouw kunnen
extra maatregelen
tegen laag-frequent
geluid worden
genomen
Luchtlaag in
tussenruimte
werkt als betere
akoestische demper
dan normale gevel

Stil asfalt
•
•
•

•

Ronde dakprofielen
•
•

•

•

Betere afstoting
geluid
Minder
mogelijkheden
vorming indirect
geluid (geen scherpe
hoeken)
Geluid van
voorzijde wordt
minder goed naar
achter doorgegeven
(vermindering
indirect geluid)
Voor laagfrequent
geluid bijzonder
effectief

•
•

F

Wegdek hard en niet
absorberend
Poreuzer (stil) asfalt
of beton is in staat
beter te absorberend
Vooral effectief voor
hoog-frequent geluid
tenzij Helmholtz
openingen in beton
worden aangebracht
Minder effectief dan
vorige patronen

Dichte vegetatie
•
•
•

•

Absorberend effect
van bladeren
Vormen barrières
Echter: minder
effectief dan een
geluidsscherm of
gebouw
Voor hoogfrequent
geluid effectiever
dan laagfrequent

Bron obstakels
•

Gravel oppervlakken
•

Houdt luchtlaag vast
die vochtiger is:
dempend effect
Door gras ook meer
verspreiding en
diffuser geluid
Werkt voor
zowel hoog- als
laagfrequent geluid
Minder effectief dan
gravel

•

Hoog poreus en
akoestisch zeer
dempend
Absorbeert
zowel hoog als
laagfrequent geluid
Wel een dik pakket
nodig: 1 – 1.5 meter
dik
274

Buitenschot:
fysieke obstakels
tegen indirecte
geluidsgolven
Breking, absorptie
en terugkaatsing van
geluidsgolven

Onregelmatige
straatprofielen
•

Principe: allemaal
barrières achter
elkaar die geen
openingen laten
voor voortplanting
indirect geluid

Absorberende vlakken
•

•

Vlakken naast
landingsbanen en
onder aanvliegroutes
kunnen worden
gebruikt om
opvallende
geluidsgolven te
absorberen
VB: poreuze
grasvelden,
geploegde akkers
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4.3.

Appendices part d - workshop questionnaires

Three out of four participants responded on the invitation to
share their thought about the workshop in a questionnaire.
Participant 1

Position at municipality
Familiar with pattern language theory?
How easy did you understand the pattern language theory
What could be improved or communicated more clear in the introduction on pattern language theory
How easy did you understand the individual patterns during workshop round 1 (building scale)
How easy did you understand the individual patterns during workshop round 2 (street and public space scale)

yes
No
3
A short hand out

How easy did you understand the scale transcending crosslinks between patterns during workshop round 3
What and how could the patterns used during workshop round 1 be
improved?
What and how could the patterns used during workshop round 2 be
improved?

2

What and how could the patterns used during workshop round 3 be
improved?
How could links between patterns at different levels of scale be
grasped and/or communicated better?
Do you have further suggestions or recommendations regarding the
patterns, pattern language or workshop?
Was it a good decision to put the individual building scale first, or
would be helpful to first address the urban scale? Please explain
why?

3
5

For all 3 counts for me that a short compilation of the theory
Readable in 25 minutes would help.
The study was to long for busy colleagues and me.

I don’t know
Pictures and examples always help a lot
Yes that was good

Workshop and pattern language
Do you think pattern languages can be understood by any user?
Do you think pattern languages could play a role in redevelopment
projects and addressing aircraft noise in the Schiphol area?
What challenges should be overcome before the methodology could
be applied for any construction or planning activity in the Haarlemmermeer municipality?
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Think so
YES
Think that noise as a phenomena could
play more a role in the process of urbanisation an d redevelopment

Participant 2
Workshop and pattern language
Position at municipality
Familiar with pattern language theory?
How easy did you understand the pattern language theory
What could be improved or communicated more clear in the introduction on pattern language theory
How easy did you understand the individual patterns during workshop round 1 (building scale)
How easy did you understand the individual patterns during workshop round 2 (street and public space scale)
How easy did you understand the scale transcending crosslinks between patterns during workshop round 3
What and how could the patterns used during workshop round 1 be
improved?

What and how could the patterns used during workshop round 2 be
improved?

What and how could the patterns used during workshop round 3 be
improved?
How could links between patterns at different levels of scale be
grasped and/or communicated better?

Do you have further suggestions or recommendations regarding the
patterns, pattern language or workshop?
Was it a good decision to put the individual building scale first, or
would be helpful to first address the urban scale? Please explain
why?
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Urban designer / policy advisor
Yes
4
I think you made a fine introduction by
getting the abstract out of the context
and made it more concrete
5
5

4
By presenting them as a communication
form. Not as the solution. Just keep that
permanent in mind. And keep in mind
who you are talking to. As professionals
it is easy to understand but is it that way
too for an accountant at Schiphol (hypothesis)
By presenting them as a communication
form. Not as the solution. Just keep that
permanent in mind. And keep in mind
who you are talking to. As professionals
it is easy to understand but is it that way
too for an accountant at Schiphol (hypothesis)
“Make a good outline of the map. It was
now in the cutting edge of the paper and
for understanding a larger scale it will be
better to see what you are talking about
By communication again. Just tell at the
beginning that the first two parts will be
very rigid: just focus on the task. And at
the end, by combining those: be free to
add more insights you gain from combining.
Just keep on going. Be as communicative as you are now, be prepared for
simplicity and try to work back from
that to abstract level
I always find from a deformative way
of looking the urban scale more important. Without that you can do whatever
you want to do on a building but the
max you gain from the urban scale. But
for most people the building itself is the
most understandable one.
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Participant 2
Implementation and application in practice
Do you think pattern languages can be understood by any user?
Do you think pattern languages could play a role in redevelopment
projects and addressing aircraft noise in the Schiphol area?
What challenges should be overcome before the methodology could
be applied for any construction or planning activity in the Haarlemmermeer municipality?

Yes
Yes
Governance and understanding.

Participant 3
Workshop and pattern language
Position at municipality
Familiar with pattern language theory?
How easy did you understand the pattern language theory
What could be improved or communicated more clear in the introduction on pattern language theory
How easy did you understand the individual patterns during workshop round 1 (building scale)
How easy did you understand the individual patterns during workshop round 2 (street and public space scale)

Bestuursadviseur
No
4
-

How easy did you understand the scale transcending crosslinks between patterns during workshop round 3
What and how could the patterns used during workshop round 1 be
improved?

4

What and how could the patterns used during workshop round 2 be
improved?
What and how could the patterns used during workshop round 3 be
improved?
How could links between patterns at different levels of scale be
grasped and/or communicated better?
Do you have further suggestions or recommendations regarding the
patterns, pattern language or workshop?
Was it a good decision to put the individual building scale first, or
would be helpful to first address the urban scale? Please explain
why?
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2
3

Het was moeilijk om er even in te
komen. Ik zou deelnemers in het begin
nog meer aan de hand nemen.
Hier geldt hetzelfde als bij ronde 1,
alleen zag je duidelijk dat mensen het
beter begrepen.
Wat hierboven reeds gezegd is. Wel zie
je dat iedereen bij elkaar “afkijkt” en
dus hetzelfde op papier zet. Dit zou je
moeten voorkomen.
Nog meer voorbeelden.
Een betere introductie, meer voorbeelden en kiezen voor groepsvorm of
helemaal afzonderlijk van elkaar.
Ik zou het andersom doen. Op het hoogste niveau beginnen. Ik vermoed dat het
voor mensen dan meer “behapbaar” is.

Participant 3
Implementation and application in practice
Do you think pattern languages can be understood by any user?
Do you think pattern languages could play a role in redevelopment
projects and addressing aircraft noise in the Schiphol area?
What challenges should be overcome before the methodology could
be applied for any construction or planning activity in the Haarlemmermeer municipality?
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Nee
Ja
Het moet nog makkelijker worden gemaakt. Dat is echter uiteraard makkelijker gezegd dan gedaan. Ik denk wel dat
bepaalde participatie vormen kunnen
helpen in het versimpelen van de methodologie (en dus beter implementeerbaar
uiteindelijk)
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4.4.

Appendices part d - outcomes GPFE model (dL (in dB) for 32 Hz)
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